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ABSTRACT

Students often lely upon the lote memorization of information in chemistry. This

compromises conceptual understanding and r¡akes chemistry uninteresting. Despite

success solving stoichiometric ploblems, students often do not demonstmte an

understanding of underlying concepts, particulally the fundamental concept of the mole.

Research suggests that integrating history into teaching chemistly helps showcase it as an

irrteresting and dynamic topic, and promotes student learning. This thesis investigated the

impact of historically placed "interactive vignettes" on studer.tts' understanding of the

mole concept, and their interest level in chemistly. Ten interactive vignettes, following

the cluonological histoly of the mole, were pt'esented to a grade 11 Chemistly class. The

application ofa validated student attitude test ("TOSRA") showed an increase in intelest

towards chemistry leisure, chemistry careers, and openness to new ideas. Howevel,

students' academic scores showed no significant increase in their understanding of the

mole. Going forward, the knowledge of the histolical information plesented in the

vignettes may allow educators to approach the topic of the mole in a way that captules

their students' interest and enables them to bettel understand the mole concept.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

i.1 The Mole: A Centlal Concept in Chemistry

All science subjects contain identifiable central concepts that should be

emphasized when taught, as these plovide the foundation fo[ the constluction of future

knowledge. In elementaly physics, the central concept in dynarnics is force and in

electricity it is the concept of charge. In the study of biology, one ceutral concept is the

cell as a basic unit of structure and function. Another main concept in biology is that the

continuity of life is based on genetic information contained in DNA. In chemistry, one

central and unifying concept is the mole. Each of these above¡nentioned concepts is

contained within a hierarchy of lelated concepts and skills. For example, in otder to

better comprehend the central concept of the mole, students need to have an

undelstanding of atornic theoly and Avogadto's number. They also need to be familiar

with related concepts such as relative atomic mass, chemical forn'tula, formula mass and

amount of substance. ln chemistry, students must also be able to work with, and

interchange between three levels of repteseutation; the mactoscopic, symbolic and sub-

microscopic. Students need to be able to conectly note obsetvations, commuuicate them

symbolically, and to think abstractly about atons and molecules on the sub-microscopic

level.

In chemistly, the mole concept is a priucipal foundatiou fot' such complex

chemical topics as stoichiometly, gas laws, solution concentration, solubility ploduct,

equilibrium constant, and pH. The mole also selves as a main unit of measurement for an



amount of substance, and is one of only seven intelnationally recognized units (Gower,

D. M., Daniels, D. J., and Lloyd, G., 1977b; Staver and Lumpe, 1993). Stavel and

Lumpe (1993) claim that the concept ofthe mole is essential to "successful understanding

of domain-specific knowledge in chemistry" and that its undelstanding and mastely is

very important to chemistry students in theil studies (p.322). The mole concept is also

fundamental to the "mathematics of chemistly", since a large majority of the quantitative

wolk in high school chemistly involves the n.role, either directly or as a bridge between a

number of quantities (Gower et al., 1977b; Dollin, H., Demmin, P., and Gabel, D., 1989).

Therefore, students' understanding of the mole concept affects more than just one

componeut of theil studies in chemistry. Theil success in chemistly, palticularly in

problem solving, will be limited if the proper foundation ofthe mole and lelated concepts

is lacking.

Ploblems with the Mole Concept

Research on the mole concept has shown that it is one of the mole difficult

concepts for students to understand, even when they can successfully complete a variety

of problems using the rnole (Ben-Zvi, R. E. B. and Silberstein, J., i986; Bodner, 1991;

Driver, R., Leach, J., Morlimer', 8., and Scott, P ., 1994; Gabel and Sherwood, 1984;

Gabel and Samuel, i987; and Niaz and Lawson, 1985). Chemistly education research

has shown that student difficulties with problern solving often fall into thlee areas. First,

students lack the necessary conceptual krrowledge lequired to solve the problem.

Secondly, without this knowledge, students tend to rely on the memorization of r¡:les and

equations. Finally, students cannot transfer information between the rnacloscopic and



sub-microscopic levels commonly utilized in chernistly (Stavel and Lumpe, 1993).

Unfortunately, tliese three difficulties have all been linked to students' problems with the

mole concept.

Gower, Daniels, and Lloyd (1977a) developed a hierarchy of concepts that are

fundamental to understanding and conectly using the rnole concept (Figule 1 below).

Fìü¡rù tr, ÂlÈl!ì {',:.rìÈqr! ln¡É.

They first evaluated and charted the underlying concepts students required if they

\r/ere to undelstand the mole concept (e.g. atom, nlass, element, conpound...). They then

extended their flow chart to show the hierarchy of concepts rlecessary if students were to

successfully problem-solve with the mole concept without relying on algorithmic

memorization (e.g. gram to mole conversion, calculations irivolving Avogadlo's number,

and wliting equations). Their evaluation of the hielarchy showed that some steps wele

con'ìmon to solving all problems involving the mole concept and, since the mole concept

t{lÈÉsÈf lÍliùt1
ûlpurû 8!Lì5:ðn¿*s



was at the top of their hierarchy, it is considered one of the most difficult concepts to

leam. According to Staver and Lumpe (1993), the mole concept oliginates from

"abstract concepts of the atomic/molecular level". As well, the large value for

Avogadro's number is too hard to understand concretely (p. 323). Therefore, student

difficulties may not solely be with the mole concept, but might be attributed to a lack of

knowledge on a lowel level concept related to the mole, such as atom or molecule.

Accolding to Gamett, P,, Garnett, P., and Hackling, M. (1995), when conceptual

understanding is incomplete, students are apt to downgrade the "theoretical knowledge

and plinciples to a 'factual' level" and employ this knowledge in a rote man¡el. Since

the emphasis of science education should not be the rote leamirrg of facts and algorithrns,

scientific concepts need to be developed and taught in a fashion that will be better'

understood by students. Given its central role in chemistry, the mole is one of these

concepts.

How can we better teach the mole concept in older to increase student

understanding while avoiding simple rote memorization? The glade 1 1 Chernistry (30S)

Transitional Cuuiculum for Manitoba (1998), used as a reference since this study was

conducted in Winnipeg, Manitoba, recomnends the use of activities that will inclease

conceptual development and present the natule of science as a dynamic process. This

coresponds to the work of White and Gunstone (1989) who promote the use of

metacognitive stlategies to help students approach problems mear-ringfully. Over 2000

yeals ago, Aristotle said that, "to know a scientific fact we must not only know the fact

but also know why it is considered a fact" (Manitoba Chemistly 30S Curriculum, 1998,

unpublished). Accolding to the Manitoba Transitional Chemistry 30S curiculum guide



(1998), "we must teach students not only what we know in science but also the reasons

for knowing". Despite this suggestion, the curriculum suggests no method for teaching

the mole in a manner that plomotes student understanding. Perhaps one way of improving

science teaching is by using the history of science to enhance students' conceptual and

attitudinal development while, at the same time, emphasizing the central concept of the

nlole.

The final difficulty that students have with the mole corrcept and problem solving

in chemistly is associated with the natule of chernistry and its lepresentation on thlee

different levels. Most obselvations about nlattef ale made olr the macroscopic and

tangible level, but the explanations are usually given on the sub-microscopic level (e.g.,

atoms, molecules, ions) (Johnstone, 2000). Fol example, the obselvation that water

disappears when boiled is explained by refelring to the sub-rnicloscopic molecules of

water'. The third level of replesentation in chernistry is the symbolic level. On this level,

chemical formulae, symbols, chemical equations and mathematical algorithms are used to

describe both macroscopic and microscopic observations and reactions. For example:

H2O¡¡ -+ H2Olg¡ r'epresents the change of water to steam of either a molecule of water or'

a mole of water. According to Johnstone (1991), these three wa),s of replesenting the

same occunence are part ofwhat makes chemistly diffrcult to learn. Gabel (1999) also

argues that the primary problem as to why chemistly is regarded by students as difficult

to lealn is that most instluction in chemistly occurs on the abstract, symbolic level. For

example, Fe can refer to one atom of iron as well as a sheet of iron. Students often

acquire a disjointed view of chemistry because educatols often move from one level of

representation to another while teaching. Gabel (1999) states that students' conceptual



understanding can be improved by helping students work within all three levels of

representation when learning about chemical phenomena.

Rationale fol Using An Historical Approach to Teaching Science

According to Matthews (1989), the benefits of an historical approach to the

teaching of school science have been well documented duling the past two decades

(Cushing, 1989; Brush, 1979, 1989; Kauffilan, 1989; Stinnel and Williams, 1993).

Research focusing on the historical approach in science cunicula, and on student attitudes

and studelrt performance has shown increased understanding and interest in science,

enhanced critical thinking skills, and increase in females staying in science (Klopfer,

i969; Shenatt, 1982; Russell, 1981). The historical approach to education involves more

than just ploviding students with conclusions, it shows how those conclusions were

reached and what other plausible conclusions existed (Brush, 1989, Sherratt, 1982). A

research study by Aikenhead (1974) found tlìat students who ale exposed to an histolical

approach in education gain "an appreciation of the roles of diverse apploaches,

imagination, confirmation, and instrumentation in the pursuit of scientific knowledge".

A.r'ons (1989) claims that the best way to gain students' interest is by way of a stoly line

that outlines the historical settings of important discoveries and e\¡ents.



Research Questions

Due to the fact that the mole is one of the most difficult chemistry concepts for

students to comprehend, but is vital for mastery in chemistry, u'e need to ensure that

students are equipped with information that will help them better understand the mole

concept. This includes a good theoretical understanding of the development of the

atomic theoly, the sub-micloscopic level of chemistly, and the symbolic representation

used to identiry elements, molecules and compounds. The benefits of an histolical

approach to teaching some topics in science have been suggested pleviously. However,

specific lesealch on an historical approach to the teaching of stoichiornetry, with

emphasis on the concept of the mole, has not been adequate to date, Many students can

problem-solve using molar algorithms correctly even when lacking theoletical

knowledge, which leads us to the first research question.

1. Does an historical presentation ofthe concept ofthe mole, in the form of interactive

vignettes, increase students' conceptual understanding of this concept in chemistly?

Chernistry, in genelal, is a diffìcult subject to master due to the use of Jolmstone's

thlee levels of thouglrt: the "macroscopic and tangible, the sub¡'nicroscopic atomic and

molecular, and the representational use of symbols and mathematics" (Johnstone, 2000).

In order to best understand chemistry, he believes one must work at the submicroscopic

level, where "the behaviour of substances is interpreted in terms of the unseen and

molecular and recorded in some lepresentational language and notation". Johnstone

further argues that instruction fails irr this alea, and suggests starting with new



information that students will find interestiug and possibly familiar, so that they

connect it to prior knowledge. This leads us to the second research qnestion:

2. Will this conceptual understanding occur on all tluee levels of replesentation in

chemistry; the macroscopic, symbolic and the sub-microscopic?

Finally, an historical approach will introduce students to various ideas that were

presented over time. They will hear about some of the scientists' frustlations and

tliumphs along the way and will also see tlìat scientific theories were continually

questioned and changed accolding to new information and beliefs. The incorporation of

this humanistic component of science into the student's chemistly class leads to the third

research question.

3. Does the use ofhistory, with emphasis on the central mole concept, improve students'

attitudes toward and intelest in chemistly?

Limitations of the Study

Tliis study will be limited by a number of factols. Filst, since the history of the

concept of the mole is not explicitly lepresented in the chemistry cun'iculurn, students

will not be assessed on the matelial plesented in the interactive viguettes. Thelefore,

son,Ie students may choose not to pay attention to, or get irrvolved in the interactive

vignettes when plesented in class. Anothel limiting factor is the seerningly inappropriate



fit of the interactive vignettes, presented at tlle stalt of class, to the course matefial being

taught for the remainder of the chemistry class. This is due to both the spiral natule of

the cuniculum (some material covered in the interactive vignettes has been taught in

previous glades) and the style ofthe curricular content (mole algorithmic and quantitative

than biographical, historical, or qualitative).

There are some limitations associated with the test used fol testing student

attitudes (TOSRA). The test was modified to test for chemistry attitudes sirnply by

replacing the word "science" with "chemistry", and was shortened to use only thilty-tl 'ee

items ove¡all. The test was also used to assess changes in attitude that occul over a blief,

ten-class period of time.

Only two gloups of students participating in the study were chosen because they

had been scheduled to have the same instructol for grade 11 chernistry (chemistly 30S)

duling the same sernester. This non-random sampling of students, and small sample size,

present more limitations to the study. Therefole, the outcones of the lesealch are only

applicable to this setting and these students. However, they hold urelit for consideration

for other teachers and researchels.

Significance of the Study

In my own experience as a high school chemistly student, the mole was simply

Avogadro's nurnbel of particles, just like a dozen is twelve. I do not remember any

discussion of the history of either Avogadlo's number or the mole, nor dialogue

regarding the various determinations of Avogadro's number. What I do remember is



studying day after day from a workbook that seemed to stress repetitive ptactice,

especially in mathematical ploblem solving.

Later, as a teacher of chemistry, having obtained a Bachelor of Science degree

with a major in chemistry, I admit that I was unfamiliar with the correct SI (International

System for Units) definition of the mole until I read atticles on difficulties with the mole

concept. Perhaps the intended definition was part of my education, but I did not

incorporate it into my urrdelstanding of the concept. The textbooks used in chernistry

have oversimplified the concept of the mole in relation to tnemorizing Avogadro's

number, and have emphasized the use of the mole as a tool for bridging various chenical

quantities. This approach allows students to solve "type problerns" cottectly, but does

little to implove conceptual understanding.

I know I am not alone in my misrepresentation ofthe mole to students. A leview

of the chemistly notes obtained fi'om the teacher presenting the irrtelactive vignettes also

did not contain the SI definition ofthe mole, nol supplied any histoly to, or evidence for,

Avogadlo's number. I am convinced that this is a common occurfence, and one that

could be corrected if the stoly of the nole was introduced in histolically and

pedagogically valid ways. Educators and students are usually not provided the

opportunity to explore the lengthy and extensive process fot deteflnining Avogadro's

numbel and its relationship to the SI unit of the mole. Custonarily, they are taught a

siniplified and sometirnes incouect or incomplete version of the rnole concept and

Avogadro's number.

The signifrcance of this research stLrdy will be revealed after analysis ofthe data,

which may show that an historical approach using interactive vignettes will inclease

10



student interest in chernistly class and will help them better undet'stand the core mole

concept. The study was significant to nre, as it revealed a dimension of chemistry that

was unknown to me and gave me a new, intelesting method to introduce the mole

concept to my students. Just as important, this research study plovides educatols with a

historical background to Avogadlo's number and the mole concept. This information

may enable them to approach the topic ofthe rnole in a way that captures their students'

interest and enables them to bettel' understand the mole concept.

l1



CHAPTER 2

HISTORY OF AVOGADRO'S NUMBER AND THE MOLE

2.1: Atomism: Fifth Century B. C.

In order to undelstand the historical development of Avogadro's number and the

mole, one needs to start in the middle of the fifth century 8.C., when Leucippus (*440

B.C.), a Gleek philosopher, and his student Democritus (-420 B.C), introduced the

impofiant intuitive idea of atomism. They believed that the univetse, and everything

contained within, was comprised of small indivisible parlicles of matter, "atoms" that

could neither be cleated nor destroyed because they were etetnal (Glegoly, 1999; Mason,

1962). These "atoms" were assumed to be very minute, indivisible particles composed of

the same substance, but different in size, shape, mass and position. Diflerent propetties

of valious substances were due to the diffelences in the nature of theil atoms. Water was

thought to be a liquid because its atoms were smooth and round, whereas atoms that wele

rough and hard would ploduce a substance like iron (Jaffe, 1976).

However, there was no empirical evidence in support of the theoly, so the idea of

atoms was not taken seriously. Over tlte 11ext two hundled years, two of the greatest

scientific authorities, Plal.o (427 -347 B.C.) and Alistotle (384 - 322 B.C.), rejected

Democritus' theory. Instead of atoms, all objects in Plato's universe were composed of

valying amorurts of the four elenents; earth, file, ail and watel. Aristotle, influenced by

Plato's long-standing philosophy ofthe universe, also believed in the element theoly, but

had a very different view ofthe mechanics of the uuivetse. He believed that for an object

to stay in motion, direct contact with a mover was required. Therefore, in order for an

t2



object to keep moving, Aristotle argued that the universe must be a "continuum of

matter" (Mason, 1962, p.43). This clashed with the atomists view that atoms were in

constant motion with an empty space.

Although Aristotle's view was dominant, the theory of atomism was not

altogether forgotten as both Epicurus (350-275 B.C.) and Lucretius (i00 - 55 B.C.)

desclibed the theoty of atoms in their work. However, without empirical evidence, the

theory of atorns remained unwolkable for nearly two thousand years duting which the

influence of Plato and Aristotle was paramount. It wasn't until the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries that the idea of "atomisln" was revived (Mason, 1962; Stillman,

1924).

2.2: Mechanical Philosophels in the Seventeenth Century

During the 17tl' centuly, there existed two main schools of thought of chemical

theory, the iatlochemist's and the mechanical philosophels'. Howevel, neither viewpoint

was particularly useful in desclibing chemical leactions. The iatrochemists believed that

"inorganic substances were alive, changing by virtue of inner vital folces"

(Mason, 1962, p.231). The mechanical philosophers, on the othel hand, upheld the

belief that "matter was dead and inefi" and, only under the influeuce of "external

meclranical forces" would change (Mason, 1962, p.237). Accolding to the mechanical

philosophers, all types of matter underwent the same change, arrd according to the

iatrochemists, particul vital forces caused certain types ofleactious (Mason, 1962).

13



As the theory of atoms gained glound in the seventeenth centuty, it became

assimilated with the mechanical philosophy that matter consists of "patticles in motion",

in part due to the writings mathematics professor Pierre Gassendi (Mason, 1962). In his

work, Gassendi used the theoretical existence of atoms in motion to explain various

obselvations on the behaviour of gases. Several scientists followed this with their own

interpretations ofthe physical behaviour of gases.

RobeÍ Boyle, a mechanical philosopher', had detelmined that the pressure applied

to a gas varied inversely to the volume the gas occupied and explained his findings by

considering the gas to be a collection of colpuscles in randour motion. In chemistry,

Boyle detennined that some substances could be bloken down into simpler substances.

However, he observed that the four elements, earth, fire, watel and air, could neither be

extracted from any substance, nor be combined to produce any new substance. Boyle

also observed that salt dissolved in water, but not in oil and explained these results by

attributing "principles of variation" to the bodies involved. He claimed that, like the

lettels irr the alphabet, the bodies could be joined together in many different

combinations, each result having its own set ofproperties (Mason, 1962).

Although Boyle didn't follow through on this interpretation of chemical

combination, he furthered chemistry by insisting on the use of quantitative

expelimentation with pure substances and gave the fust definition fol a chemical element

in The Sceptical Chyntist (1661). This led to the current definitiou of an element today; a

substance that can combine with other elements to folm compounds, but which cannot be

broken down into sirnplet substances itself. Unfortunately, all this plogress in chemistly

was about to be sidelined by the iatrochernists and their phlogiston theory.

t4



2.3: Phlogiston Theory: Late Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries

Chemists ill the seventeenth century tlied to explain the common processes of

combustion and calcination (of metals) among substances. It had been observed that

certain substances would release an unidentifiable product into the air when burned.

Jolrann Becher (1625-1682) was first to suggest that every flammable substance

contained "inflammable earth", later called phlogiston by Georg Stahl (1660-1734) (Loy,

1996). One of the main postulates of the phlogiston theory was that when a flammable

substance underwent combustion or calcination it leleased heat and phlogiston, a

colourless, odourless, and tasteless substance. The phlogiston theoly provided a

connection between the animal and plant kingdom and the mineral kingdom,

classifications that previously had been considered quite distinct (Allchin, 1997).

The existence of phlogiston allowed for many observatiotts to be explained. For

example, it was also assumed that the ail into which the phlogiston went had a limited

ability to absorb it. Thelefore, in a closed container, a flarne will extinguish due to the

presence ofexcess phlogiston (Loy, 1996).

Phlogiston adherents assumed that substances lost tnass when they burned

because they released phlogiston, but a problem arose wheu some metals were observed

to gain mass during combustion. Sorne phlogiston theolists explained this phenomenon

by assigning phlogiston a negative tnass, but as experimentation increased, scientists

were finding that not all substances lost mass duling combustion. In ordet' to fìt with

expelimental findings, phlogiston could have a positive weight, negative weight, or no

weight at all. Another problem that arose, was the finding that phlogiston had different

l5



solubility in water, depending on its source. This was the beginning of two types of

phlogisticated air; "fixed air" dissolved in water, and "phlogisticated air" did not. Joseph

Priestley, a main suppolter of the theory, then discovered a new type of air that was a

much better fuel for combustion (Loy, 1996).

The demise to the phlogiston theor¡' occuned ovel man)¡ years as quantitative

experiments improved and gained mon'rentum. Experimental findirrgs produced problems

with the phlogiston theory that needed attention, resulting in the modification of the

postulates of the theory. Eventually the theoly could no longer explain obselvations

adequately enough, so the majority of the supporters fot the phlogiston theory left it

behind (Loy, 1996). In the late 1700's, Antoine Lavoisier, r'epeated Boyle's experirnent

on heating tin in a flask, but first sealed the flask closed. He conclusively determined that

the mass of the leactants and products was conserved during fhe leaction. Therefore,

there could be no loss of phlogiston during the reaction. Instead he noticed the air rusll

into the sealed flask once it was open, and observed that the associated gain in mass was

equal to the conesponding gain in mass when tin is calcinated. Finally, in 1783, Lavoisier'

stated that combustion and calcinations reactions involve the combination of the

combustible substance with the gas he later called oxygen, and not phlogiston. Some

phlogistians clung to their theory, claiming that Lavoisier's theoly lacked adequate

explanation of "heat, light and cornbustibility" (Allchin, 1997). Priestley was one of the

long-standing suppolters of the phlogiston theory, despite his experimental determination

of oxygen, the substance which ultirnately led to the demise of the theoly (Mason, 1 962),
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2.4: Atomic Theory

i) Pre-Dalton

While the phlogiston theory was prevalent in chemistry labs, natural philosophers

wele still considering the existence of atoms. Robert Hooke, in 1658, described how

particles of gas collide with the walls of their container. In 1738, Daniel Bernouilli

described air as having fast, r'andom moving particles that formed an elastic fluid. He

explained that the gas pressure observed was due to these particles colliding with the

sides of the container that held them, thus ploviding a modern explanation for Boyle's

law.

Later, around 1780, Lavoisier''s findings, with regards to oxygen, r'evived Boyle's

earlier definition of an element, and took chemistly in a new dilection. Quantitative

approaches to chemistly were being stressed and lesulted in the formulation of new

empirical laws. In 1797 Joseph Louis Ploust re-introduced and formalized the Law of

Defrnite Ploportions, an idea that some pliol chemists had intuitions about. Ploust, for

over eight years, tried to persuade the scientific community that when elements combined

to folm compounds, they united in definite propoltions by weight. Proust also identified

the difference between a mixture and a compound. These findings were impoftant

because they allowed for the classification ofnew substances, and led to the levival ofthe

idea of atoms in chernistry, which wele last mentioned by Boyle in the seventeenth

centuly (Mason, 1962).

In the early nineteenth century, chemists began to provide evidence for the

existence of atoms, although not all scientists made the connection oftheir'findings to the

idea of atoms. For example, voltaic cells were becoming colnmon in laboratories, and in
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1802, two English scientists observed the electlolysis of water. After a few preliminary

experiments with electricity, Sil Humphry Davy realized that electricity would be an

excellent tool with which to attack chemistly problems. In 1806 he suggested to the

scientific community that chemical and electrical attraction were caused by the same

factor. He believed that electrical methods of investigation would lead to mol'e

knowledge about the true nature of substances, suggesting a fundamental connection

between electricity and chemistry (Holmyard, 1929).

ii) John Dalton

In the early I 800's, John Dalton, a tutor of mathematics and natural philosophy at

Manchester Academy, devoted all his free time to scientifrc research. Dalton was

parlicularly intelested itr meteorology and was furthel investigating the constituents of

the atmosphere. In 1801, Dalton found that gas pressure increased ploportionally with

the increase irl temperatule and concluded that caloric (heat) was the repulsive folce that

existed between gas particles. Dalton assurned that if there were repulsive forces

between atoms of a gas, these substances should separate out. Since this did not occur he

concluded that different substances had diffelent atoms, Iìot identical as pleviously

believed. This was an impoÍant development in chemistry, fol now all atoms were not

considered identical, but instead each elenrent had its own type of atoms with a

distinctive set ofproperties, such as weiglrt, size and density (Holmyatd, 1929).

Dalton went on to argue that, since the mass of an atom of an element was

constant, the composition of all compounds must be definite. In suppolt of this clairn,

Dalton found that compounds folmed from the same two elements always had the same
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ratio of weights. This became k¡own as the law of definite ploportions. Dalton then

developed a small list of theoretical relative weights to hydrogen in order to support his

claim that each atom had its own distinctive weight. Soon thereafter Dalton noticed that

nitrogen and oxygen formed more than one type of compound, and, more specifrcally, for

a fixed amount ofnitrogen, the ratios comparing the weight of oxygen was 1:2:4. This led

to Dalton's 1804 introduction of the Law of Multiple Propottions. This law stated when

t'wo elements form more than one compound the weight of one element in each

compound forms a small whole number ratio when compaled to a fixed weight of the

other element. All of Dalton's ideas of atoms were compiled and presented in 1808 as

Dalton's atomic theoly which contained four majol postulates that outlined the existence

and behavioul of atorns (Holmyatd, 1929).

Aftel the 1808 publication of his atomic theory, John Dalton set forth to

demonstrate that atornic weights could be detelmined experimentally, and that it was

possible to detelmine the composition of the "ultimate particles" of compounds. If the

number of atoms present in the ultimate particle (nlolecule) wele known, one could find

the relative weights by qualitative analysis. Since Dalton did not know the number of

atoms in an ultimate particle of a compound, he assumed that when atoms combined to

form compounds, they combined in small whole numbers to produce the ultimate

particles of the compounds (Hohnyald, 1929). Aftel quantitative analysis of several

compounds, Dalton was able to compose a table of relative atomic weights of atoms of

elements, using hydlogen as his point of compalison. Fol example, water', the only

known compound betrveen hydrogen and oxygen, was regarded as a binary compound,

HO. Quantitative analysis showed the ratio, by weight, was 8:1 oxygen to hydt'ogen, so
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the atomic weight of oxygen was taken to be 8, while hydrogen was said to be 1. The

number of atoms in compounds proved to be quite elusive for another half-century.

Until new evidence arose, Dalton's Atornic Theory and sirlple laws of chernical

combination (Conservation of Mass, Definite Ploportions and Multiple Proporlions) lent

themselves to the test of experiment and gave some evidence for the existence of atoms.

$r'ith the passage of time, Dalton's Atomic Theory managed to slowly gain acceptance

within the scientific community.

2.5: Post-Daltonic Theoly

In 18 i 1, Jöns Jakob Belzelius, a fir'm believer in Dalton's Atomic Theoly,

introduced the modern system of chemical notation. This systeni represented an atom of

an element using either the fìrst one or two letters of the element's name (i.e. H : 1 atom

of hydlogen, Zn: 1 atorn of zinc). This eventually was applied to compounds as well:

HO = water, NH : ammouia, CO = carbonic oxide and CO2 = carbonic acid. The

uncertainty that existed with Dalton's atomic weights soon also existed in Belzelius'

method of nomenclature.

The first step in shedding the uncertainty surrounding the number of atoms in a

compound began with Joseph Gay-Lussac, a Flench chemist. He published his

observations about the behaviour of gases in chenical reactions in 1808, the same year

Dalton published his atomic theoly. Gay-Lussac observed that, when two gases react

togetheÍ, their volumes are related to one anothel', and to the volume of the ploduct as

well, if the product is also a gas (Jaffe, 1976; Mason, 1962). For example, two volumes
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of carbon monoxide will combine with one volume of oxygen to yield two volumes of

carbon dioxide. This experimental data could be explained using the hypothesis that the

ratio of the volumes of reacting gases must resetnble the ratio of the numbers of atoms in

those volumes of these gases. Since the volume ratio between the gases was 2:1:2, Gay

Lussac assumed the latio of atoms was also 2:1 :2. This became known as Gay-Lussac's

Law and it was in direct contradiction to Dalton's statement that equal volumes of gases

could certainly not always contain equal numbers of atoms.

2.6: Avogadro's Hypothesis

Amadeo Avogadlo, following Daltou's ideas, was one of the fitst scientists to

make the important distinction between the ultit'uate chemical particle of an eletrrent, the

"atom', and the ultimate physical parlicle of a substance, which he called a "molecule".

Avogadro's hypothesis, published in 1811, simply stated that equal voh¡mes of all gases

at the same tempelature and pressure contain equal numbers of molecules. Avogadro had

no empilical evidence for his hypothesis, nol had he any way of determining how many

molecules were present in a sample of gas, but he undelstood tliat the number must be

quite large (Iaffe,1976: Jones and Childers, 1993).

Avogadlo's hypottresis amalgamated ideas from Gay-Lussac's Law of Combining

Volumes and Dalton's Atomic Theory and provided a key to tlie structure of matter.

According to Avogadro, the smallest, normally existing particle of hydrogen was not H,

as Dalton assumed, but actually H2, consisting of two atoms joined together', Avogadlo's

hypothesis allowed the chemical composition of Dalton's "ultimate particles" to be
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con'ectly established; watel became HzO, and ammonia, NH3. The hypothesis also

provided a way of determining the relative atomic weights of molecules gases, since

equal volumes of the gases, at the same temperature and ptessure, contained the same

number of molecules. Unfortunately Avogadlo's hypothesis was not embraced because it

called for the acceptance of Dalton's Atomic Theory, which was still not appreciated by

the scientists of this time.

2.7: Post-Avogadlo Hypothesis

In 1 819, Flench chemists Pietre Dulong and Alexis Petit made all impoÍant

discovery that provided an independent method of choosing between various possible

multiples of oxygen atoms found in compounds. They found that when the specific heat

(the amount of heat required to laise the tenpelature of one gratn of a substance by one

degree Celsius) of a metallic element was multiplied by that element's atomic weight, a

nearly constant value was obtained (KieffeL, 1962). This was true for over twelve

elements. This enabled them to assigt't oxygen an atomic weight of sixteen. Not long

after, chemists began to aglee that this atonic weight fol oxygen would be most

convenient to choose as a basis of comparison between atornic weights.

The atomic theory was largely ignoled between 1820 and 1860, resulting in

confusion within the scientific community. Dalton's law of definite propottions and

Gay-Lussac's Law of Combining Volumes were being used independently without a

consideration of Avogadlo's hypothesis, leading to different interpretations of

quantitative results from chemical leactions (Jones and Childels, 1993). Most scientists
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were conducting experiments using a variety of atomic mass tables since there was the

uncertainty surrounding the number of atoms combined in a compound.

Another problem in cefain disciplines of chemistry was the belief in the electrical

theory of chemical composition. Davy and Berzelius discovered two fundamentally

diffelent types of elements, electropositive and electronegative, during the electrical

decomposition of inolganic substances. It was believed that cornpounds wete folmed

when opposite chalges wele attracted to one another. In addition, iftwo atoms were from

the same element, they would cany the sane charge and tepel one another. Therefole,

the existence of Avogadro's molecules, two like atoms combined, was inadmissible to

many. This chemistry theory became k¡own as the dualistic theoly, and was another

reason why John Dalton, and many othels in the scientific community, r'ej ected

Avogadro's hypothesis.

During the eaLly 1800's, organic chemistry was developing in Gelmany. It was

believed that organic substances were det'ived only from vital forces in living matter until

1828, when Fredrich Wöhler produced an olganic compound, urea, from inolganic

ammoninrn cyanate. The dualistic theory was extended to help explain findings in

organic chemistry, but when Wöhlel determined that cettain otganic substances could

combine equally well with eithel electropositive ol electlonegative eletnents, with no

changes to their ploperties, the dualistic theoty faltered. In 1840, Jean-Baptiste-André

Dumas suggested, instead of the dualistic theory, that it was the structure of olganic

substances that detennined properties witlì structurally similar compounds having similar

ploperties. When discussing his theory, Dumas leferred to equivalents of a compound

instead of atoms, although knowledge of the ratios of atoms was necessary if one was to
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learn of its structule (valency). The differing viewpoints on organic compounds, dualistic

theory versus structufal types, atoms versus equivalents, got more complex and

confusing. Olganic chemists needed more chemical theory that could explain these

results, determine the structure of a chentical molecule, and detetmine valency (how

many atoms of one element could combine with an atom of another). In order to address

the state of confusion in chemistly, Kekule arranged an International Chemical Congress

conference in Karlsluhe, Germany in 1860 (about four years aftel Avogadlo's death).

A new break{huough came when the Italian chemist, Stanislao Canizzarc,

Avogadro's pupil, following Avogadro's assun'rption that gases existed diatomically in

molecules, detelmined that the volume of a gas was associated with its gram-molecular

mass. Avogadro's hypothesis, that equal volur.nes of all gases contain equal numbel of

molecules or atoms, led Canntzzarc to conclude that the gram-molecular weight of a gas

must be proportional to the density of the gas, with volume remaining constant. Using

sarnples ofhydrogen gas and oxygen gas, and the assumption that their relative molecular

weights were 2.0 and 16.0 respectively, Canrizzaro determined the average volume of

one gram-rnolecular mass of any gas to be apploximately 22.4 L.

At the International Chemical Conference, Stanislao Cannizzaro tlied to explain

how Avogadlo solved the ploblem earliel of valency and atomic weight detelmination,

and made a recommendation that Avogadro's hypothesis be accepted and used, but most

in attendance were still unconvinced. Eventually, Cannizzaro's work gained acceptance

and Avogadro's hypothesis gained validity in the scientific world. Chemists, in the

1860s, wele able to determine atomic weights and valencies for elements, and tried, once

again, to place elements in lelated groups accoldiug to theit properties. Both Gernan
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chemist Lothal Meyer and Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev noticed periodic trends

amongst the elements and each developed a periodic table in supporl of their findings.

(Mendeleev's periodic table was published in 1869.) The fact that there was a periodic

occurrence of similar physical and chemical properties, when arranged in older of

increasing atomic mass, supported the recorded relative masses of the elements (Jones

and Childels, 1993). These values soon became widely accepted by the scientific

community.

2.8: Determination of Avogadro's Number

Years were spent looking for empilical evidence in support of Avogadro's

hypothesis that would allow scientists to determine the actual quantity of molecules that

exist in a gram-atom of a particular substauce, where a gram-atom coruesponds to a

substance's atomic weight. This quantity in question became known as Avogadro's

number, or' "N", fir'st used by Jean-Baptiste Perlin in his papel on Bro\rynian Motion in

1908 (Penin, I 923). Once an agreement of atornic weights was established, the pathway

for determining the number of atoms in Avogadro's number became evident.

The methods used to calculate Avogadro's numbet have been extremely varied,

yet have yielded quite similal results. Some ofthese methods have irrvolved studies into

the viscosity of gases, moleculal distlibution in emulsious, Blownian motion, the

blueness of the sky, black body spectla, radioactivity and X-r'ay clystallography (Perlin,

1923). Ovelall, the use of such divelse approaches and the closeness in obtained values
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for Avogadro's number gives much support to the atomic fheoly and Avogadro's

hypothesis.

A: Study of Clystals

It was the study of clystals and theil structure that led to the next wave of suppott

for atoms. As far back as 1665, Robert Hooke had illustrated the appearance of crystals

under the microscope and had noted their symmetly, suggesting they were composed ofa

"regular arrangement of tiny particles" (Jones and Childers, 1993). However, it wasn't

until 1791, when Rene Just Haüy accidentally found that crystals would cleave along

specific edges into smaller and smallel pieces. He proposed that this would continue

until the crystal was reduced to its smallest fundamental unit. By the early 19'l' centuly,

crystallographers were convinced that atoÍns \ryere responsible for the shape and

properties of clystals (Jones and Childers, 1993).

B: Brownian Motion

One ofthe first observations in suppolt of atoms was based on the work of Roberl

Brown in 1828, a London doctol and botanist. Brown, investigating fertilization in a new

plant species, was studying pollen grains tlrlough a microscope when he noticed their

lapid motion. Although othels had observed this random movenent previously, Brown

was the first to investigate it further. Brown observed that the motion was not limited to

living material and found that very small particles of any solid suspended in water,

seemed to be in a state of landom motion when observed under the micloscope. The
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cause of this seemingly perpetual random movement was doubtfìil for a long period of

time, although some attributed it to thermal convection cunents in the liquid medium.

C: Relationship to Electricity

The next majol step in determining the elusive Avogadro's number came from

Michael Faraday. In 1834, Faraday studied the effect of electric cutrents on water

solutions of a variety of different substances. He showed that chemical compounds could

be separated into theil elemental components by passing an electric current fi'om a battery

though them, a process he called electrolysis. He suggested tliat the electric cunent

caused some compounds to separate into electrically chat'ged atoms that he called "ions".

Faraday completed many quantitative studies on chemical electrolysis, aud fi'om

the analysis ofthe data he proposed that a definite amount of a substance was produced at

an electrode by a fixed quantity of electricity. Furthelmore, the amount of substance

decomposed was proportional to the magnitude of the electtic cun:ent used and to the

elapsed time and determined that the quantity of electlicity that produced 8 g of oxygen

was also able to ploduce 35.5 g of chlorine. Faraday called these masses the

"electrochemical equivalents" of the elements, and for many elements, these equivalents

were the same as Dalton's leported atomic masses (Jones and Childers, 1993).

Thlough furthel experiment, Farada¡' was able to measure the total charge

lequired to deposit the mass of a substance, in grams, equal to its atomic mass (gram

atomic rnass). This charge became known as the faladay (F), and since a gram atomic

mass of a substance, accolding to Avogadlo's hypothesis, would contain a definite

number of molecules, Faraday had found a nethod of detelmining Avogadto's number



(F : N" e) (Jones and Childers, 1993). FaLaday was aware of this relationship, and

understood its significance, but was unable to find Avogadro's number O{u) or the unit of

charge (e) separately. Faraday was not able to prove that atons actually existed, but his

quantitative experimental data from electrolysis was clearly explained using the ideas of

atomism and gave more credibility to the existence of atoms (Jones and Childets, 1993).

In 1 891, G. Johnstone Stoney coined the tern, "electrons" fol the unit of charge found in

Faraday's electlolysis experiments (Mason, 1962).

D: Kinetic Theory of Gases

Alound 1857, Rudolph Clausius expanded the kinetic theory of gases. This

theory was based on valious experimental data that indicated gases behaved as they did

because they were made of molecules, moving in random ditections at great speeds,

undelgoing almost elastic collisions (Garber, Blush, & Evetett, 1986). It was believed

that the gaseous molecules were able to exefi pressure on the walls ofthe container due to

theil landon notion and kinetic er-rergy, and mote molecules created a greater pressure.

Studies had shown that as temperature was incteased, the kinetic enelgy of the molecules

also incleased, causing an increase in pressure. Around 1866, James Clerk-Maxwell

showed that the plessure of a gas was proportional to the number of molecules in the

sample. He algued that the most important consequence of the kinetic theoly, having

been imploved by Ludwig Boltzman (-1877), was that a cubic ceutimeter of any gas, at

standard pressure and temperatut'e, would contain the same numbet' of tnolecules (Knight,

1968), Maxwell believed that measuring the variables of tempetatute, pressure and
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volume of a sample of gas would indicate the number of molecules contained within

(Kieffer, 1962).

E: Molecular Size

One of the first estimates of the size of a molecule was by the Austrian physicist,

Johan¡ Loschmidt in 1865. He based his method on the kinetic theory of gases, lalgely

advanced by Clasius, Maxwell, and Meyer'. He made use of their determination of the

average velocity of molecules of gases in telationship to kinetic energy, and the mean

fi'ee path of air molecules. ln his calculations Loschmidt assumed that the volume of the

substance, when reduced to the liquid forrn, would be not much greater than the total

volume of all its molecules. He called this the coefficient of condensation, e. This latio

was compalable to the ratio between the mean free path (D (space between one collision

and the next) ofa molecule and one-eighth ofthe diametel of a molecule (s).

Loschnridt's equatioll. e: s /81

Loschmidt's size of a molecule of hydrogen was such that two million auanged in

a row would take up one nillimetel of space. He found that one cubic centimeter, at

normal temperature and plessure, would contain approximately 1.9 x 1018 molecules

(Kright, 1968). These results were supported by the individual lesults obtained by

Stoney in 1868, and by Kelvin in 1870, whose estimate was deduced using the thickness

ofsoap bubbles and from the electlic plopeÍies of metals.

It was k¡own that, at a standard tentpelature and pressure, the volume any 22.4

litre sample of gas would contain the same number of tnolecules, and this nunbet' of
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molecules became known as Avogadro's number. Using Loschrnidt's value for the

number of molecules in I cm3, Clerk-Maxwell mathematically estimated that there were

4.3 x 1023 molecules in22.4 L of a gas (Kniglit, 1 968).

By analyzing the scatteling of light, Kelvin was able to obtain an estimate of

Avogadro's number of molecules in a gas at OoC and 760 mm of mercury. His results

gave a value of 5 x 1023.

F: Discovery of Electlons

Late in the nineteenth century, scientists were reseatching the behaviour of

electric dischalges in Crookes tubes, and found that they fìlled with a green fluorescence

neal the positive electrode when high voltage was applied to the electrodes in the tube. it

was thought that the fluolescence was due to rays originating frotn the negative electrode

cathode, so these rays became known as "cathode rays". In 1895, Jean Pemin showed,

later confirmed by J.J. Thomson, that these cathode rays catried a negative chatge.

Although previous research had shown that there was no effect, Thomson studied the

effect of electric fields on cathode rays, and found they always deflected away from the

negatively chalged plate, supporting the idea that cathode rays were chalged particles, not

waves as some researchers had suspected. He also detelmined that the magnitude of

deflection was plopoltional to the voltage applied across the plates (Jones and Childers,

1993).

In 1897, Thomson calculated the mass to charge latio ofthese "cathode rays" by

reasoning that a particle traveling between the plates would be deflected by the electric

field at an angle, with an acceleration proportional to its mass, and once tlte particle had
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left the electlic field, the angle of deflection could be calculated. Thomson was able to

determine the mass to charge ratio, but the reciprocal of this value is used and is equal to

1.7588 x 10r' C/kg (Jones and Childels, 1993). Experimentation with diffelent gases

gave similar results suppotling the belief that cathode rays were charged particles.

Thomson concluded that these cathode ray particles were identical in mass and charge

and were a parl of all atoms, therefore, atoms n'lust be divisible. He also concluded that if

the charge, e, was the same size as the smallest ùnit of chalge obselved in

electlochemistry, then the mass of the cathode tay parficle was two-thousand times less

than the mass of a hydrogen atom (the smallest mass k¡owt'l at that time). Thomson

called these cathode lay parlicles "cot'puscles", but they soon became known as

"electrons".

G: Return of Brownian Motion

Previously the rate of Brownian motion had been found to vary proportionally

with changes in tempet'atule. According to the kinetic theory of lnotion, an inclease in

temperatule wonld cause the kinetic energy with which the molecules of the substance

are moving to increase as well. Therefore, in 1877, it was suggested that Brownian

motion of particles might be lelated to the molecular motion of the liquid portion of the

suspension. This was an impoltant link, offering the fnst obsetvable phenomenon to

conobolate the kinetic theory of gases.

In 1905, Albert Einstein published thee papers in physics and chemistly that

were significant for modeln physics, as well as chemistry. In one of these papers

Einstein made some very important statements legarding the existelrce of atoms, although
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atoms and molecules were still open to objection in the scientific world. In his paper,

Einstein described how the random motions of larger particles in a suspension, as viewed

under a microscope, were the result of collisions with the random movetnent of smaller

molecules in a liquid, which moved according to the kinetic theory ofgases. The random

bombaldment ol a particle would cause it to move in the same way Robert Brown had

described it years ago and, due to the large size of the particle, measurements could be

made more easily than on the water molecules themselves. Einstein determined that the

displacement of a Blownian particle would not increase linearly with time but with the

square root of time, since the pafiicular motion resembles that of a "random walk" (Bent,

1980; Haw,2005).

Random walks hold the same sort of predicfability as obtaining a cettain number

from a roll of dice. It is quite unlikely, althougìr possible, fot' a walker to head off in one

direction and continue in a straight line. Mole often, a walker's path will loop back upon

itselfand, in the end, the walker does not venture too far offfrom his starting point. It has

been ptoven that aftel N random steps, such a walker will on average end up at a distance

of rh.l fi'om its starting place. Fol example, a person taking 100 random steps, each one

foot in size, will end up only 10 feet ({100) on ar)erage from their starting position.

In his paper', Einstein provided an equation by which Avogadro's numbel could

be determined simply by studying Brownian motion. This equatiotl replaced the nutnbel

of steps in a random walk with the numbet'of collisions of a palticle. The equation also

took particle size, temperature and liquid viscosity into consideration:
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Einstein's Equation: N : RTt

3rka)"2,

N = Avogdaro's number, R: universal gas constarlt, T: temperature in Kelvin,
/r: viscosity of water, a = particle dianreter', 1," : displacement (r'andom rvalk)

Accolding to Einstein, Avogadro's numbel was proportional to the product of the

universal gas constant, temperatule in degrees Kelvin and the time period for the

particle's displacement. Avogadro's number was inversely proportional to 3æ times the

solution's viscosity, particle diameter and the palticle's random walk observed during the

time interval used.

Einstein suggested that Avogadro's number could be determined by measuring

the average position of a microscopic particle over time. His papel gave chemists an

experimental way by which they could use au everyday microscope to count atons (Bent,

1980). Einstein was the first to provide persuasive evidence for the physical existence of

atoms. This alnost 100 years after Avogadro made his hypothesis.

H: Application of Einstein's theory: Pellin

Eally in the twentieth century, Jean-Baptiste Penin proceeded to use various

emulsions to determine Avogadro's number (Perrin, 1923). The methods Pemin used

included n'reasurements of the vertical distribution ofparlicles in a column, and ploperties

of Brownian notion that included displacements and diffusion. Wor*ing with his

emulsions, which included valiations in both the size and mass ofgtains, Perrin was able

to determine values for Avogadro's numbel, with, accolding to Penin, the most accurate

measurements being 64 x 1022 (Penin, 1 923).
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As early as 1 8 10, while working on the relationship between altitude and

barometric pressure, Piene-Simon Laplace determined that any vertical column of gas

will be compressed under its own weight. He derived an equation that connected the

pressule of a gas at two different heights in a vertical column and found that the ratio of

the two pressures remained constattt if the height was unchanged (Perrin, 1923)' In 1908,

Perrin noticed that particles suspended in a liquid resemble the particles ofa gas in terms

of their distribution. More specifically, the way the density of gas parlicles in the

atmosphere declease with distance fi'om the ealth, the density ofthe suspended paÉicles

drops with an increase in height, independent of theil initial distlibution. Perrin, using

Laplace's ear{ier work, derived an "equation of distribution" for an emulsion that clearly

showed that the concentration ofglanules in an emulsion decreased exponentially manner

as a function ol height.

Perrin's ecluctlion:

,// n : t - N / RD m (I - d/D) sh

(d = density of the Iiquid and D = density of the partícle
p and p are the 

^to 
pt'essures found at dffirent heigltts

h is the heighr of the column, N¡1 is nolectrlar 
"wight 

of the particles

Once the emulsion of gamboge (dlied vegetable latex) and mastic (a resin) was

prepared, by lepeated use of a centlifuge, Perrin detelmined the density and volume of

the grains by different methods. Then Perlin placed a drop ofthe emulsion in a 0.1 mm

hollow section of a glass slide and obselved the emulsion eithel verlically, where the

complete distribution of the emulsion was observed at once, or horizontally, where the

emulsion was observed on one layer of particles at a time as the tnicloscope was raised or

z--------\ p'

^ f:- -r'
,l l* I

's nater¡(tt) + [----) ,
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Iowered. He then counted the grains contaiued within, since the ratio of particles at the

two different heights, / to n, still needed to be determined (Pelrin, 1923).

Every hour Pen'in determined the ratio ofthe grains at the two fixed heights and

found that after one houl the ratios did not change, and they remained the same up to 15

days later. Penin repeated his findings with emulsions containing particles in varying

sizes, a different nature of grain, different intergranular liquids and varying grain

densities. He also supervised the study of the influence of temperature on the emulsion,

where samples were tested at -9oC and at 60oC. Despite all the changes, Penin found that

the value for Avogadlo's numbet temained lelatively constant between 65 x 1022 and 72

x 1022.

Pemin also detelmined Avogadro's numbel by separately focusing on particles'

Brownian motion. With the aid of a microscope of known magnification, he lecorded

landom displacement of a grain over consecutive periods of time. After repeated trials

with lalge valiations in grain size, Perrin was able to determine values for Avogadro's

number, using translational motion, that were approximately 70 x 1022 (Pellin, 1923).

For rotational motion, using over 200 measìit'elnents, Pe¡rin was able to calculate a value

for Avogadro's numbel of65 x 1022.

The last experimental study Perrin cornpleted to confirm Einstein's laws was to

look at the diffusion of emulsions and see if the value obtair-red fot' Avogadlo's number

agleed with those already found. To do this Pelrin studied the diffusion of sugal in

water. The value for Avogadro's numbel obtained was 65 x 1022. M. Brillouin, one of

Perin's associates, then studied the diffusion of visible gamboge grains by

photographing art absorbing partition twice a day and counting the grains that were
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attached. He obtained a value of69 x 1022. The similarity in all ofPelrin's results gave

Einstein's formula considerable support as well as lends confir'lnation to the molecular

theory. In 1926 Perrin received a Nobel prize for his work on atorlrs in 1926.

I: Radioactive Decay

ln 1911, Ernest Rutherford and Befirum Boltwood counted the number of

radioactive disinteglations occurling in standard sample ofnaturally radioactive materials

like ladium. They had learned that alpha particles emitted by the ladium sample would

pick up electrons and become helium gas molecules. Since one disintegration would

produce one heìiuln gas molecule, counting the disintegrations aud measuring the number

of moles of helium gas produced would provide a good estimate of Avogadro's number.

On one day 2.25 x 10ts disintegrations occr¡tred in a 192 mg satnple, so 2.25 x l0r5

molecules of helium wele produced. Calculations using the ideal Gas Law produced a

value for Avogadro's number of 6. l4 x 1023 molecules.

Rutherfold and Hans Geiger also counted the numbel ofplojectiles being emitting

from a ladioactive soulce by constructing a device tltat caused the ernitted a palticles to

produce a f ail ofions as it ionized the molecules with which it collided. The dischalges

produced were large enough to deflect an electtometer and noticeable enough to be

acculately counted. Ruthelford and Geiger then perrnitted the cr palticles to fall within a

Faraday cylindel, and detennined the charge of a single plojectile. Once the chalge of

the projectile was calculated, Avogadro's number could be detemrined, and was found to

be 62 x 1022 (Perrin, 1923).
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J: X-Rays

The effect of X-rays on crystals also became known in 1912. Max Von Laue,

Gelman physicist, had found that X-rays, when aimed at pure crystals, sepalated like a

diffraction grating producing an X-ray spectrì-rm. Using this knowledge, William Bragg

and his son developed a method that would allow them to see the inner structure of salts.

They sent X-rays tll'ough vely thin crystals and photographed what they saw. They were

able to see legularly spaced rows of atoms that were approximately one twenty-millionth

of an inch apart (Jaffe, 1976). In 1912, Poincale made the statement, "atoms are no

longer a useful fiction, things seems to us in favour that we see them since we know how

to count them...The atom of a chemist is uow a teality" (Haw, 2005).

K: Discovery of the Chatge on the Electron

Recall that in 1897, J. J. Thomson determined the mass to charge ratio fol a

co{puscle, later termed an electron. Being unable to determine eithel the mass ol charge

separately, he could not calculate Avogadro's nutnber. From 1913 to 1917, the Amelican

scientist Robert Millikan, studied the movement of charged drops of oil in opposing

electrostatic and glavitational fields and was able to determine both the mass and chatge

of an electlolr. He was able to repeat this experirrent with other substances, such as

mercury and glycelin. The mass of the electron was determined by Millikan to be 9.1 x

10-3rkg, and the charge of the electlon was determined ro be 1.6022 x 1O-re Coulombs

(Mason, 1962). When applied to Michael Faraday's assumption that Avogadro's number

equals the faladay divided by the unit ofcharge, a value of 6.0217 x 1023 is obtained.
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Modern methods of determining Avogadlo's numbel rely on the use of X-ray

crystallography to get the precise dimensions of the atoms in crystals. Calculations,

using Bragg relationships, have provided estimates for Avogadlo's number at 6.0215 x

1023. The values obtained by this method are said to have an etrot ofless than 1.0 x 10-8

(Dice, 1996).

Tluough the years, many different phenomena have been involved in the

determination of Avogadlo's number. Whether it was the kinetic theoly and gases,

charged particles in solution, or radioactive substances, the results for Avogadro's

numbel are quite similar to one another. Table 1 below summalizes the range of some

studies done, and shows the closeness betrveen the tesults for N. This gives much

support to the atomic theoly and Avogadro's hypothesis.

Table 1: Summary of Various Methods that have given values for N
(Pen'iu, 1923)

Phenomena Obselved N/1022
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2.9: The Idea of the Mole

Sruprisingly, the term '1nole" did not originate with Avogadro, but was

introduced around 1900 by Wilhelm Ostwald, a famous German chemist, in reference to

work done on ideal gases. One mole, as defined by him, was "the molecular weight of a

substance in mass grams" (Gorin, 1994). The term mole became a convenient way to

count very large numbers of atoms ol particles. Prior to 1959, in chemistry, units used to

specify amounts of a substance were based on telative masses, with the agreed upon

atomic weight of oxygen (16) being used. However, in physics "16" represented one

single oxygen isotope, and in chemistry is referred to the average of tlu'ee isotopes.

Therefole, in 1960 the International Union ofPule and Applied Physics (IUPAP) and the

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) assigned the exact value of

12 to the relative atomic mass of the isotope of carbon with mass nurnber I 2 (carbon 12,

'2C;. Th" mass ofcalbon-i2 was set at 0.012 kg, and 'the unit ofthe quantity "amount of

substance" was given the nat'ue mole (symbol mol)' Q'{ational Institute of Standards and

Technology).

In 1967 , the International Committee for Weights and Measures adopted the

above definition, and in 1971, the mole was adopted as the official System International

unit for an amount of substance. It is defined as "the amount of substance of a system

which contains as many elementary entities as there ale atolrrs in 0.012 kiloglarn of

carbon 12" (l.lIST). In 1980 this definition was expauded, by the International

Committee for Vy'eights and Measures, to clalify that the carbon-l2 atoms ale unbound

and in their ground state.
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The definition fol' a mole doesn't mention the actual number of entities that are

found in 0.012 kilograms of calbon, so the connection to Avogadlo's number is uncleal.

However, one mole of calbon is the same as Avogadro's numbet of atoms of carbon, ot

one mole ofany substance is equivalent to Avogadro's numbel of atoms/particles ofthat

same substance. This link between Avogadro's number and a mole is used regulally in

chemical stoichiometry and is a cornerstone to many calculations in the chemistry

classroom.

2. 10: Summary

The path by which a new scientific theory is first conceived, developed, unveiled,

and then accepted by the scientific community is usually lengthy, arid fraught with many

unexpected problems along the way. Usually the development of the theory remains

unknown to the general population and science students, and, instead, the final ploduct is

showcased and eventually utilized as mainstream fact. People often ate unawale of sorne

of the barriers scientists face in pursuit of their beliefs. These bauiers usually are

technological in nature, but sometimes are related to outside influences such as religion

and politics. This is definitely tlue for the development of Avogadro's hypothesis and the

eventual determination of Avogadro's number, which extended tll'ough many disciplines

and coveled apploximately two hundred years of scientific thouglrt and experimetrtation.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

The review of the litelatute will be divided into two sections. The fìrst section

will outline the presclibed use of an historic approach in education. This will be followed

by results of some research into the use of an histolical approach as it related specifically

to science courses. The second seclion of the literature review will emphasize the role of

science textbooks in education. In particr.rlar, theil use in the classroom and their

pl'esentation ofthe concept of the mole.

3.1 : Research into History in Science Education

Driver, in lrer afttcle "StudenÍs' Conceptiot'ts and the Learning ofScience" (1989),

discusses the research on students' conceptions of natural phenomena and the belief that

"meaningful leaming involved the stluctured organization of a knowledge system in

which concepts take their meaning fi'om the theories in which they are embedded" (p.

481). She mentions the litelature which indicates that students' prior conceptions can

influence their lealning of new concepts, especially if they differ from the ideas being

taught, Drivel' fulther describes the constructivist perspective of learning, where students

are believed to build their own mental representations ofthe world around them and then

use these to interyret lrew information, revisirrg and adapting theil mental representations

as needed. Unlike Piaget's idea ofpelsonal construction ofknowledge, Driver states that

"learning science...is seen to involve more than the individual making sense of his or her
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personal experiences but also being initiated into the ways of seeirtg which have been

established and found to be fruitful by the scientific community" (p.482).

In discussing concaptual change in students, Driver brings forth the tesearch

perspective that draws a connection between the pattern of conceptual change in students

and the way scienfific theory has been seen to change and proceed over time. It was

found that there was a similality between the historic development of science and the

growth of individual understanding (Dliver, 1989; Piaget, 1970; Sherratt, 1982).

Research has been dilected towards substantiating this hypothesis that intuitive beliefs

mimor stages in the history and development of science (Matthews, 1989; Rowell, 1989;

Niaz, 1991).

As early as the nineteenth century, Georg W. F. Hegel, Herbert Spencer', and

Ernst Mach believed that historical presentation had a psychological lole to play in the

development of undelstanding. Pierre Duhem believed that the best and only way to give

students a "cottect and clear view of the very complex and living organization" of

science was by way of an historical approach that involves the retlacing of stages by

which empirical data was obtained and theories were first conceived (p.268). Piaget

(1970) was the major advocate of this idea in the twentieth century (Mafthews, 1989).

Piaget's hypothesis, of the same title as his influential book Genelic Epistentologt

(1970), claims that there "is a parallel between the plogress made in the logical and

rational organization of knowledge and the conesponding formative psychological

processes" þ. 13). "Genetic Epistemology" attempts to explain scientific knowledge on

the basis of its histoly, and especially the psychological origins of the notions and

opelations upon which it is based. Piaget fulther stated that scientific knowledge is a
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process of continual construction and reorganization. Therefore, historical and

psychological factors in these changes are of interest when attempting to understand the

nature of scientific knowledge. in science education, it is genelally believed that the

historical progression of science is similar to one's individual psychological

development. For example, students begin with concrete thinking, with theil concepts

tied to different sensations and, under the influence of education, slowly develop more

refined or abstract concepts. Although a cornplete histolical recapitulation is not

possible, historic progression is still important to science educators. Genetic

Epistemology suggests that knowledge of the obstacles to the historical development of

science can indicate where problems might arise in student understanding, and can clarify

the presence of science learning (Driver and Easley, 1978; Matthews, 1989). Ifthis is the

case, an histolical approach that highlights the main obstacles in the development of the

mole concept may help students wolk though theil own stages of understanding of this

concept.

An historical approach, as defined by Stephen Brush, in his article "History of

Science and Science Education" (1989), does nore than just "assert the conclusions", but

describes the plausible alternatives and then shows how the conclusions were leached þ.

61). He clairns that experirnents and thinking ate integral pats to the historical apploach.

The Intelactive Vignettes that ale used in my lesearch attempt to involve students in

eithel a thought experiment or a hands-ou activity in order to demonstrate celtain

historical concepts that helped develop Avogadro's number and the concept ofthe mole.

In his book Science Teaching The Role of Hislory and Philosophy of Science,

Michael Matthews claims that an increased lole of the history and philosophy of science
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should increase students' awareness of the cultural, social and philosophical dimensions

of science and should increase theil understanding of the science subject matter being

taught (1994). Matthews states that the use ofthe history of science in earlier curriculum

leforms was often ineffectual because it "was taught as a lhetolic of conclusions" and

"the fluid nature of scientific inquiry and conclusions was seldom apparent" þ. 19). He

believes that culriculum should be guided by tlie history of science, as it plovides "a

wonderful opporlunity to learn about science at the same time that one is learning the

subject matter ofscience" (p. 135). In describing the use of the pendulum for the study

of motion, Matthews states:

"The histoly ofhuman effofis to rndelstand pendulum motion is far from boring:
it is peopled by great minds, their debates are engaging, and the history provides a

stoly line on which to hang the complex theoretical developnent of science. As
well as improved understanding of science, students taught in a contextual way
can better understand the nature ofscieuce, and have something to remembel long
after the equation for the period of a pendulurn is forgotten." (p. 135),

The histoly of Avogadro's number and the mole could be described in the same

fashion. Instead ofjust memorizing the definition and value for Avogadlo's number,

students, when using an histolical approach, learn about the conflicting beliefs between

Dalton and Gay-Lussac, and then Cantizzaro and the scientific community. They hear

how many great minds, over lnany years, contributed to the developrnent ofAvogadro's

number and have some hands-on activities to draw them into the stolies plesented. This

makes the infonnation rnuch rnole intriguing and memorable than being given a

seemingly lneaningless value to memorize and use in rote calculations.

Many research studies have looked at the use of histoly of science in science

education only to find conflicting results on its effectiveness. An historical approach has
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been used to assess students' views of the nature of science (Abd-El-Khalick and

Lederman,2000; Bentley,2000; Boujaoude, 1995; Dennison, i993; Duschl, 1990; hwin,

1.997,2000; Matthews, 2000), student learning of science (Klopfer and Cooley, 1961;

Seroglou et al, 1998; Stinnel and Williams, i993; Wandersee, 1985), and student interest

in science (Becker, 2000; Solomon et al. 1992; and Wanick, 2000). Abd-El-Khalick and

Lederman (2000) studied the use of history of science to change student's views on the

nature of science and found no discelnable effect, However, h'win (1997, 2000) and

Solomon et aI. (1992) found that students' views of the nature of science are alteled with

an historic approach, but thele is no change in their understanding of scientihc concepts.

Alternatively, studies by Seroglou et al. (1998), Stinner and Williams (1993), and

Wandersee (1985), have shown an increase irr student learning through the use of the

histoly of science.

Stinner and Williarns, in "Conceptual Change, History, and Science Stories"

(1993), discuss the use of histolically based science stories (lalge context ploblems) for

science classloorns. They claim that an historical setting would plovide a meaningful

learning context and would selve as an apptopriate vehicle fot students' conceptual

change, It seems that students would benefit cognitively if certain difficult concepts

\¡iele histolically introduced and then progressively developed towards the common

scientific view held today. In 1858, Stanislao Cannizzaro, advocate fol Avogadro's

hypothesis which charrged the face ofchernistly, said: "in older to lead my students to the

conviction which I have leached myself, I wish to place them on the same path as that by

which I arrived at it - the path that is of the historical examinafion of chemical theories"

þersonal letter to Professor De Luca).
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Sekel and Welsh (2003), in "The Differentiation of Contexts Plovided by History

of Science", argue that the valiation in results is attributable to the context in which the

history of science is presented. Their own study on the effectiveness of different class

contexts provided by using the history of science, showed that the valied methods

(histolical stories of scientists' lives, scientific concepts, and uature of science) had

different effects on student learning of science, their understanding of the nature of

science, and theil interest in science class. They were able to conclude that student

intelest increased with the use of stories of scientist's lives and that the students who

learned the historical background to concepts had more valid propositions.

This lesealch is relevant to my lesearch becanse the interactive vignettes serve to

introduce some biographical information about each scientist with theil histolical

contribution to the concept of Avogadro's number and the mole, with the hope of

increasing both student interest and understanding ofthe mole concept.

In Sherratt's alticle (1982), "History of Science in the Science Curriculum: an

historical perspective; Part 1: Early intetest and roles advocated", he discusses many

reasons why histoly has been used in the science classroom. He states that one of the

most frequently mentioned arguments for the use of the history of science is that it can

demonstrate the cultural and hunranistic aspects ofscience. This is important since many

of the concepts taught in the classtoom ate introduced and treated as if they were

unproblematic frorn their inception. Students do not leat'n to appreciate that science is a

cleative human endeavor', fi'aught with moral and aesthetic dilernmas. The historical

approach goes beyond simple biographies of the scientists, and instead, it is a way of

showing high school students the complex interactions that lie behind the "facts"
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presented in science courses (Lühl, 1992; Sherratt, 1982; Holmyard, 1923). According to

Shematt, advocates of the history of science r"rrged educators to place historical "facts"

into a wider context, including social and intellectual components, and then evaluate

them from within.

Sherratt includes the following quote fi'om Humby and James as ea:"ly as1942:

"...science is taught as a collection of laws and facts rather than as a constantly
growing body of knowledge with social implications of vital importance...pupils too
rarely lealize...that the pursuit of scientific klowledge is a social activity, that science
has the power to affect society and society the power to direct science. The relation
between science and histoly is taught, if at all, in the most unintelesting and inelevant
way. The social repercussions of science are relegated to a few isolated industrial
applications"

Often, chemical stoichiometry is taught as a means to an end. Students lealn how

to write formulas fol compounds, balance equations and then solve algorithmic ploblems,

and the experiments sirnply involve applying their mathematical solutions to a real

chemical reaction. Rarely are students introduced to the humanistic side of chemistry and

informed about how society has transformed science over the years, simply due to the

belief system af the time. The use of the Interactive Vignettes will sliow how society was

slow to accept new scientifrc ideas and stalled the progless of chernistry at ceftain times.

Lühl (1992) studied the use of an histolical approach to teaching the atomic

theoly and found that students became familial with valying approaches to scientific

enquiry, Students also learned to appreciate the philosophies behind each apploach and

identified the role society played in some of them. A study by Allchin, titled "Rekindling

Phlogiston: From Classroom Case Study to Interdisciplinaly Relationships" (1997),

introduced the concepts of metals and oxidation tluough a hands-on historical account of

the phlogiston theory. Allchin found that this approach made the students more accepting
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of previous ideas and less likely to view "current ideas as self-evident" (p. 486). He

argues that histoly should not be the only consideration when developing a conceptual

sequence for instruction, as the students in his study were able to reach the same place as

the late phlogiston theorists even with knowledge of the existence of elements. A healthy

injection of history can provide students with a sense of the movement, progress and

continuous change inherent in science. Without exposure to this dynamic feeling of

science, students are apt to regard the science they learn as a finished, unchanging

product. Inclusion of histoly in the classrootn places the nature of scientific discoveries

in perspective, instead of plesenting them as isolated, independent events involving great

scientists (Kauffman, 1989; Shenatt, 1982; Brush, 1979).

3.2: Textbook Use in Science Educatiorr

Due to students' diffrculties with the mole concept, much research has looked at

various aspects involved in students' understanding of this concept. Resealch into the

mole concept has focused on; textbook p(eserÌtation of the concept, students' ability to

solve problems, characteristics of successful problem solvers; student preconceptions,

pedagogical style and instructional method, and educator's own conceptions (Celvellati,

Montuschi, and Pelugini, 1982; Fulio, Azcona, and Guisasola, 2002; Gowel ef al., 1977;

Lazonby, Molris and Waddington, 1985;Nelson, l99l; Stromdahl, Tulberg, and Lybeck,

1994; Tullbelg, Stromdahl, and Lybeck, 1994; Staver' & Lumpe, 1993, 1995). The

following seotion will look at some results obtained tluough the analysis of valious
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chemistry textbooks, arrd textbooks in general, and theil impact on student's overall

understanding of the mole concept.

In the classroom the textbook is a main source of infotmation fol both teacher and

student, especially in the area of science. According fo a2001 snrvey, textbooks are used

in 960% of science classes from grades 9 - 12, and 600% of teachels said the textbook had

a "majol influence" on their teaching (National Science Teachels Association). It was

found that a majority of science teachers (90%) use a textbook in their classes 90Vo of the

time, making it the prime source of information for both teacher and student (Baker,

1991; Stavel and Lumpe, 1993; Yager, 1983). This is not surprising since most science

teachers are the "product of textbook-centered teaching" theurselves (Stinner, 1996;

Yager, 1983). In 2001, a series of research studies into the effectiveness and quality of

high school science textbooks concluded that most textbooks fail to plovide students with

what they need to learn science (American Association for the Advancement of Science).

It was found, for example, that textbooks often contained too many poorly developed

topics, and recommend that educators reduce the number of topics covered in ordel to

ensure mole meaningful and long-lasting lealning ofthe important ideas,

Unfortunately, science teachers often determine what is taught, and the

methodology by which to teach it, by the textbooks used in theil class (Shymansky &

Kyle, 1992; Wheatley, l99l; Yager, 1983, 1992; Yore, 1991). The textbook may guide

the teachel as to the specific order in which a unit of study is taught, and may determine

which areas an educator emphasizes or omits during instruction, due to the way they are

presented in the text. A textbook may focus on algorithmic problem solving and might

contain certain types of challenge and review questions that focus on specific areas of
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problem solving, neglecting a mole tholough understanding ofthe concepts. A textbook

may even establish the types of activities and interactions perfolmed in the classroom.

When a textbook has been assigned for a course, teachers are rnore apt to use it as a

central source of information, especially when the teacher has inadequate time to prepare

a course, or has a limited background in the subject rnatter.

Despite research into students' conceptual understanding in science education that

has shown the need for further developing students' understanding of fundamental

concepts, science textbooks have been found to overemphasize the effectiveness of

mathematical folmulation and tlìe memorization of scientific fact, giving students a false

sense of subject mastery (Yager,l983; Hewitt, 1990; von Bayer, 1990; Stinner, 1992).

Several studies have indicated that there is an alarming proportion of students who can

successfully solve algolithmic problems ofthe textbook type, but u'hen asked to explain

cefiain aspects of the science concept their misunderstandings become evident (Gabel

and Shelwood, 1984; Nunenbern and Pickeling, 1987; Pickeling, 1990; Sawrey, 1990;

Nakhleh, 1993; Zoller, Lubezky, Nakleh, and Tessier, 1995; Niaz, 2005).

Niaz (1998) claims that most textbooks resort to the testing ofpredictions tlu'ough

obselation and contlolled experiment, meanwhile ignoring the "mathematical,

philosophical, and metaphysical issues that could make chemistry more ifteresting".

The majority of science textbooks place emphasis on the objective facts of a current

theory, but fail to mention how this scientific theory arose, and, especially the context

surrounding it. In his book, The Teaching o.f Science, J. J. Schwab (1962), claimed that

chemistly is usually taught as a "r'hetolic of conclusiolts in which the current and

temporary construction of scientific knowledge are conveyed as empirical, literal, and
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irrevocable truths" (p. 24). Even decades later, textbooks tend to accentuate experiments

and their conclusions, ignoring the theoletical ideas that led scientists to experiment in

the first place (Niaz, 2005). Students ale not made aware of the dynamic progress of

science and the many competing and conflicting frameworks ol understanding that

existed before evidence arose and a way of thinking was adopted (l{iaz, 1998).

According to Chaippetta, Sethna and Fillman (1991), chemistry textbooks "deemphasize

science as a way of thinking" (p. 949). They argue that textbook authors neglect to

mention the historical development of celtain concepts, the impoftance of whete

scientists' ideas and experiments originated, "cause and effect, evidence and proof, and

self-examination of one's thinking in the pursuit of knowledge" (Chaippetta, Setlma &

Fillman, 1991). Most textbooks and/or teachers do not make it clear to students that

science is a human enterprise. This is especially true for instruction on the mole concept

and students are often left with many questions about its origin (Kieffer', 1962).

3.3: Definition of the Mole

Before looking at the results ofresearch into chemistry textbooks' presentation of

the mole concept, it is important to understand the oligin and the accepted definition of

the unit called the mole. This will allow us to later cornpare tlie various definitions and

meanings ofthe mole found in different sources available to the educator and the student.

In Palis in 1960, the name "Systeme Internationale (SI)" was established at the

General Confelence on Weights and Measures to ensure rvolldwide uniformity of

measulements as recognized by the scientific community. Currently thele are seven base
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units of measufement that are used internationally for scientific pulposes. In chemistry

the units of "gram-atom" and "gram-molecule" were used to specify amounts of

particular elements and compounds. Following recommendations fi'om the International

Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), the Intemational Union of Pure and

Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), and the International Organization for Standardization

(ISO), the Intemational Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) developed a

formal defìnition for a unit of amount of substance, the mole, which was officially

adopted in 1971. The defìnition is:

1. The mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many

elementary errtities as there are atoms in 0.012 kilograrn of cat'bon i2; symbol

is "mol".

2. When the mole is used, the elementaly entities must be specified and may be

atoms, molecules, ions, electrons, other particles, or specified such particles.

Carbon-12 is used as the leference starrdald for the relative masses of elements on

the modern periodic table. lncorporating the SI defìnition fol a mole, one mole of carbon

is exactly 12 g ofcarbon (its molal mass), setting up a relationship between one atom (12

amu) and one mole of carbon (12 g) (Staver and Lumpe, 1995). According to Staver and

Lumpe (1995), the key to understanding the mole concept comes with the realization that

"a mole of any substance always contains the same number of entities, and that the

amount of substance is plopoltional to the numbel of entities of that substance." The

arnount of entities can be deterrnined experimentally and has been found to be equal to

Avogadro's nurnber, -6.022 x 1023. It is important to note tl'ìat Avogadlo's number does
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not define the mole, but is its experimentally determined value (Staver and Lumpe,

1995). The mole enables scientists to macroscopically study chemical leactions that are

taking place at an atomic level (microscopic). In other words, chemists can observe and

measure amounts (masses and/or volumes) of reactants and products in a chemical

reaction and, using Avogadro's number and the mole, can then calculate how rnany

atoms or molecules were actually involved in the leaction.

3.4: Textbooks and the Mole Concept

The mole concept in chemistry acts as a unifying concept among sevelal chemical

quantities (mass, volume, number of particles) in stoichiometry. It also serves as a tool

for allowing students to work between the micloscopic representation (atoms and

molecules) and the macloscopic representation of reactions (mass and volume). Since

the mole concept can be presented in various ways, it is important to undelstand how

chemistly textbooks approach its intloduction. In addition, with research indicating that a

majority ofstudents and educators do not associate the mole as the SI unit for an "arnount

ofsubstance", as it is intended, it would help to asceftain how textbooks define the mole.

Analysis of ovet one hundred chemistly textbooks, wlitten between 1891 and

1970, found a positive correlation between the use of Avogadlo's number and the

concept of the rnole (Hawthome, 1973), h't another study, Staver and Lumpe (1993)

analyzed twenty-nine chemistry textbooks, at both the high school and introductory

college level, to detelmine how the concept of the mole was introduced and defined.

They were specif,rcally looking at: what concepts regarding the atom were presented
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beforehand; what definition of the mole was given; the context in which it was presented;

and, if Avogadro's number was presented as an experimentally determined value.

Among their conclusions they found two prevalent ways in which the mole was defined;

first, as Avogadro's numbel of entities, and, second, in terms of cafbon-l2 (the SI

definition). Since students must be able to ascet'tain the relationship between Avogadro's

number and the mole in the first definition, and compare a mass to the carbon-12 isotope

in the second, both ways of defining a mole require a high level of thought (Furio et al.,

2002).

Another study by Cervellati et al, analyzing thirteen chemistly textbooks, found

that only tlx'ee of them defined the mole conectly, according to the cuÌ'r'ent SI definition,

although all thirteen textbooks made reference to Avogadro's numbel (Staver and

Lumpe, 1993; Azcona, 1997; and Furio et al., 1999) researched the instluction of the

"amount of substance" and the "mole" and lound that most chemistly textbooks provide

incorrect meanings of these concepts when introducing them, again lelating then instead

to chenical mass and/ol number of elernentat y entities. They also found these inconect

interpletations within scientifìc and educational journals, as did Stromdahl (1994).

Therefole, Azcona (1997), Furio et al (1999), and Stromdahl (1994) believe educators

may develop incorrect ideas of the concept of the mole and ttansmit them to their

students.

The majority of the textbooks studied used analogies to known quantities like a

dozen (12 entities) and a dollar (100 cents) when desct'ibing a mole, and simply refemed

to the mole as a way to count extremely small patticles (Hawthorne, 1973; Staver and

Lumpe, 1993). The use of analogies to help illustrate a new concept, such as the mole,
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has been found to be useful, and rnany different analogies specific to concepts related to,

and including the mole concept, have been documented (Alexander, M. D., Ewing, G. J.,

and Abbot, F. T., 1984; Fulkrod, 1981; Felty, 1985; Fortman, 1994; Henson & Stumbles,

1979; Myels, 1989; De Berg, 1986). As mentioned previously, textbooks often take

advantage of analogies when explain the mole concept and Avogadro's number.

Poskozim, Wazorick, Tiempetpalsal, and Poszokim (1986) reviewed textbook analogies

on this topic and found that most deal with calculating either the tine involved in

counting Avogadro's number of items, or detelmining what volume or sutface would be

occupied by such an amount. According to Friedel, Gabel, and Samuel (1990), the use

and choice of cerlain analogies must follow certain guidelines if they are to be a

successful learning tool. They suggest that the chosen analogy must: be easily

understood; have a clear relationship to the chemical concept it is being compared to;

have transferable solutions to the chemistry problem; and, be used ovet an extended

peliod of time.

Another study of content analysis of chemisÍy textbooks indicated that the mole

concept is poorly plesented fron its introduction and that textbooks take a variety of

approaches to leach the main mole concept (De Belg, 1986). Typically, though, the

mole is utilized sirnply as a tool fol stoichiometric calculations, serving as a bridge

between the quantities of mass, volume and nurnber of particles.

Aside fi'om defining tlie mole as an "amount of substance", students should be

made awale of how a mole was determined to be equal to Avogadto's numbet. In the

analysis by Staver and Lumpe (1993), it was found that most textbooks teferred to the

fact that Avogadro's number was expelimentally determined, in the majority of textbooks
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that included Avogadro's number, but the specific experiments ate seldom, if ever,

mentioned. The same is true for the study by Cervellati et al., (Staver & Lumpe, 1993).

There was no mention of the experimental aspect of Avogadlo's number or any

discussion of the history of the mole in any of the textbooks analyzed. Instead, students

are left to accept Avogadro's number as presented and to memorize Avogadro's number

fol use as a tool in stoichiometric calculations. Any questious about the oligin of

Avogadro's numbel are left for the educatol'to answer and explain.

3.5: Educators' Understanding ofthe Mole Concept

Strorndahl et al. (1994), in a study on educators' concept of mole, found that the

majority (61%) of educators defined a mole as Avogadro's number. A smaller'

percentage (25%) of educators linked the mole to mass, and only 11% stated that the

mole was a unit for an "amount of substance" as is stated in the SI definition. The

teachers either obtained theil incorlect and incomplete knowledge on the mole concept

fi'om classroom textbooks, ol' fiom prior experience with the concept. Therefore,

students' misunderstandings with the rnole concept are most likely due to their educator's

own diffrculties with it, which diffel from the scientific comrnunity's SI definition of the

concept (Stlomdahl et al, 1994). Accolding to Tullberg et al. (i994), teachers need to be

made aware of their own understandings of the rnole concept, especially how they relate

to the cunent SI definition, if they warlt to ensure student undelstanding of this concept.

Azcona (1997), and Fulio et al. (1999), in their research into instruction of the

mole concept, found that "the usual presentation of the mole concept is arbitraly, since it
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does not specify which is the problem that the introduction ofthe mole concept attempts

to solve" (Furio et al.,2002). Teachers do not follow the evolution of the mole concept

f1'om its inception in the "equivalent weight frarnework" to the atolnic framework where

it exists today. Not surprisingly, Azcona (1997) and Furio et al. (1999), have found that

teachers are unknowledgeable about the history of the mole concept, as it relates to

Wilhelm Ostwald, or how it came to be used as a unit for an "amount of substance"

(Furio et al.,2002). The latter half of this problem could be related to the late timing of

the use of the mole as an official SI unit (1971). However, the fact that textbooks

spanning several decades contain ilregularities in information and the definition of the

mole indicates that educators have been misguided for years and hold different views of

the mole concept than what was intended by the scientific community (Furio et a1.,2002).

In order to develop educators' and teachels' conceptions of the mole, rnaking them mole

in tune to the intended SI definition, chemistly curricula and support documents

(including textbooks) would need to be altered. This would provide an opportunity to

intloduce sound history of science.
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

4. I : Overview of Method

The historical apploach used in this study was more than anecdotal renditions ofa

story (vignettes). A vignette serves as a way to develop student intelest, but by itself is

not suffìcient to increase student understandiug. Thelefole, my advisor and I developed a

tentative working definition for what we now refer to as an interactive vignette (IV).

An historical approach using intelactive vignettes (IVs) provides an oppoÉunity for

conceptual developrnent and plactical application. Depending on the topic, the

interactive vignettes might sometimes be jr.rst an infolmative story, but in most cases

venture beyond story telling to include qualitative and quantitative aspects of a topic,

fostering both physical and cognitive engagement. These interactive vignettes include an

historical story as well as a demonstration and/or activity that plovide relevant and

detailed infolmation related to stoichiometry and the mole coricept. In shorl, the

interactive vignette leqr.rired student interaction and participation.

These interactive vignettes; intloduced students to opposing theolies and

experimental findings that led to Avogadlo's hypothesis; exposed them to evidence fot'

the existence of atorns, and, outlined many ways Avogadlo's number was detelmined

experimentally. Students saw how the mole developed over time into a standald unit of

measurement. The discussion, interpretation, and analysis ofvarious theories that existed

historically had studefts working on lnore complex levels within Bloom's Taxonomy,

which classifies types of questions found on tests into six categories ofknowledge, based
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on the level of abstraction involved. Within this taxonomy the simple recall of

information is found on the lowest level, whereas comparing and discriminating between

ideas is found on the highest level. The ten interactive vignettes span over one hundred

years of science, starting in 1808 with Dalton's atomic theory and ending in 1926 with

Jean Perrin's Nobel Prize for his work on atorns. Students were not assessed on the

specific history injected into theil lessons, since the histoly was not an outcome in the

cuniculum, but hopefully gained an appreciation ofthe dynamic nature of science and the

lengthy development ofthe mole concept.

Once permission to carry out the study was granted (appendix A.), a comparative

study between two chemistry 30S (grade 11) classes was undefiaken. The teacher

instructing both the contlol and intervention classes had four years of experience teaching

chemistly, and was teaching both classes in the same semester. I had no reservations

about this teacher conducting the study, as he is very dedicated to providing his students

an innovative and eruiched lealning envilonment. He typically has several conceptually

appropriate demonstrations for his students each week, and has students completing

hands-on activities and laboratories on a regular basis. Plior to the unit on stoichiometly

and the mole, both grade 11 Chemistly classes wele exposed to a unit on physical

properlies and changes. This unit had the students completing at least fìve expetiments

(i.e. physical vs. chemical ploperties, physical vs. chemical changes, melting point vs.

freezing point, boiling point vs. moleculat mass, and vapor pressure) within their'first

foul weeks ofclasses, not to mention several smaller-scale activities and demonstrations.

This unit was followed by several laboratories on chemical reactions, including

"indicators of chemical leactions" and "types of chemical leactions" before the concept
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of the mole was introduced. The teacher involved in the study also utilizes the three

levels of representation where possible. He often represents substances symbolically and

micloscopically when ptoviding students information and will get tllem to draw their own

representations as well, when solving problerns.

Students were introduced and recruited to the study by another teacher in the

school and their involvement was entirely voluntat'y and anonymous. Interested students

and their parents/guardians signed assent/consent forms (Appendix B & C), allowing me

to keep copies of the chemistry tests for the unit involved and also their results on the

chemistry attitude tests.

Participants' attitude towards chemistry was measuted before and after the

historical intervention using a modifìed Test of Science Related Attitudes (TOSRA).

This test is desclibed in more detail in section 4.3: Measuring Instruments. After all

students completed the test of chemistry related attitudes (TOCRA) pre-test, both classes

followed the plesclibed grade 11 Chemistry transitional cuniculum (1998) fol the unit on

the mole and stoichiometly, but the method of inshuction was varied in one class. In the

experinental class, the interactive vignettes were ptesented daily for a period of ten

consecutive classes. These interactive vignettes wele short, ten to fifteen minutes each,

and did not involve a discernable diffelence in time between the two classes.

The teacher conducting the class has no formal backglound in the histoly of

science, but is enthusiastic about the topic and has sought to fuithel his knowledge in this

area. He leceived all the interactive vignettes from me, I advised him as to where the

stolies should be placed within the curiculum, helped him with liis understanding of the

history presented, and demonstrated all activities that were to be cornpleted as well' All
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other classloonr infolmation delivered between the two classes was as similal as possible.

The teacher and I met on an ongoing basis throughout the study to discuss any problems

that arose. One possible issue might have been that of cross-contamination between the

two classes involved in the study. To avoid this, we asked studerìts in the intervention

class not to discuss the historical stoly or activity performed with students from other

classes, but we could not ensure that this was done.

After the unit on chemical equations, stoichiometry and the mole was completed,

students took the TOCRA again. The class exposed to the interactive vignettes also

answeled an open-ended question assessing theil opinion of the effectiveness of the

interactive vignettes in increasing theil intelest in chemistry, and their understanding of

fhe mole concept. Students' understanding was also tested in both classes using a chapter

test that tested for conceptual understanding in the unit of chemical stoichiometly, as

would have been done without the intervention. This test included several multiple-

choice questions as well as a series of diffelent long answer (open-ended) questions.

Multiple-choice questions ranged from simple recall of informatiou to analysis of

information. The long answer questions had students solving algolithmic ploblems,

interpreting visual diagrams of chernical reactions at the moleculal level, and offering

explanations for certain chemical phenomena. The test is described more in depth in

section 4.3. After students cornpleted the tests, all results wele given to me anonymously

fol analysis.

Once data was collected I completed paired statistical t-tests on both the chapter'

and attitude tests. The methods for comparison and analysis ale explained in more detail

in Chapter 6. Analysis of theil rulit tests allowed me to identify which class had a better
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overall understanding of the mole concept and of stoichiometry in general. In particular,

I focused on those questions that were related to the interactive vignettes. I also tried to

identifr differences between the two classes in terms of the types of problems with which

they struggled. Increased conceptual understanding was evident if students answered

some of the questions using higher levels ofcognition, such as evidential arguments over

simple recitation of infolmation.

On the attitudes tests, I compaÏed the p[e- and post- tests for both classes and

determined if the intelactive vignettes had any effect on their interest in the class, as

compared to the class taught without exposure to them. I expected the class exposed to

history ofscience to have a richer understanding ofthe mole concept and, as well, have a

better attitude towards chemistly.

4.2: Methodology of The Interactive Vignettes and Related Backglound Information

The specific interactive vignettes that weÍe presented introduced some of the key

ideas in the development of the rnole concept. There wele ten in total, and they stafied at

an appropriate place in the cun'iculum, and continued for ten consecutive classes. The

interactive vignettes, as presented to the teacher, can be found in appendix D. Some of

the information within the interactive vignettes was placed on overheads, and each

interactive vignette was introduced with a picture of the scientist(s) being discussed that

day. A blief ovelview of the ten jnteractive vignettes are:
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1. John Dalton's Atomic Theory (1808):

Students were re-introduced to John Dalton's atomic theory and the background

that led to the four postulates of his atomic theory. In this stoly, students heard and saw

how Dalton viewed atoms and detelmined his relative atomic weights and chemical

formulae despite having poor experimental results. Students performed a quick activity

that demonstrated Dalton's law of definite propottions.

2, The Clash Between Dalton and Gay-Lussac Resulting in Avogadro's Hypothesis

(-1811):

The second interactive vignette plesellted the conflicting theories of John Dalton

and Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, and intloduced the students to Amadeo Avogadro.

Students were presented with a thought experirnent involving observed volunes of gases

found in a reaction between two gases. During discussion of their hypotheses, the two

conflicting ideas of Dalton and Gay-Lussac that were in existence at the time wete

presented.

Finally the students weLe shown how Avogadto reconciled the two ideas (atoms

and law of combining volumes) by making the distinction between the ultimate chemical

particle of an element, the "atom", and the ultimate physical particle of a substance,

which Avogadro called the "molecule". At this point, students heard Avogadro's

Hypothesis, which states that equal volumes of gases at equal tempelatures and pressuÍes

contain equal number of palticles.
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3. Berzelius' Scientific Notation (-1813):

The third interactive vignette was a brief account of how Jacob Berzelius, a firm

believer in Dalton's Atomic Theory, introduced the modern system of chemical nofation

and helped establish some consistency in the world of chemistly. First, students were

shown drawings of Dalton's circular symbols for atoms so that they could compare them

to the way Belzelius represented them, using the initial or first two letters of the

element's name (i.e. H = 1 atom of hydrogen, Zn : I atom of zinc). Students also saw

how this was eventually applied to compounds as well: HO : watel', NH: ammonia, CO

= carbonic oxide and CO2 = carbonic acid (Jaffe, 1976). By this point students picked up

on the incorrectness ofthese formulae and questioned the ideas being presented.

4. Blownian Motion (-1828):

The fourlh intetactive vignette desclibed one of the first obselvations in support

of atoms by Robert Brown, a London doctot and botanist. Students heard how, in 1828,

Brown observed that plant pollen particles, suspended in water, seem to be in a constant

state of motion when obselved under the tnicroscope, and that the cause of this

movement was doubtful for a long period of time (Jaffe, 1976). Students then observed

Brownian motion on video, through a microscope, ol through a computel sinulation.

Several historical theolies that explained this motion were then presented to the class, one

such explanation being motion due to thermal convection cullents.

5. Faraday's Laws ofElectrolysis (- 1834):
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The {ìfth interactive vignette outlined Michael Faraday's findings, one of the next

major steps in detelmining the elusive Avogadro's number. To allow students to gain a

better understanding of Faraday's work on electrolysis, some electrol¡ic cells were set

up for students to observe the production of an element at one of the electlodes.

Faraday's work on electrolysis was explained and his detelmination that chemical

compounds could be separated into their elelnental components by passing an electric

culrent tlu'ough them was discussed. Students heald how Fat'aday was able to measltre

the total chalge required to deposit the mass of an element, in grams, equal to its atomic

mass, which gave him a way to determine Avogadlo's numbel of atoms, but was

unsuccessful at this task. However, he gave still more credibility to the existence of

atoms.

6. Cannizzaro's Quest (-1860):

The sixth important interactive vignette told was that ofyoung scientist Stanislao

Cannizzarc who, aftel Avogadro's death, tlied to convince the scientifrc world of the

impoÍance and truth of Avogadro's hypothesis. Students heard information from

Cannizzaro's "sketch of a Coutse of Chemical Philosophy" that displayed his strong

belief in the existence of atoms and Avogadro's hypothesis. Th'ough this story, science

was presented as a human endeavot', and students heald how one man's viewpoint and

persistence changed the face of science.
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7. Loschmidt's Number (1865):

This intelactive vignette was introduced using a soap bubble demonstlation that

showed students how the approximate size ofa molecule could be determined. Students

were given an explanation of how a soap bubble, made by placing a wire loop in a

container of dish soap, shows many colours due to the interference of light when placed

in front of a light bulb. Due to the action of glavity on the bubble, ploducing a wedge,

there is a place whele the film is the thinnest, much shorter than the wavelength of visible

light (<10-7m). At this spot, thele will be no visible reflection and the bubble will look

black. The bubble is only about 10t - 10'8 m thick at this spot and will soon pop.

Knowing the thickless of the film, students estimated how many rlolecules could exist in

that distance and calculate a rough estimate ofthe size ofone molecule.

After this demonstration, students were provided with alr iuteractive vignette that

desclibed ofone ofthe first estimates ofAvogadlo's numbet'as done by JosefLoschmidt

in 1865. They heard how Loschnidt was able to achieve a good value fol the diametel of

a molecule by using the kinetic theoly of gases, which students had been exposed to

previously, and wele surprised that t'wo million hydlogen atoms ananged in a low would

take up one millimetel of space.

8. Einstein the Chemist (1905):

Most students do not know that Einstein enjoyed chemistly and made some very

impoÍant statements regalding the existence of atoms. Thelefore, the eighth interactive

vignette tells a story that celebrates Albert Einstein, the chemist. Students heard how, in

1905, Einstein described a nethod by which Avogadlo's number could be determined by
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studying Brownian motion. Students were exposed to Einstein's idea of "random walk"

by the use of a computer simulation (Fowler, M. "Einstein and Brownian motion:

simulation of landom walk).

The final two intelactive vignettes intloduced the physicist Jean Penin and his

two methods for experimentally determining the value of Avogadro's number, which

earned him the Nobel Prize in 1926.

9. Jean Peuin and Blownian Motion:

This interactive vignette showed students the method by which Penin, guided by

Einstein's work, studied Brownian motion and came to a value fol'Avogadro's number.

For this segment, students used a video on Brownian motion, prepaled by students at the

University of Winnipeg, to make similar calculations to Peuin's, and actually detennine

Avogadro's number. To complete this vignette, students heard how Perrin was awarded

the Nobel Prize in Physics fol his work and how he finally eltded any skepticism

surrounding the existence of atoms.

10. Jean Perrin and the Vertical Distribution of Particles in Emulsions:

The final interactive vignette explained Penin's exar.nination of gamboge

emulsions that led him to values fol Avogadro's number'. The teacher took advantage of

the fact that students had already learned that air pressule is greatest at sea level, and that

it decreases as altitude increases. Relating this idea to an emulsion, the teacher explained

how, once the opposing effects of Blownian motion and glavity leach equiliblium, equal

height differences in the liquid con'esponds to equal diffe¡ences in the numbers of
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particles. This led nicely into a story describing Petrin's experiment. The interactive

vignette desclibed how Perrin plepared many emulsions (varying the types of particles,

parlicle size, solution viscosity, and solution tempel'ature) and counted the grains at

various heights in order to determine the ratios of grains at two fixed heights, yet found

that the value for Avogadro's number remained relatively constant between 65 x 1022 and

72 x 1022 .

In summary, the teacher conducting tl.re classes mentioned some of the major

independent methods by which Avogadro's nurnber was determined, and explained that

extremely precise values can now be obtained using x-ray crystallography. Students

became aware of how many different domains in science ale affected by Avogadro's

number and the mole. At this stage in the study students were also asked to le-examine

Dalton's atomic theory to see how well it stood the test of time.

4.3: Measuling Instruments

This research study involved collecting data of two types. First, students'

attitudes towards chelnistry \ryas collected using a Likert-type questionnaire at the

beginning and end of the unit on stoichiometly. Students' undetstanding of the concept

of the mole, as related to the interactive vignettes, was detelmined using appropriate

portions of a chapter test that was administeted at the completion of the unit. This unit

test included infonnation taught outside of the ten-day period during which the

interactive vignettes u,ere plesented to the experimental class, Wliat follows is a more

detailed discussion of each of the instruments used.
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i) Test of Chemistly Related Attitudes:

A modified Test of Science Related Attitudes (TOSRA), oliginally developed by

Dr'. Barry Fraser (1978), directol of the Science and Mathematics Education Center in

Perth, Australia, was used to measure student attitudes towards various aspects of

chemistry. This instrument is a Likerl-type questionnaire, consisting of statements to

which the subjects respond on a scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree, usually

identified with the numbels one thlough five. This test was administered to both the

control class and the experimental (IV) class at the beginning and end of the unit on

stoichiometry and the mole. Smist, Alchambault, & Owen (1994), subjected the TOSRA

to a validation study and modified the original TOSRA to include orrly six subscales that

measure science related attitudes. These scales ilrclude attitudes towards; the social

importance of science, preference for experimentation, openness to new ideas, science

classes, science leisure, and science careers. The attitudes test used for my research was

shortened, and consisted of33 questions flom the TOSRA (see appendix E). To make the

test more specif,rc to student's chemistry class, the word "science" was leplaced with

"chemistry" throughout the document, rnaking it a Test of Chemistry Related Attitudes

(TOCRA). Although the TOSRA was not specifically developed for use in cheniistry

classes, it is likely to have good transfelability due to the genelal type of questions asked

and the sirnilarity in the subject areas of science and chemistry. Despite the fact that my

research was only ilterested in the effect of the use of interactive vignettes on attitude 3

(student's openness to new ideas), and attitude 4 (student's attitude towards chemistry
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class), the other attitudes were included as well. Appendix F outlines which questions

match each attitude.

In ordel to determine any difference inherent in the pretest results between the

control class and the experimental class, a statistical t-test was pelformed. The t-test

assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different from each other,

taking into considelation the variability of the data. The t-test compared the mean for the

pretest scores of the control gloup for one attitude to the mean of the pretest scores for

the expelimental group on the same attitude. This was repeated for each of the six

attitudes.

The class exposed to the intelactive vignettes was also asked an open-ended

question at the end of theil final attitudes test (see appendix G) and responses were

categorized for analysis. This pulpose of this question was to gain a more complete

picture of the usefulness of the interactive vignettes in both increasing interest and

understanding ofthe mole concept.

ii) Chapter Test

The chaptef test that was used to assess students on their unit of stoichiornetry and

the mole consisted of24 multiple-choice questions and l1 long-answer questions. There

were two versions of the test (A and B), but the only difference between them was the

ordel of the questions, For the analysis of the effectiveness of the interactive vignettes,

only those questions that lelated to the matelial discussed in interactive vignettes were

tabulated and used. Some of fhe test questions wele obtained flom Klislman and Howe's
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article (1994), "The Mole Concept: Developing an Instrument to Assess Conceptual

Understanding".

This arlicle describes how research into students' altelr,ative frameworks in

science has found that students' prior knowledge provides the scaffolding for the

acquisition of new concepts. When students' conceptions afe different than the agreed

upon definition by the scientific community, they ale lefelred to as "alternative

fiameworks" or "misconceptions". It has been shown that if students' prior knowledge

contains misconceptions, they have more difficulty acquiling new knowledge, because

meaningful connections to previous material are not easily formed. Educational resealch

has also indicated that many educatols are unaware ofstudents' misconceptions, and, as a

result, do not provide information that will enable student learning. The determination of

sfudents' misconceptions is usually a lengthy process involving student interviews, but a

few pen and pencil diagnostic tests have been developed in specific learning areas.

Klishnan and Howe (1994) developed such a test to assess students' conceptions on the

mole concept in chemistly. To develop their test, the mole concept was defined in

statements and then validated for scientific acculacy. Next the statenents were redefined

as lealning objectives for the mole concapt. Then, expelimentally detelmined

nrisconceptions on the mole concept were compiled for use on the test. Finally, test items

were developed using the identified list of misconceptions as distracters for certain

questions. Foul types of questions were used to best cover all the learning outcomes;

simple multiple-choice questions, two tiel true-false questions, two-tier multiple-choice

questions and open-ended mathematical pt'oblems.
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Of The 24 multiple choice questions on the chapter test, seven relate to the

interactive vignettes and were used for analysis of the test data. Multiple-choice

responses were evaluated and results fot the control group and experimental group were

compared using paired statistical t-tests. Fulther analysis involved a comparison of the

alternative responses chosen by each class, if they answered incorlectly.

The long answer portion of the test consisted of eleven questions. These

questions required students to; \ rite and balance chemical equatior.rs, complete one-step

calculations of mass, moles, number of palticles, ot' volume, complete rnultiple-step

stoichiometric ploblems for chemical reactions, convett from either mass ot'volume of a

reactant to mass or volume of product (consideling limiting factors), and to a interpret

pictorial representation of the products of a chemical reaction. Since stoichiometric

calculations were not a part ofthe intelactive vignettes, only those questions that lequiled

students to use their knowledge of Avogadlo's number, relative atomic mass, and the

mole wele used for analysis, as were the molecular level replesentation ofthe ploducts of

a chemical reaction. See appendix H for a copy ofone version ofthe test used.

Students' total marks on the long answer pofiion ofthe unit test were determined

and a comparison was tnade between the control group and the expel'imental group using

paired t-tests. Long answer responses were also looked at individually, comparing

students' methods of calculations rathet than just their final answers. Therefore, any

individual steps or processes that may have caused difficulty in artswering the question

could be ascertained.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The analysis of the results will be divided into several sections. First, the two

groups involved in the study will be compared in terms of gender make-up and

performance in chemistly. This will be followed by a discussion of the purpose of each

interactive vignette and its relationship to the grade 11 Chemistry culriculum. Then the

¡esults of the pl'e and post attitudes tests for both groups (control and exper.imental) rvill

be presented and discussed. Str.rdent responses to the open-ended question found on the

final attitude test of the experimental gloup, will follow. In order to assess if there was

any change to students' understanding of the mole concept, the analysis of the chapter

tests written at the end of the unit will then be presented, separated into multiple choice

and long answer'. Finally, a summary of all results of the research study will conclude

this chapter'.

5. I : Overview of the Research Gloups

The two classes chosen for the research study were very similar.in composition,

both in gender and ability. Each class had 26 students, and all but one from the contr.ol

class agreed to participate in the study. The control class consisted of 14 boys and 12

girls, whereas the experimerfal class was comprised of 1 1 boys and 15 girls. The control

class was scheduled for chemistry at 8:30 in the moming, wher.eas the experimental

group met for their chemistry class at 2:20 p.rn. Both classes were seventy minutes in

duration, on a daily basis. Prior to the unit of study on the mole and stoichiometr.y, the
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control and experimental groups had very similar chemistry averages, 78.5Y:o and 77.9%

respectively. Due to student absences on test days, 25 ouf of 26 students in the contlol

group wrote both the TOCRA and the unit test. In the experimental group (those exposed

to the interactive vignettes) 24 ouf of 26 students wrote the attitudes tests, and all but one

student wrote the unit test. Therefore, both classes had 25 students who wrote the final

summative unit test on the mole and stoichiometry.

5.2: Ovelview of Cuniculum and Interactive Vignettes

The prescribed outcomes in the grade 11 Chemistry curriculum for this unit

emphasize calculations and problen solving. Only one outcome requiles that students to

be able to describe the concept of the mole and its impoltance to measurement in

chemistry. After this, students are expected to be able to calculate the volume and molar

volume ofgases based on their densities, and solve a variety of ploblems using the inter-

conversion between mass, volume, numbel of particles and uroles. Ten out of thiÍeen

outcomes in this section specifically state that students either calculate or solve certain

types of ploblems, leading to a very algolithnic approach to Avogadro's number and the

mole concept.

The interactive vignettes tended to focus on the main theories and activities that

led to the determination of Avogadlo's numbet and, since the high school chemistly

curliculum does not cover the history ofthe concept ofthe mole, students wete not tested

on the specif,rcs of history on their final unit test. Howevet, several of the interactive

vignettes involved two underiying concepts that are a vital part of Avogadro's number
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and the mole; atoms and molecules. Sevelal of the interactive vignettes also plesented

information using the different levels of representation in chemistry, in order to facilitate

student understanding of the concepts presented. Other interactive vignettes served to

show how human nature and society affect scientific development. Students heard how

scientif,rc theolies often progress slowly, amidst conflict and setbacks, and involve

communication and cooperation between scientists.

The frrst intelactive vignette introduced Joh¡ Dalton and seled to present

Dalton's intuitive belief in atoms that led to his Atomic Theory, Law of Definite

Proportions, and table of atomic weights. The purpose of the vignette activity was to give

students items analogous to atoms (r'ings and fasteners), where they could see how atoms

of one element are the same (all lings looked the same), but atoms of a different element

would be different (rings versus fasteners). The rings and fasteners served to represent

the submicroscopic level of chemistry, and wele lepresented symbolically by Fs and R.

By comparing the two diffelent substances, students wet'e also able to see how relative

atomic masses were detelmined. Using this analogy of fasteners and rings for atoms,

students wele able to see the difference between an atom and molecule, since they

combined individual atoms to form molecules of a new compound. Students could also

see how compounds always combine in set ratios, which results iu molecules of the same

compound having the same mass. Also impoltant in this first vignette was Dalton's

simplistic approach to deterrnining relative atomic masses of elements, and the

composition of simple compounds. Although Dalton's Atomic theory contained many

incouect postulates, and some of his elements and compounds were given incottect
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relative atomic masses, his ideas still advanced the progress of science and studies of

chemical composition.

The second interactive vignette served to demonstrate how observations could be

explained using different theories. Students were introduced to Avogadro's hypothesis,

and saw a pictorial submicloscopic tepresentation of individual atoms, diatomic

molecules, and compounds. Students were introduced to the idea ofa common quantity

of particles, k¡own as Avogadro's number, and were shown how a chemical equation

relates the amounts ofgas, either in terms of volume or number ol particles. The thought

experiment brought together tnacroscopic observations and submicloscopic

representations ol substances. These first two interactive vignettes also showed the

students how scientists sometimes depended on their own beliefs to guide them when

evidence is lacking, and how the scientific community is not always in support of new

ideas.

The next sevelal interactive vignettes which dealt with Berzelius and chemical

notation, Brown and Brownian Motion, Faraday and electlolysis, and Cannizzato's

pelsonal quest, showed some impottant developments in the deterlìlination ofAvogadro's

number. By involving students iu these stories, students became aware of the sometimes,

tentative nature of scientific discoveries and the lengthy time frame involved in gatheling

evidence, collabolating, communicating findings, and convìncing the scientific

community of theil inpoltance. Some of these interactive vignettes also demonstrated

various aspects of the three levels of representation. For example, the vignette on

Berzelius leintroduced students to chemical symbols and the notion of subscripts to

identify the numbel of atoms of an element. These were compared to Dalton's atomic
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symbols, which consisted of patterned circles that portrayed tlle type and quantity of

atoms he believed existed. The interactive vignettes describing Brownian motion and

Far.aday's electrolysis focused on the macroscopic obseruations that were available, but

did not represent the obselations on a submicroscopic leve[.

The final series of interactive vignettes were used to convey how molecule size

and Avogadro's number were actually deternined, despite the still tentative nature of

atoms. The f,rnal two interactive vignettes gave Avogadro's number a value and students

saw how it was deterrniued experimentally, and llow even they could detetmine its value.

These IVs focused on macroscopic obsetvations and the symbolic replesentation of the

information, such as the colours on the bubble frlm relating to particle diameter, the

random walk of particles or the position of suspensions in a particle both relating to

Avogadro's number. Although these interactive vignettes do not help students with the

stoichiometric ploblen-solving they will face in chemistry, they were impottant, as they

pr.ovided students with the necessary background on which to develop the concept ofthe

mo1e, instead of sirnply having Avogadro's number as a value to memot'ize and use.

5.3: Test of Chernistry Related Attitudes Results

In oldel to analyze the attitudes test, the attitude statelnents were first grouped

according to which attitude they replesented. The mean score and standafd deviation

were then calculated for both the ple- and post-test questionnailes, for both the control

and experimental gloup. It should be noted that the results for students who did not

conplete the test co ectly (e.g. placing note than olle answer pel statement) were not
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used in the calculations. It is also impofant to note that, for the putpose of uniformity,

scores \¡/ele reversed, due to the wording ofthe underlying question. In the tally, a higher

score was always attributed to a more positive attitude towards chemistry.

Statistical t-tests were used to detennine any difference inherent in the pretest

results between the control class and the experimental class. The t-tests compared the

mean for the pletest scores ofthe control group fol one attitude to the mean ofthe pretest

scores for the experimental group on the same attitude. This was repeated for each ofthe

six attitudes and a summary of the lesults is available in appendix I. An indication that

the results obtained ale significant, and would not likely occur tl.rough chance, is evident

when the p-value for the ltest is <0.05. The t-test results obtained all had p>0.05,

showing no significant differences in the means for any of the six individual attitudes or

for all attitudes combined, indicating that the two classes wele quite similar at the start of

the research study.

The t{ests cornparing the total post-attitudes of the two gronps showed no ovetall

diffelence (see appendix I). However, analysis of individual attitudes showed two

statistically significant increases fol the expetimental group. The ttest result for attitude

5 (students' attitude towards science leisr.rre) showed a p value of 0.005 at a 99o/o

confidence level. This attitude looks at the str¡dent's interest in joining a chemistry club,

watching a chemistry-based TV show, ol leading a chemistt'y book for leisule. Students

in both classes had been exposed to a lot of practical wolk in chemistry prior to tlle

research study, so this inclease in student attitude is most likely not due simply to the

presence of an activity, but a combination of the history of science with the lelated

activity. Also, not all of the activities were typical chemistry activities, where students
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mass and mix substances and observe results. In these interactive vignettes students

made large bubbles in older to see the light interference and used microscopes to see

Brownian motion in a sample of carbon in water. These different types of activities

intloduced students to some alternative activities of chemists, and demonstrate that

chemistry doesn't always consist of theory, algorithmic manipulation and confirmation

experiments.

The result for attitude 6 (attitude toward chemistly caleers) showed a smaller

increase, p :0.05 at a confidence level of 90%. Items in this subscale assessed whether

or not students considered a future careel in chemistry, if they thought such a career

would be dull and boring, or if they would like to rnake chemical discoveries. The

interactive vignettes described many different chemists' wolk, showing quite a variation

in possible aleas of study, and actively involved the students in some of the chemists

work. Once again, students frnd that chemistry is not necessat ily what they see occurring

in theil chemistry classtoom.

These results obtained fot attitudes 5 and 6 indicate that the interactive vignettes

were able to display a side of chemistry not often present in chemistt'y classes, which had

a positive effect on the students in the expelirnental group. T-test analysis of the

individual attitude items for attitudes 5 and 6 showed a significant difference in two

paficular statements; students' interest in belonging to a chemistly club (p:0.015, 95%

CL); and, doing chernistly experiments at horne (p:0.0081.99% CL) (see appendix J and

K). Both these activities demonsttate student interest in pulsuing chemistry outside of

the classroom. This is quite remarkable, considering students' were only introduced to

ten shofi interactive vignettes. If more interactive vignettes wele dispetsed thl'oughout
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their semester, it is possible that even greater extra-curricular interest in chemistry would

be genelated.

T-tests compaling pre- and post-test data for both the conttol and experimental

groups were also performed. The results fot the control gloup indicated that there were

no differences in the means for any of the six attitudes, at confidetlce levels of 90% and

up (see appendix L). This was expected, as the students were not exposed to any of the

interactive vignettes in their chemistry class. Instead they continued with the regular

curriculum and the activities lelated more to the concept ofthe mole and stoichiornetly.

The t-tests compating the pre- to pos! test data for the expelimental class also did

not have any difference in means for attitudes 1,2, 4, and 6. However, the t-test fol'

attitude 3 indicated that the means were different at a confidence level of 95% (but not aÎ

99%) (see appendix M). Attitude 3 tested fol students' openness to new ideas. These

results imply that the interactive vignettes had some affect on students' willingness to

listen to new ideas in chernistly. The interactive vignettes exposed the students to sonle

earlier conflicting theolies in chemistry and explained how new theories wete developed

over lengthy periods of time, often with much opposition. After being presented with

altemative theolies to experitnental results, and seeing hou' some resolution was

obtained, students rnight be nole apt to question what they ale told and obset've in

chemistry class.

For attitude 5, students' attitude toward chemistry for leisure, the means were

different at a confidence level of 90%, but not at 95%. As mentioned previously, this

subscale measures student interest in joining a chemistry club or leading or watching
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chemistry-related information. The interactive vignettes were successful in making

chemistry interesting enough to want to pulsue outside the classroom.

The interactive vignettes showed no significant changes to Attitude 4, students'

attitude toward chemistry class. I find this unfortunate, but believe the lack of change is

due to the fact that the interactive vignettes were not tightly tied to the material the

students were learning dr.rring the remainder of the class following the presentation ofthe

interactive vignette, due to the nature ofthe curriculum. Some of the matelial presented

to the students in the interactive vignettes (e.g. Dalton's Atomic Theory) had been

introduced in senior 2 science, and other material (e.g. Gay Lussac's Law, Avogadlo's

Hypothesis, Einstein...) is not found at all in the cut't'icuh¡ur fol the course. The

curriculum focuses on the definition of the mole and its use in stoichionetric problem

solving. No time is provided for students to learn whete the mole concept developed, nor

how Avogadro's number was determined. Without seeing the connection between the

interactive vignettes and the subsequent classroom activities and work, I can understand

why student attitude toward theil chemistry class would be unaflected

5:4: Open-Ended Responses

In ordel to get an impression of the value of using intetactive vignettes in

chemistry, the students who wete exposed to the ten intelactive vignettes wele asked an

open-ended question at the end oftheil attitudes test. This question was as follows:

"ln the space below, please give youl opinion about tl.re r¡se of the interactive

vignettes in teaching the history of the rnole concept in chernistly. Please consider
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several factors, such as: how they affected your interest in the class and topic, their

effectiveness in relaying concepts, how they affected your motivation to leam more, and,

whether activity based or non-activity based would be better'."

Three students chose not to write any comments, and a few answered in ways that

did not correspond to the factors suggested, but the majority did describe how they felt

the interactive vignettes affected them, both in intelest and in learning about the mole

concept. A complete summaly of the responses is available in appendix N. Some of the

responses wele as follows:

Student 5: "It was intelesting to hear how we came about our current knowledge,

but it didn't affect my motivation. Non-activity based worked fine."

Student 8: " I felt that it didn't make a difference to me or benefit me in any way.

I was interested in it but I didn't feel that it nlade that much of a difference."

Student 15: "It was interesting to hear about the scientists and history. But it did

not leally help rne concentrate on the main idea. I thought that maybe the tirne spent

studying the scientists could have been used to learn the basics and impt'ove our test

rnalks. Maybe after an understanding ofthe mole has been reached, we could study who

made these discoveries."

Student 18: " I thought it was a good idea. The whole concept of the mole is

diff,rcult to grasp but knowing were it comes fiom and how long it took to discover it, it
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becomes easier to understand. It was fun to learn about all the different chemists that

made a diffelence in chemistry and changed the way we look at chemistly."

Student 20: "Helped me to understand better about what we're learning (mole)

and the demos were really interesting! (the microscope one and bubble one)

Of lhe 22 students that chose to respond to this question, 16 students (72%) said

the interactive vignettes were interesting (see appendix O). Nine students (41%)

specifrcally indicated that the interactive vignettes helped with some aspect of leaming

the mole corrcept in class. However, of the 22 students who wrote a response, six

students (27%o) menfioned that the interactive vignettes has no effect on theil motivation

in class, and only 7 (32%) indicated that they prefened the activity (interactive) based

vignettes over 2 who said there was no preference between activity and non-activity

based vignettes.

Overall, the majority of students indicated that the interactive vignettes were an

intelesting part of the class, and close to a third ofthe students indicated that they helped

with the undelstanding of some aspect of the rnole concept. In terms of motivation, close

to one quaÍel of the class stated that interactive vignettes had little effect on their

motivation in chemistly class. What was apparent, when analyzing the open-ended

responses, was that many students did not put a lot of thouglrt and effort into their'

answer. Only foul students of twenty-two conmented on all foul factors they wet e asked

to consider when discussing the value of the intetactive vignettes. When writing their

opinions of the interactive vignettes, ten students (45%) did not conment on their'
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effectiveness in learning the mole concept,

motivation, and 13 (60%) didn't comment

activity based vignettes.

5.5: Unit Test Results: Multiple Choice

12 (55%) didn't comrnent on their effect on

on whether they plefelled activity ol non-

Aftel the unit on the mole and stoichiometry, the overall percentages fot the

control class and for the experimental class were 76.9%o and 77,9o/o tespectively.

Comparing to the class averages plior to the unit of study, which were 79%o and 78o/o

respectively, there is only a small change. The control class average dropped 1.6

percentage points after the unit, whereas the class exposed to the intelactive vignettes had

no change to their overall grades. It is ilnportant to note that no pretest fol students'

understanding of the mole concept and stoichiometry was given, so we do not have any

indication of their prior knowledge in this area. Students in Senior Two science are

taught how to wlite chemical formulae and balance equations, but coeffrcients refer to the

numbel of atoms or molecules of a particular substance. The concept of the mole is left

fol grade 1 1 Chernistly.

Anothel consideration is the focus of the chemistry curticulum on calculations,

using the mole concept and Avogadro's numbel primat'ily as bridge between valious

quantities. Since students are not expected to lealn the derivation ofAvogadro's nutnber

and the rnole concept, and the stoichiometly of chernical reactions is not part of the

interactive vignettes, the connection between the interactive vignettes and the unit test is

limited. As mentioned pleviously, the interactive vignettes discussed atoms, molecules,
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relative atomic mass, and Avogadro's number, and offered examples of how these relate

to each other. For example, in discussing Gay-Lussae's law of cornbining volumes, the

stoichiometry of a chemical equation was shown and related to atoms/molecules and

volume, but thele were no practice calculations. The same is true ofAvogadro's number,

as it was mentioned that the relative atomic mass of a substance would contain

Avogadro's number of entities, but again, students were not shown any calculations.

Therefore, if the interactive vignettes had any effect on students' understanding of the

mole concept, it would be in the understanding ofthe undellying concepts such as atom,

molecule, and the quantity of Avogadro's numbet.

The multiple-choice test consisted of 24 questions that ranged from simple recall

and one-step calculations to more complex levels of understanding of the concepts

taught. Of the 24 rnultiple choice questions, ten telated to the concepts plesented in the

interactive vignettes at some level. The ten rlultiple-choice questions chosen for analysis

wele 3Al23B (question 3 on test "A", question 23 on test "B'), 8A/48, 104/6B, 11N78,

144/108, 184/148, 19A/i58, 20N16B.,23A119B, a¡d 24A/208' Each question was

worth one mark and no partial marks were given. The multiple-choice questions were

analyzed by first examining the number of cotrect answer, followed by analysis of how

students lesponded if they were incotrect. T-tests comparing the control and

experimental group scores wele completed. Results can be found in appendix P.

A t-test comparing total malks obtained on all questions resulted in no statistical

difference between the two groups. This indicates that there was no difference in

students' understanding of the infonnation presented during the r.rnit on the mole and

stoichiometry, regaldless of whether they wele involved in the interactive vignettes. A
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second t-test, this time compaling student totals on only the ten questions that relate more

closely to the intelactive vignettes, also shou'ed no statistical difference (see appendix P).

Therefor.e, the interactive vignettes seemed to have no impact on student understanding

of the mole concept in chemistry.

Student results on the multiple-choice pottion ofthe test are provided in appendix

Q. Although the t{est showed no signifrcant diffelence between the two classes, thele

are some differences on a few individual questions. What follows is an analysis of how

students responded to the ten questions [elated to the interactive vignettes

Question 3N238:

In the chemical equation 2H2¡r¡ + O¡g¡ + 2H2O1g) the term to the right of the

arro\ry means

a. 2 atoms of water

b. 2 gfams of water

2 litres of water'

2 moles of water

c.

d.

The question has students distinguish between valious descliptions of an alnount

of matter as found in a chemical equation, such as atoms, glams, litres and moles. This

question relates to the first three intelactive vignettes. In the fir'st IV students built

molecules of FsR, and in the thild IV the¡' worked with Belzelius' syrnbols, so they

should recognize that HzO represents two types of elements forming a compound. The

second IV showed students submicroscopic pictorial representations of atoms versus

molecules, so students would be able to exclude the possibility of H2O being an atom. All

ofthese should help students avoid answer "a". Four more str¡dents in the experimental
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group answered this question cotrectly (answer "d"), over the control group. Of the

students who got this question wrong, 7 out of 8 in the control group chose the answer

with "atoms" instead of "moles", and I chose "grams". In the experimental group, 2

students chose "atoms" and 2 chose "litres". Therefore, it is possible the additional

information from the vignettes was responsible fof the fact that half as many students

answering incorrectly in the expelimental group as in the control group, and only one-

quafier as many students in the experimental gloup gave "atoms" as the et'roneous

answer.

Question 8A/48:

A mole of oxygen tnolecules consists of

6.02 x 1023 oxygen atoms

12.04 x 1023 oxygen atoms

a. oxygen afom

b. oxygen atoms

c.

d.

To answer this question correctly (answer "d"), students need to be able to

distinguish between atoms and molecules and must also undelstand the quantity

associated with a mole. The second vignette, thlough pictorial lepresentation,

distinguished between atoms and molecules. Students should recognize that two oxygen

atoms make up one oxygen molecule. The quantity of particles in a rnole, 6.02 x 1023,

was discussed in the final interactive vignettes, where Perlin's detennination of

Avogadro's number was desclibed. Applying these two collcepts together, students

should be able to deterrnine that each molecule has 2 atoms of oxygen, so there would be

2(6.02 x 1023) : 12.04 x 1023 atoms.
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The difficulty of this question is indicated by the low number of students who

answered it colrectly, with only 5 in the control group, and 9 in the experimental group

getting it right. Although the question is diffrcult, nearly twice as many students in the

experimental group came up with the cort'ect answer as in the control gloup. In the

contlol group, 16 out of the remaining 20 students chose answer "c", indicating that they

realize that a mole is equal to 6.02 x 1023, but they have not made the distinction between

an atom and a molecule. In the expelimental group, 12 of the remaining 16 students also

chose answer c, showing their.inability to distinguish between atoms and molecules. All

but one of the remaining students in both classes chose answet B, demonstlating a

distinction between atoms and molecules, but no knowledge of the quantity in a mole.

Question 10A/68:

What is the approxirnate total number of hydlogen atoms in one mole of CH:OH?

a) 24xlo23 b) 6x 1023 c) 18 x 1023 d) 36 x 1023

For this question, students need to understand that a mole of any substance

consists of approximately 6 x 1023 molecules, Avogadro's numbel of particles, of that

substance. One mole of CH¡OH would be equivalent to 6 x 1023 molecules of CH¡OH.

Students also need to be able to recognize that each molecule has four hydlogen atoms

within, so there would be 4 (6 x 1023) atoms of hydlogen, answer "a". This question

relates to interactive vignettes number one and two whete Dalton's constant composition

of compounds and the distinction between atoms and molecules were debated and

repr.esented symbolically and submicloscopically in diagram form. If students had to
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"build" this compound, like they built FsR, they would realize they need four hydrogen

atoms for each molecule. This question also relates to the last two interactive vignettes

where determinations of Avogadro's nurnber are introduced and discussed. The

experimental class had three mole students answer this question correctly than students in

the control class. Although this is not a large difference, the choice of alternative

answers seems to indicate that the expelimental class tlied to factor in the numbel of

hydfogen atoms per molecule, but calculated it incorrectly. Onll' 5¡* students in the

experimental class chose the incorrect answet "b", versus elevelr students in the control

class. By choosing this answer, it indicates that they know a mole consists of 6 x 1023

particles, but have not made the distinction between atoms and molecules'

Question 11N78:

Which sample of hydrogen gas occupies the largest volume at STP?

a) 2 moles b) 2 litres c) 2 grams d) 2 x 1023 molecules

Only two fewer students in the contlol class answered this question corlectly

when compared to the expelimental class. This question, once again, has the student

differentialing among moles, molecules, mass and volume, much like the first question

analyzed. Parts of interactive vignettes one, two and six eithef discussed the relative

atomic mass of hydrogen, and/or offeled a visual lepresentation or explanation of the

diatomic nature of hydrogen. Also, the numbel of molecules in a rnole was discussed in

the last two interactive vignettes presented. Thelefore, students should know that 2

grams of hydr.ogen is one mole and that 6 x 1023 molecules would be the equivalent to
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one nole (2 x 1023 would be less). The only uuceltainty in this question miglrt be the

relationship of volume to the other quantities, answer b, since molar volume, in litres,

was not formally introduced. When looking at the results, 7 students in the control group,

and 5 in the experimental group chose answer b, 2 litles, as their response.

Question 144/10B:

Under ordinary conditions, which substance exists as a diatomic molecule?

a. ztnc

b. blomine

Question l8A/148:

There are 6.02 x 1023

a, atoms/moles in 1 litre

b, moles in an atom

atoms/molecules in a mole

grams in one mole

c. lfon

d. helium

Seven more students in the experimental group (22) answeled this question

conectly, than did students in the control group. Once again, the second intetactive

vignette clear'ly depicted diatotnic molecules when showing Avogadro's hypothesis and

his distinction between atoms and molecules, although bt'omine was not used as an

example. It seems that the submicroscopic reptesentation ofa nolecule in the second IV

did have an affect on the students in the expet'imental class. Eight ofthe twelve students

that answered this incorectly chose heliurn fot their lesponse.

c.

d.
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This is a simple recall question, and out of both classes, only three students did

not chose ,,c" as the correct answef. Two of those students were in the experimental

group. Of the students that chose the incollect response, two chose "b", which is the

inverse ofthe con'ect response, and one chose "atoms/moles in 1 litre".

Question 19Al158:

The mass of two moles of nitrogen gas is

a.569 b.2s c. I7g d. 14g

one less student in the experimental group answered this coüectly than did the

control class. To answer this question cortectly, students need to realize that relative

atomic mass is the mass of one mole of a substance, but since nitlogen gas is diatomic, it

will be twice as much. Students that answered this inconectly tended to choose answer

d, which is the relative atomic mass of one mole of nitrogen atoms

Question 204./168:

What amount of matter contains the largest number of atoms?

a. 40 g ofK b. 54 g ofAl c. 200 g ofXe d. 200 g ofBa

This question has students relating an element's lelative atomic rnass to number

of atoms, Students do not have to calculate the number of atoms, but need to uuderstand

that a mole of any element would have an equal number of atoms, so the substance with

the greatest amount of moles would have the lalgest number of atoms. Both classes had
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only 14 out of 25 students answer "b", the corfect answer. The n.ìost conrrrton incoruect

answer in both groups was "d", 2009 ofBa. This may have been chosen because is has

the highest atomic number and atomic mass out of the four possible responses. The

other incorect responses were evenly divided among the remaining students, with two

students in the experimental gloup ornitting this question.

Question 23Nl9B:

A rnole of HzO and a mole of Oz

a. have the same mass

b. contain one molecule each

haveamassof1geach

contain the same number of molecules

c.

d.

Eight mole students in the experimental group, compared to the control group,

answered this question conectly. This question requires students to identify that the tenn

"mole" refers to an amount of substance that is equivalent, independent of the substance

being discussed. Thelefore, the correct answer for this questiou is "d". Of the students in

the control group that answered incorrectly, ten chose "b", 2 chose "a" and 2 chose "c".

Of the students in the experimental group who answered incolrectly, answers "a","b",

and "c" wele each chosen twice. This question relates dilectly to intetactive vignette

number two whele Avogadro's Hypothesis is filst presented. It is stressed that equal

volumes of gases, at the same tempel'ature and ptessuLe, will have the same number of

particles (atoms/molecules), labeled Avogadro's number, and later refen'ed to as a

"mole". Since the expelimental gLoup did much better on this question, it may be due to

mention ofAvogadro's hypothesis, and not the rote memorization of the term "mole".
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Questions 24A/208:

One mole of oxygen molecules contains more independent units (O2) than one

mole of oxygen atoms (O).

a, True, because there are two atons ofO for every molecule ofOz.

b. True, because one mole of 02 weighs more than one mole of O.

c. False, because both ofthem have the same number ofpalticles.

d. False, because one mole of O has the same mass as one mole of Oz.

This question relates to interactive vignette 2 where the tet'tns atom and molecule

were defined by Avogadro's hypothesis and both were represented in dlawing.

Avogadro's hypothesis, that equal volumes ofgas contain the same numbel of pafiicles,

if temperature and pressut'e and constant, was also presented during this intelactive

vignette. Therefore, the correct answer is "c". Both classes found this question quite

difficult, with only eight students in total answeling it correct. Of those 8 students, five

were fi'om the experimental class, where they would have seen drawings of atoms versus

molecules. Of the students in the control class who answered this question incorrectly,

18 chose "a", 2 chose "b", and 2 chose "c". In the experimental class, 11 inconectly

chose "a" and 7 chose "b". The difficulty ir-r this question rnight be due to the phrase

"independent units", despite molecules (O2) and atoms (O) being identif,red in brackets in

the question. If students considered "O" to be an "independent unit", then answel "a"

would have been cotrect.

Overall, when looking at the compat'isons between the two classes for all other'

questions, the results tend to be vely similar, with one class only ontperforning the other'
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by a few students. For example, out oftwenty-four questions, two had equal nnmbers ol

students from the control and experimental groups answer them correct. For the

lemaining twenty-two questions, ten wefe answered marginally better by the control

group and ten were answered marginally better by the experimental group. Only two

questions, number 14 (determining which substance is diatomic) and number 23

(comparing a mole of water and a mole of oxygen gas) had the experimental group

outpelform the contr.ol gtoup by seven and eight students respectively. Since both of

these questions relate to material presented in the interactive vignettes, we could assume

that they did have some, although not statistically significant, effect on the students'

knowledge of these particular concepts'

In tems of Johnstone's thlee levels of lepresentation, the results of the rnultiple

choice questions analyzed (3, 8 10, 11, and 24) would indicate that students exposed to

more information on all tluee levels gain a slightly better understanding ofthe underlying

concepts related to the mole. Interactive vignettes one, two and tlu'ee had students

working on all three levels of representation. Students discussed macroscopic properties

of substances (e.g. ratios of volume of gases, comparison of two different elements),

represented them symbolically (e.g. Fs, R and FsR), and drew submicroscopic

repl.esentation of the atoms o[ molecules. Although analysis involved a small numbel of

questions, and the number of students achieving highet' scores is also small, these results

show that students in the experimental gloup were mot'e able to distinguish between

atoms and molecules, leading them, more often, to the correct response.
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5.6: Unit Test Results: Long Answer

The long answet portion of the students' chemistry test consisted of nine

questions that r.elated to some aspect of the interactive vignettes plesented. Although

stoichiometry and algorithmic pfoblem solving were not parl of the interactive vignettes,

some of the terminology and relationships between amounts wele bliefly mentioned. For

example, in the second IV, students looked at the volume ratios between leactants and

products. All but one of the long answef questions involved either one-step or two-step

calculation(s) using Avogadro's number ol the determination of the number of moles of a

substance, either using rnolat mass, number ofparticles, o¡ molar volume. Students' total

matks on the long answer poftion of the unit test were determined and a comparison was

made between the control group and the expelimental group using paired t-tests.

Two diffelent t-tests wel'e used to corLpare the student scores on the long answet

test. First, total marks on all questions were evaluated, followed by a ltest only using

those questions that fit rnore closely to the iutelactive vignettes. The results for these

tests can be found in appendix R. Both tests showed no statistical diflelence between the

two classes, indicating that the intelactive vignettes had no discemable effect on student

understanding ofthe mole concept and Avogadro's numbel.

Student responses for each question were evaluated and their full or partial scores

were also compared on a question-by-question basis. The questions, their answers, and

the student scoLes are available in appendix S. The majolity ofthe questions show small

variations in how the two classes responded. what follows is a description of some of

the questions and lìre answets given.
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Question I had students diffelentiate between mass, moles and atoms versus

molecules. Most of these distinctions wele identifred in the first two interactive

vignettes. For part b, the expelimental class had four more students answer correctly,

citing Cl2 molecules, instead of the monatomic gallium atoms. Three more students in

the experimental group, for part c, also gave tlle correct mass of one mole of nittogen

molecules as 28.02 g, versus the more common incorrect lesponse of 14.01 g for the

single nitrogen atom. However, for all of question one, the experimental class only

scored eight mole matks, out of a total of75 nlalks, tharr the control class.

Questions two and fout', converting from mass to moles, each had only one nore

student in the control class answer it conectly. Questions five, using molal Inass, six,

and seven, both using Avogadro's number, also showed no major difference between

these two groups, with the experimental class obtaining only 1.5, 2, and 0.5 overall marks

more on each question respectively. On question eight, finding moles using rnolar

volume, the control class earned two more marks than the experimental group. However,

multi-step question tluee, requiling students to first convert fi'om number of molecules to

moles and then multiply by the number of atoms per molecule, had seven more students

in the contlol class eam full marks. The majolity of the students who did not get full

malks on this question only completed the first parl of the calculations. This only

resulted in the conttol class eaming 6.5 more matks, out of 25, on this question than the

experimental group.

Questions nine and ten, not included in the t-test looking at the effect of the

interactive vignettes, involved the students working with whole cliemical equations,

converting amounts of reactants to moles, setting up appropriate ratios between two
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substances, and conveìling the final amount of ploduct from moles to anothel requested

quantity. Question ten was slightly more difficult, because stLrdents were required to

determine which reactant was limiting in amount. Overall, the experimental class

obtained four more marks on question nine, but the control group earned eight rnore

marks on question ten, mainly due to more partial marks for detelmination of the limiting

reactant. Therefore, student performance on the stoichiometric aspect of chemical

equations remains quite similar.

The final question ofthe long answer portion ofthe test presented students with a

balanced chemical equation and then a series of tnolecular diaglarns showing possible

products ofthe reaction. only a very few nnmber of students in either class were able to

chose the correct r.esponse and explain theif choice pfoperly based on the ratio of S to O

atoms and the plesence of excess sulfur atoms. The equation indicated that 2 SO3 would

be produced. Twenty-one students out of fifty chose the plodnct that showed molecules

of SzOo, whereas only foufieen students chose the correct moleculal diagram with one

sulfur and thr.ee oxygen ator.ns per molecule. Only nine studerìts (5 control and 4

exper.imental) knew there should be excess sulfur left over'. Overall, the experimental

class earned two extla matks on this test question. The pool results indicate a much

gteatel need to include mofe atom and molecular diaglams when teaching chernical

l.eactions, and not just when introducing the associated tefminology such as atoms,

molecules and ions.
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5,7: Summary

When compaling the pretest to post attitude t-test lesults, the experimental group

showed a slight increase in attitude three (CL95%), their openness to new ideas, and a

somewhat smallel increase in attitude 5, their attitude toward chernistry leisure (CL90%).

A comparison of the post-attitudes tests of each class showed statistical increases in the

experimental class attitudes' toward chemistty in leisule (CL99%) and chemistry careers

(CL\O%). In particular', students responded more favorably to the statement "I would

like to belong to a chemistry club" and "I would like to do chemistt'y experiments at

home". This would suggest that the interactive vignettes did have a slight effect on the

students' interest in chemistly.

Student results on theil final unit test on stoichiometry and the mole did not show

any substantial diffelence between the control and expelimental gloups. There was a

small advantage for the experirnental gtoup oll the multiple choice questions, and it

seemed to be related to the use of both the syrnbolic and submicroscopic representation ol

atoms and molecules in the interactive viguettes. Generally, the ovelall similarity

between the control and expetimental glor.rps on the unit test was expected, since the

interactive vignettes dealt more with the history of the concept of the mole than

stoichiometric calculations.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use and effectiveness of

intelactive vignettes in teaching the mole concept in senior high chemistry. An

interactive vignette is a brief historical story that includes both quantitative and

qualitative aspects of a topic that provide an opportunity for better conceptual

understanding and practical application. The thlee speciftc research questions were:

1. Does an historical pt'esentation of the mole concept, in the form of interactive

vignettes, inclease students' conceptual understanding of this concept in chemistry?

2. Will this conceptual understanding occur on all three levels of lepresentation in

chemistry: the maclo, symbolic and the sub-micro?

3. Does the use of history, with emphasis on the central rrrole concept, improve

students' attitude toward, and interest in chemistly?

Intelactive vignettes were inserted at the beginning of the experimental group's

chemistr.y class, for ten consecutive classes. With the exception of these intet'active

vignettes, the two classes in the study wel'e tauglÌt the same chemistry curliculum by the

same instructor during the same semestel. In order to answel the first two reseatch

questions, a unit test on stoichiometry and the mole concept, administeled aftel the

con-rpletion of the section, was analyzed. ln particular, student lesponses and

achievement in both the control class and the experimental class wete compared. Since

the interactive vignettes did not relate to all aspects ofthe unit, a closer analysis was done

on those questions that were connected.
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The third research question dealt with student attitudes towald, and interest in,

chemistry. Thelefore, students involved in the study were given a chemistly attitudes test

at the beginning and end of the vignette period. The attitudes test was a five point Likert-

style questionnaire that looked at students' attitudes toward six different perceptions

towards chemistry. Students in the experimental group were also asked their opinion of

the effectiveness of the interactive vignettes, in both their interest in class and on their

understanding of the matelial. The attitude tests were analyzed using paired t-tests, and

their responses categorized and tallied.

In response to the first two research questions, the students exposed to the

interactive vignettes had no signifrcant statistical diffelence in their unit test marks than

did the class that followed the regular cul'riculum. The ovelall average for the

experimental class temained the same, whereas the contt'ol class dlopped by less than

2%o. Thercfore, the intetactive vignettes did not improve students' understanding of the

mole concept, as evaluated by their unit test. Analysis of individual questions also did

not reveal any specific area of study where one class achieved much better or worse than

the other. For exaurple, students in the experimental class did not do any wolse iu

calculations, even though they had slightly less class time to practice due to the

introduction of the intelactive vignettes at the stafi of their class. However, that being

said, the experimental class did seen to have a slight advantage (although not statistically

so) answering multiple choice questions that involved comparing or choosing between

atoms and molecules. These two tetms were cleally rept'esented on all three levels duling

the plesentation of the interactive vignettes.
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One possible reason the interactive vignettes did not improve students' conceptual

understanding of the mole could be related to the chemistry cumiculum itself. As

mentioned pleviously, the chemistry curiculum places a lot of emphasis on mathematical

pfoblem solving in this unit, with many outcomes specifically stating that students should

be able to calculate or solve for unknowns. For example, students should be able to;

"solve problems requiring the inter-conversion between mass, r'olume, and number of

particles, and moles", or, "solve mole-mole problems given leactants and products". By

contrast, in the non-quantitative area, the culliculum only asks that students be able to

"describe the concept of the mole and its irnporlance to measurenlerf in chemistry", after

calculating the mass of compounds and before calculating the volune of gases. Although

this statement provides educators the chance to expand and incorporate the histolical

aspect of Avogadro's number and the mole concept, it emphasizes measurement ovet

theoly. The highly algorithmic nature of tl'ìe cuniculum leads to rote memotization of

Avogadro's number and its use as a bridge between the various measures of an atnount of

substance. Therefore, since the main focus ofthe class is the introduction and plactice of

calculations, the interactive vignettes at the start of the class are essentially uüelated to

what is being done during the remainder ofthe class.

Furthermole, the mismatch between the curliculum outconles for this unit and the

histolical infornation contained in the interactive vignettes makes it difficult to place the

interactive vignettes appr.opr.iately within the unit where they would have the most affect.

The research for this study is embedded within the existing chemistly cun'iculum which,

in actual fact, places little emphasis on tlie qualitative understanding of the mole.

Therefore, the intloduction and discussion of the mole concept usually occurs during a
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poÉion ofone class, with the Inajority of time aftelwards being spent on calculations and

conversions between different quantities of substances. Therefore, the best placement fol

the interactive vignettes would be as a precursol to the introduction ofthe mole concept.

Howevel, presented this way the interactive vignettes would only be isolated pieces of

information, seemingly unrelated to the topic being covered in class, since much of the

introduction to chemistry - such as Dalton's atomic theory, learning to calculate formula

mass, write chemical formulas, and balance equations - begins in 20S Science, if not

earlier. Therefore, some of the interactive vignettes fit more appropliately with

previously leatned matelial.

The nature of the unit test also limits how students ale able to express theil

understanding of the mole concept, even if their understanding was influenced by the

interactive vignettes. Fol example, since the curriculum emphasizes quantitative problem

solving, much of the unit test is calculation-based problem-solving, making it difficult to

conclude whether any differences between the groups ale based on better understanding

of the underlying concepts, or just bettel metrrotization of how to solve cefiain types of

problems. Ther.efore, a fecolnmendation would be to use a diffelent folm of assesstnent

to better determine whethel intelactive vignettes had an effect on students' undel'standing

of the mole concept. This could be a written test with questions requiring students to

vvrite out theil explanations, or students could be interviewed individually. This plocess

would allow the investigator to gain a deeper: ruldelstanding of what students know, and

would allo\ry further questioning to determine where any diffrculty with the mole concept

might exist. In order to better assess if str¡dents understand the concepts on all thlee

levels of representation, questions that only require a numeric answer should be avoided
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and, instead, students should be required to p|oblem solve using the different levels of

representation, pr.oviding written of verbal explanations of theil r'easoning. This, again,

would provide the educator more information on where students ale having difficulty

with the concepts being tested.

One additional ploblem with using students' chapter tests to assess the

effectiveness of the interactive vignettes is the fact that the students are informed that

they will not be tested on the history discussed duling these plesentations, since it is not a

specific outcome of the transitional grade 1l Chemistry curriculum. Being typical high

school students, many will not pay as close attention to the matelial as they might have if

they knew the interactive vignettes counted towalds their frnal assessment in the course.

One way to overcon1e this setback is to inform them that they will be assessed on the

material. However, in the end, it seems that the best way to get students undivided

attention is to make the interactive vignettes compelling and activity-based, so they are

involved in ever.y aspect of the histolical lnatelial presented. Equally imporlant is to

clearly provide as maÍìy connectious between the intetactive vignettes and the material

they are culrently being taught in class'

The information in the interactive vignettes was pl'ovided to students on all tluee

levels of repl.esentation in chemistr.y, the macloscopic, the symbolic and the

submicroscopic. However', only two IVs utilized all thee levels whetl desclibing one

phenornenon, These wel.e the vignettes on Dalton's atornic theoty and Avogadro's

Hypothesis. When looking at the questions that related to these two interactive vignettes,

in particular differentiating between atoms and molecules, the students in the

expetimental class seemed to have a slight advaftage. However, the final question ofthe
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long-answer porlion of the unit test clearly indicated that all students had difficulty

working between the symbolic and submicroscopic levels of reptesentation in chemistry.

Although the interactive vignettes focused on the tlx'ee levels of lepresentation for atoms

and molecules and simple chemical reactions, it is evident that students do not transfer

this information from the ttu'ee levels when working on more difficult stoichiometric

problems. It is also interesting to note that students had diffìculty defending, in words,

why they chose a specific answer. It seems that students have become accustomed to

answering quantitative questions in chernistry, and are lelying upon memotized

algorithms to frnd the final answer.. A recommendation that atises flom this would be to

assess how an increase in the use of pictorial lepresentation, when teaching and solving

more complex concepts such as stoichiometric pt oblems, affects student understanding.

In addressing the thild research question, the intelactive vignettes did have a

positive effect on some of the chemistry related attitudes of the students in the

experimental group. Students' attitude towald chemistry in leisure increased, with a

noticeable response to the statement that they would like to belong to a chemistt'y club.

To a lesser extent, there was an increase in students' attitudes towards chemistly as a

career. This is encouraging, as it suggests that more students, by being involved in the

intelactive vignettes, see chemistry as a possible part oftheir future, eithet in theit'caleer

or simply on a general basis. Pelhaps the interactive vignettes lnade chemists seem mole

human, and the career more accessible to the average student, since the theories plesented

were not anived at in a short period, nor without problems.

An increase in chetnistry-related attitudes was expected since the intelactive

vignettes were meant to highlight some of the main ideas behind the development of
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Avogadro's number and the concept ofthe mole by providing students with an intelesting

story and activity that would get them involved with the material. What was unknown,

however, was which particular attitudes might show change. The interactive vignettes

plesented chemistly as a human endeavol, fraught with controversy and unfoleseen

problems. Students heard how some theories originated tlrl'ough intuition, and progressed

tluough hard work and luck, only to be disniissed due to societal beliefs or a lack of

evidence. They also were able to follow how the concept of the atom started as a simple

belief by a few, and became sonething tangible many years later'. This descliption of

chemistry is quite unlike the usual way instluctors and textbooks present only the final

for.m of science, requiring endless calculations and lepeated expelirnents to obtain

ah.eady-known results. This leaves out the excitement of new discoveties and human

achievement, which invar.iably will be more compelling. A recommendation might be to

assess a larger population of chemistly students using more items fol each of the attitude

subscales. This would enable researchers to more cleatly identify what specific items

within each attitude categoty are affected with the use ofan histolic apploach.

The fact that an historical apploach, using ten shoÍ iutelactive vignettes presented

over ten chemistry classes, had an effect on stndent attitudes has implications for the

teaching of chemist|y, especially when this it.tclease was shorvu when thele was only a

mar.ginal correlation between the material in the intelactive vignettes and the coulse

curr.iculum. Tluough this study I have personally learned a lot about the history of

Avogadro's nunbel and the mole concept, and have incorporated the iuteractive vignettes

info my curîent grade 11 Chemistry classes. Anecdotally, I have witnessed an inclease in

student interest and iuvolvement in the class. There could be a significantly greatel eflect
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if the course material was structured to better incotporate historical discussions and

appropl.iate hands-on activities. The challenge now is to incolporate the histoly of

science, though the use of interactive vignettes, into other areas ofthe cut'riculum'

An historic approach is already being implernented in a few sections of the new

chemistr.y cuniculum that is being adopted over the next few years. Fo[ example, in the

unit ,,Gases and The Atmospher.e", teachers are to outline the historical developmeut of

the measuternent of pressule, and then students ate to experitnent with pressure,

temperature, and volume to determine the relationships previously determined by Boyle,

charles, and Gay-Lussac. In the unit on organic chemistry, the historical contributions

of Fredrik Wöhler to ovefturn vitalism is to be discussed. However, in the unit on

"Chemical Reactions", where the concept of the mole is taught, the outcomes have

changed very little. Students are once again asked to desclibe the concept of the mole

and its imporlance to measurement in chemistry befole calculating and solving various

problems. The notes for instr.uction do briefly meffion Avogadro and Jean Pemin, but the

amount of infor.mation is insignificant and insuffrcient if a teacher wishes to effectively

describe their contr.ibutions without having to look elsewhere for more detail. The

cuniculum does give some sources fol further research and offers an activity for

detennining Avogadro's number using oleic acid. Howevel, the educator will need to put

in extr.a time preparing if they wish to follow the suggestions for iurplementation.

Therefor.e, anolhel lecommendation arising flom this study would be to provide teachels

with the necessary resources to help them better incorpolate the histo|y of science into

their classroom. Mate|ial outlining the historical developrnent of the big ideas in

chemistry could be developed and then disseminated to chetnistry teachers thlough
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workshops or attachments to curriculum documents. At a minimum, it would help

teachers better understand the background of what they are teaching, and potentially

allow them to inject small aspects of history into their existing lesson plans' The

workshops would also provide teachers with relevant hands-on activities, if they chose to

expand on their instruction ofhistorical elements lelated to the mole concept.

Another recommendation coming out ofthe research is fol teachers to discourage

the rote memorization of facts and algorithms, in favour of developing a deeper'

under.standing of the material. This could be achieved by lelying less upon a textbook, ol

by using a textbook or other. material that includes more of the histofy of science and less

final for.m science. Instruction should include perlinent activities that increase conceptual

understanding by involving students as much as possible. However, in ordel to move

away from rote memorization of facts and algorithms, thele needs to be a change in the

way in which \rye assess students' understauding of chemistry, with less emphasis on

algorithmic problen solving and more of an opportunity fot'students to express their

understanding of the concepts taught in writing.

This research indicates that the use of an intelactive historical approach to

teaching senior. high chemistly has the potential to increase student interest in ceÍain

areas of chemistr.y. Usually students, who are interested ir-r the subject mattel being

taught, will strive to understand it beyond the sirnple memorization offacts and equations

and will seek out answers to their own questions. Tluough the use of appropriately

placed inter.active vignettes, an historical approach could transfolm the chemistry

classLoom into a dynamic place where str¡dents are open to new ideas and leatn to
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question the information plovided to them with the same culiosity as the scientists they

have studied.
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lvfarch 9, 2005

Ivfr. G Bruce. Assistant Superintendent
Pcmbina Trails School I)ivision
l8l Henlow Bay
Winnipeg. MB

Dear Mr Bntce;

Re: Master's thesis rcsearch project: "Using Interactive Vignettes in the
tcâchirlg of the Mole Concept in Senior Chernistr.v"

I, Heathel Teller', am a science/chemistry leacher at Fort Richmond Collegìatc. During
the past ferl years I havc been r.l,orking on rny lvfasters of Educa¡ion degree with Dr.
Aúhur Stiruler ($r¡!ctfÈ_.:gmit!¡1qþÊ.çê, 474-9068) in the Faculty of Education at the

University of Manitoba. 1 arn *'riting you to rcquest permission fronl the DiYision Office
to conduct research in trvo classroorns at Forf Richmond Collegiate. I have cc'd this letter
to my priucipal, Mrs. Loraine Carter. A description of m¡' research stud,v is presented

belorv. Tl'Le research project has been approved by the EducationAlursing Research

Ethics Board, and an.v parent and/o¡ student concerns or complaints about the project may
bc dileoted to the Flurnan Ethics Sec¡etariat ar 474-7122.

In chemistr¡', tlìe col'ìcept of the mole is central 10 several lopics stud;ed (e.g. equations,
stoichiometry, soluti<.ns. gas larvs), but research has shotm tllat students have difficLtltl,
with this concepl. Knorvledge of teaching nlethods that woultl enhance students'
conceptual understanding ol the mole, as rvell as increase their interest in science, would
be benefìcial to chenristry and science educatoìs. Ân historic approach to teaching
science, even ìn srnall vignettes, has been sholl,n to increase studenl understanding and

interest in science and, enhancc critical thinking skills. Therefore, nty rescarch airn is to
investigate ho*, the inclusion of the historl, of science aflects students' understanding of
thc rnole, a central conccpt in clremistry, and their altitude torvards chenristry.

in order to complctc mr research, data from lrvo chemistry classes rvill be compared.
To ensure that thc [\ro classes are comparable, I rvill first need to compare students' final
science 20S grades, teachers, and chemistn, 30S marks up fo the point of the study, To
keep student idenrities anonynous this inl'omlation \A,ill be collected b.v a third parry.

For the study, for both classcs involved. the prcsclibecl chemistry 30S curriculum rvill be
follorvcd, but the nrethod of instruction will be va¡ied in otte class to address my research
topic. This varialion *ill inchrcle the introduction ofhistolical background, in the fonn of
interactive vignettes. related to the chemistl), concept ol the mole. Ihese interactive
vignettes:

o will proi,ide ari oppoltr.rnity fol conceptual developnrent and practical
demonstlâtioll

o include qualitative and/or quantitalive aspecls ofa topic
o rnay iucludc a derìronstlation ol actility
c prnvide relevant and detailed infonnation
c require stucler'ìÎ intelaction and parlicipation.
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The interaÇtive vignettes \\'ill occur dail)' for a pcriod of ten consectttive classes. Thcy

will each fake betwesn fir'e to ten minùtes to conìillete and rvill not involve a disce¡¡able

diflètence i¡ tirne beLu'ee¡r the t\Yo classcs. Thc ,"'stimated total ti¡ne rcquired for the

study would be a ¡rtaximurn of one htlndred tninulcs of class lime, spreacl over eleven

classes (ten classes for the vignettes and one for thc prc-attitudes test). The history
presented will include the theor¡es that led to.Avogadro's hypothesis and various steps

towards the eventual deteflrinalion of Avogadto's nunrber. The ten interaclive vignettes

arc attached for ,r,our infotmatiotì. Students rvill not be tested on thc histor)' iujected into

their lessons. Therefore. thc uerv inlomration rvill not cause any more stress on the

studems i¡rvolvcd than ilìat âheady associated \Tith learllillg chcnistrl

Jn order to eliminate ur¡' positiott of poucr as the teachel of llle students in the study,

Troy Scott. fellou, colleague, has cx¡rrcsscd ¡nterest in helping nre by Ltsing his two

ohemistry classes in the study. Student invoh'elue¡lt lvollld be entircÌy voluntary and

anonynrous, A. lleutral third party wottld describe the purpose oflhe study to the slÌ¡deilts

ancl then recluit thetn jn an anon)Dlous way. Troy Scotl has Do forrral background in the

histor;- of sciencc, so hc u'ill ¡cceive otttlines for tlris porlion ofhis lesson plans fiom rne

for the duÍaiiorì of the stud-v. All other classroonr info¡tnation rvill be identical bcnvcen

the tlvo classes ancl rve u'ill meet on an ongoing basis tlìrotlghout tlìe study to discuss an-Y

issues that might ar'¡sc. ÍrlÈrested students ancl their parents/gual dians rvouìd tteed to sign

asse)'ìt/consenl fbr:ns allorving me to keep copìes of the chcrnistry tests for lhe unit
invoh,ed and thcir resùlts on a science attitttde test. Identities rvould be kePt unklìo\rn,
with tr¿urso¡ptiorì ofansu,ers being conìpletcd ifrecognition ofhandrvliting is possible. I
\vill nol request access of ant' student's files, other than their Sr2 scicnce grades and

teache6. iìì ordcÌ lo complete this silrdy.

At thc end ofthe rurit. copies oftests (rnailtaining anonyr]lity) rvill be analyzed. A neutral

teachcr rvill also aciminister a pre and post+est ofcherristq' related attitudes (attachcd for

¡'our infor:natiur). Participation ir the slüdy \Yill not reqüire arly exlra lime, outside of
class. All data obtailed rvill be secn only by ne ¿nd rvill be destroyed a1ìer cornpletion

of lfry thesis. Parlicipation jn the study is entirell' r'oluntaty and anon¡'motts Strtdents

participating in the study uiÌl receive a suntmary of the research resulls shen available if
interest is indicated on their assent fon¡.

Attached a¡e coÞies olthc asscut tblnr for the snìdcttls, fhe consellt l'or the parcrlts, the

Test of Scicnce Reiated Atlitudes, alld a brief sutntuaty of the tc¡ì intelactive vignettes

thal \yìll be used in the classroont.

If ¡.ou have zury finthcr questions regardino ntv tesenrcìr, or nr)' thesis, I rvould be happy

to discuss thelr \vith ¡rcu. M¡" ernail is 
-,-. .--, --.- and my phone numbel is

i. ll-you grant )'o r permission 1òr me to co¡duct the rcscalch, please indicate so by
signitrg belorv.

Thank you

Heather'lÞller

Sigrrarute

cc: LorLaine CaÍcr. Princìpal, Folt Richmond Collegiate

ân¿ kla ,.n vw< t¿()cil¿l\.Î qnld
þ" W ";fn"t*(; t[" ¡aultr t Ow
NSe6rcJ\- '
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MaLch 9, 2005

lvlrs. L. Carler, Principal
Folt Ricllnond Colìegiate
99 Killarney Rcl.

Wirnipcg. MB

Dear Mrs. Carter:

Rc: N,laste¡'s thesis research pÌ'oject: "lJsiug Intcractive Vignettes in the
teaching of the Mole Concept in Seniol Chemistry"

Earlier this year we rnet to discuss my Master of Educatio¡r thesis project. As ¡'ou ale
au'alc, I am rvorking on rny Masters of Flducalion degree rvillr Dr. Arthu¡ Stimer
(stinnelfrlçq.ult4qllqbald, 414-9068) in the FacLrlty of Education at the University ol
Manitoba. I have rcquested pelmission fiom Mr. Bluce at the Division Office. to conduct
lesearch iu the classroom. and have cc'd ).'ou on the lequest lerter. I rvould also like to
ask your pernrission lo cany out the prcposed rcsearch at Fort Richmond Collegiate. r\
descliption of nr-v Ìesearclì stud)- is preserìted beloiv. The resear:ch project has been
approved by the EducationA'lulsing Researcl.r Dthics Boald, and an.v ¡rarent and/ol student
concerns or complainls about the project ma,v bc dirccted to the Hrtman þ)thics SecrelariaL
at 474-'1122.

ln cheniistry, fhe conccpr of the mole is cenlral to sevelal topics stuclied (e.g. equations.
stoichiometly, solutions, gas larvs). but research has sho*n that students lnve difficulty
rvith this conccpt. Klortlcdgc of leaching methods that rvould euhance students'
conceptual understanding of the rnolc. as u'cll as incrcasc thcir irìlclcst ì11 science. uould
bc beneficial to chemistry and science educal.ors. An historic apploach to leaching
scicncc, eve[ in snall vignetles, has been slìoNrì to illcrease stuclent understanding and
interest in scicncc ancl, cnlmnce crilical thìnking skills. The¡el'ore, nry research aim is to
investi-eate horv the inclusion ofthe histo:y ofscience affects strÌdents' understanding of
the rnole, a centÌal corìcept in chemishy, al,ld theiÌ attilude towards chenristr'¡,.

In o¡der to cômplete ìny research, data lLom trvo chemistr¡, classcs rvill be compared.
To ensure that the two classes are conrparable, I u,ill first need to compare studenls' final
science 20S glades, teachers. and chemistr-r'30S mar*s up to the point of the stutly. To
kee¡r student idcntilics anonymous lhis intbmration will be collected [ry a third par1y.

For the study, lor both classes involved. the prescribed chernistly 30S curriculum rçill be

follorved, btìt tlÌe lnethod ofinst¡Lrction rvill be valied in one class to atìdress nry research
topic. This variatiou rvill include the iutloduction ofhistorical backglound, in thc fomr of
interactive vignettes, related 10 the chemistr¡, concept of the rnolc. Tbese interactivc
vignettes:

o rvill provide an opportunit-v for conceptual development and practical
denonstlation

c ínclude t¡ualitative antl/or quanlitativc aspccts ofa topic
c r.nay incÌude a de:nonstration or activitv
c ¡rlovidc relevant ald detailed infonnation
c rcquile stLldent ìnteractio¡ and participation.
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The interactive vignettes rvill occul daily for a period of ten consecutive classes. They
rvill each take betu,een fìve to ten minutes to colìlplete and g,ill noi involve a discernable
difference in tirne betrveen the tlv<l classes. 'l'he estimated lotal time reqr.rired for the
study would be a maxinlum of one hundled nrinutes of class tinte. spread over cleven
classes (ten cl¿sscs for the vigneltes and one lbr the pre-atitudes test). l-hc history
presented rvill includc the theories that led to Avogadlo's hypothesis and various ste¡rs

towards the eventual determil'ìation of Avogadro's nurnbe¡. The ten interactiVe viguettes
are attached lor your information. Students will not be tested on the histoly injected into
their lessons. Thcrefore. the nerv i¡rformation will not causc alÌy more strcss on the
students involved than that âheady associatcd with learning chemistry.

h order to eliminate my position of power as the teacher of the sludcnts in the stì.ìdy,
'l'roy Scoit, tèllorv colleagle, has expressed intelest in helping mc by using his trvo
chemistry cl¿sses in the study. Student involvelrient u,ould be entireÌy voluntary and
anonymoLìs. A lleutral thircì parly rvould describe the purpose olthe study fo the students
arrd then recruit them in an anonyrnous \vay. Troy Scott has no formal background in the
history of science. so he rvill receivc outlines lbl this poltion of his lesson plans fiom me
for the duration ol the study. All other classroon information will be identical betrveen
the two classes and rve u,ill meet on arì ongoing basis tluoughout the sludy to discuss any
issues that nright arise. Interested stLrcìents and lhcir par ents/gualclian s rvould need to sign
assent',/conse r'ìt f'omrs allorving me to keep copies of the chernistly tcsts for the unit
involved and theil results on a ssience attitude tcst. ldentiries rvould l¡c kept unknorvn,
rvith transcripfion ol answers being completed iI lecognition of handrvriting is possible. I
rvill not rcquest access of any shrdent's lìlcs, othel than theil Sr2 scicnce grades and
teachers, in order to cornplete this study.

;\t the end ofthe unit. copies oftcsts (maintaining anouymity) u'ilI be analyzed. A ncutral
teacher rvill also adminisier a pre and post-tcst of chenristly relateci atLitudes (attached l'or
youl information). Palticipation in the study rvill not lcquire arÌ.v extra lime outside of
class. All data obtained rvill be seen only by me and rvill be destlol,gd aftet compìetion
of m,v thesis. Participation in 1he study is enlilely voluntary and anon;,rnous. Shrdents
paÍicipating in the snrd.v rvill receive a sunìmar)'of tlie research lesults, rvhen availablc,
ifinterest is indicated on their assent form.

Attached are copies ofthe asscnt t'ornl fo| the stt¡dents. tlìe consent 1'or lhe paÌents. the
Test of Science Relatcd Attitudes, and a brief sunrnrary ofthe ten ir'ìteractì\,e vignettes
that will be used in the classloorn.

lf i'ou ha'r,e any furdrel questions legarding m.v lesealch, or my thesis. I rvould be happ-v

to discuss them rvith ¡,ou. If 1.ou gr¿ìnt yollì' pelmission fol n]e to conduct the research,
pLease indicate so b¡'signirrg below.

Thank you,

Heather 'I ellel

--signìñi
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Assent Form
March22,2005.

Research Project Title:
Using Interactive Vignettes in the teaching of the Mole Concept in Senior Chemistry

Researcher: Mrs. H. Teller

Dear Student,

In chemistry, the concept of the mole is centlal to several topics studied (e.g. equations,

stoichiometry, solutions, gas laws), but resealch has shown that students have diffrculty
with this concept. Knowledge of teaching methods that would enhance students'

conceptual understanding ofthe mole, as well as increase their interest in science, would
be beneficial to chemistly and science educatols. My research aim for my Master of
Education thesis for the Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba, is to
investigate how the inclusion ofthe history of science in the curriculum affects students'

understanding of the mole and their attitude towards chemistly generally. The research

project has been approved by the Educatiorr,t lursing Research Ethics Board, and any

student or parent concerns ot'complaints about the project should be directed to the

Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.

In order to complete my research, data from two chemistty classes will be compared. To
ensure that the two classes are comparable, I will first need to compare students' frnal

science 20S grades, teachels, and chemistly 30S marks up to the point of the study. To
keep student identities anonymous, a third party will collect this information. One class

will be the contlol class, being taught the standard lesson plan, and the other will have

some histoly injected into their lessons. This will occul daily for a period of ten

consecutive classes, and will only take about tell minutes a class. The total amount of
time will be apploxirnately one hundled minutes of class time, spread over eleven

classes. The new infomation intloduced will not cause any more stfess on students than

that already associated with lealning chemistry since parlicipants will not be tested on the

histoly presented.

At the end of the r.rnit, copies of chapter tests (rnaiffaining anonymity) will be analyzed.

A pre and post-test of chernistly lelated attitudes would also be administeled. Thete will
be no extla tirne lequired, outside of your legularly scheduled chemistry class. All data

obtained in this study will be destloyed aftel completion of my thesis. Patticipation in
the study is entilely voluntary and anonymous. Atty studerfs palticipating in the study

may have a sumnral'y of the lesearch results mailed out to them by completing the

attached portion on the consent form.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have undelstood to your satisfaction the

infolmation legarding participation in the research project, and aglee to participate as a

subject. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without plejudice or
consequence. Youl continued pafticipation should be as informed as your initial consent,

so you should feel free to ask for clalification or new information tll'oughout your
participation.
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Thank you for your. consideration. Please feel free to contact me, through the neutral

teacher, il you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Mrs. H. Teller

Date: 

---
\ 

-, 

agree to participate in the research project. I understand that

rny flnal r.i.n." 20S grade and my initial chemistry 30S ma|ks will be looked at, and a

copy of my unit test will be kept anonymously for analysis. I will take a science attitudes

test at the begin-rring and end ofthe instructional unit.

Ifyou are interested in receiving a copy ofthe project summary once it is available.

Please provide your full name and mailing address below.
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Consent Fot'm

March22,2005

Research Proj ect Title:
Using Interactive Vignettes in the teaching of the Mole Concept in Senior Chemistry

Researcher: Mrs. H. Teller'

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Your son/daughter has expressed an interest in being part of a research study to be

conducted at the school. This study, which is part of my Masters of Education thesis for
the Faculty of Education at the university of Manitoba, focuses on how the inclusion of
the history of science affects students' understanding of the mole, the central concept in
chemistly, and theil attitude towalds chemistry. The research project has been approved

by the Education/Nulsing Research Ethics Board, and any student 01'parent concerns or

complaints about the project should be dilected to the Human Ethics Secletariat aÍ 474-

7122.

In chemistry, the concept of the mole is central to several topics studied (e.g. equations,

stoichiometr.y, solutions, gas laws), but resealch has shown that students have difficulty
with this concept. Knowledge of teaching methods that would enhance students'

conceptual under.standing ofthe mole, as well as inctease their intelest in science, would
be beneficial to chemistry and science educatots.

In order to complete my research, data from two chemistt'y classes will be compared.

To ensure that the two classes are compalable, I will first need to cornpare students' final
science 20S grades, teachers, and chernistly 30S marks up to the point of the study. To

keep student identities anonymous this information will be collected by a thild party.

For the study, fol both classes involved, the prescribed chemistry 30S curriculum will be

followed, but the method of instruction will be varied in one class to address my research

topic. This var.iation will include the introduction of historical background, in the forrn of
interactive vignettes, related to the chemistry concept of the mole. These inte¡active

vignettes:
o will provide an oppoltunity for conceptual development and practical

demonstration
o include qualitative and/or quantitative aspects ofa topic
o may include a demonstration or activity
o provide relevant and detailed infolmation
o require student interaction and participation.

The interactive vignettes will occur daily fol a period of ten consecutive classes. They

will each take between flve to ten minutes to complete and will not involve a discernable

difference in time between the two classes. The estimated total time requi|ed for the

study would be a maximum of one hundred miuutes of class time, spread over eleven

classes (ten classes for the vignettes and one for the pre-attitudes test). The history
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presented will include the theories that led to Avogadro's hypothesis and various steps

towards the eventual determination of Avogadro's number. The ten interactive vignettes

are attached for your information. Students will not be tested on the history injected into

their lessons. Therefore, the new infolmation will not cause any more stress on the

students involved than that already associated with lealning chemistry.

At the end of the unit, copies of tests (maintaining anonymity) will be analyzed. A neutral

teacher will also administer. a pre and post-test of cheniistfy related attitudes.

Participation in the study will not require any extla time, outside of class. Al1 data

obtained will be seen only by me and will be destroyed after completion of my thesis.

Participation in the study is entifely voluntaly and anonymous. students participating in
the study will leceive a summary ofthe research results when available.

Your signature on this for.m indicates that you have understood to youf satisfaction the

information regarding your son's/daughter's participation in the research project, and

agree to allow him/her to pafiicipate as a subject. Your son/dauglrtet is free to withdraw
from the study at any time without prejudice or consequence' His/her continued

participation should be as informed as his/hel.initial consent, so you should feel free to

ask for clalification ol new information tll'ougl-rout his/hel participation.

Thank you for vour consideration. Piease feel free to contact me at the school (27 5-7 520)

or by email (,---=------=._- ) ifyou have any questions.

Sincelely,

Mrs. H. Teller

Date:
I, agree to having my solVdaughter
participate in the research pr.oject. I understand that a copy of his/her unit test will be

kept anonymously for.analysis and that he/she will take a science attitudes test at the

beginning and end of the instructional unit. I also undelstand that his/her science 20S

f,rnal mark will be noted, as will his/her chemistry 30S mark prior to the study.

parenlgualdian signature
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The Ten Interactive Visnettes

1. John Dalton's Atomic Theory (1808)

¡ In this interactive vignette, students will:
o Be re-introduced to the four postulates ofJoh¡ Dalton's atomic theory
o See how Dalton viewed atoms and detetmined his lelative atornic weights

and chemical fotmulae.

2. Avogadro's Hvpelhsti!_.131&l!)
r This interactive vignette will present the conflicting theories of John Dalton and

Gay-Lussac, and will introduce the students to Amadeo Avogadro and his

hypothesis.
. Students will be presented with a visual thought experiment involving observed

volumes of gases found in a reaction between two gases.

3. Berzelius' Scientifrc Notation (-1813)
. This interactive vignette will be an account ofhow Jacob Belzelius introduced the

modern system of chemical notation and helped establish some consistency in the

world of chemistry.
o Students will be shown comparisons of Dalton's and Berzelius' chemical

symbols.

4. Brownian Motion (-1828)
¡ The fourth interactive vignette will describe one of the

supporl of atoms by Robert Brown.
o Students will observe Brownian motion either on video,

attached to a carnera, or tll'ough a computer simulation.

first observations in

through a microscope

5. Faraday's Laws ofElectlolysis (- 1834)

o The frfth interactive vignette will outline how Michael Faraday's data from

electrolysis gave more credibility to the existence of atoms and could have led to

one ofthe first determinations ofAvogadlo's number.
¡ An electlolytic cell will be set up for students to obselve the production of an

element at one of the electrodes.

6. Cannizzalo's Ouest (- 1860)
c Cannizzato, after Avogadro's death, tlied to convince the scientific world of the

irnpoftance and tluth of Avogadlo's hypothesis.
. Through this story, science will be humanized and students will see how one

man's viewpoint and persistence can chauge the face ofscience.
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7. Loschmidt's Number (1865)

¡ This interactive vignette will be introduced using a soap bubble demonstration

and the principles of interference of light, to show students how the approximate

size of a molecule can be determined.
r Students will be provided with a descliption of one of the first estimates of

Avogadro's numbel as done by Josef Loschmidt in I 865.

8. Einstein the Chemist (1905)
o The eighth interactive vignette will tell a story that celebrates Albert Einstein, the

chemist.
. Students will heal how Einstein described a method by which Avogadro's nunbet'

could be detelmined by studying Brownian motion'
o Students will be exposed to Einstein's idea of "random walk" by the use ofa

computer sitnulation.

9. Jean Perrin and Blownian Motion (-1910)
o The ninth interactive vignette will show students the method by which Perrin,

guided by Einstein's work, studied Blownian motion and came to a value for
Avogadro's nuurber.

. Students will use a video on Brownian motion to make similar calculations to
Pemin's, and actually determine Avogadro's number.

10. Jean Pelrin and the Vertical Distlibution of Particles in Emulsions

r The final interactive vignette will explain Pet'rin's examination of gamboge

emulsions that led him to values for Avogadro's number.
. Jean Peuin leceived the Nobel Prize for this work in 1926.
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Interactive Vignette 1: JOHN DALTON (1766-1844)

Read to students: John Dalton: The Law of Definite Proporlions and the Atomic Theory

In the 1300s, an Egyptian Chemist (Aidamil al-Jildaki) iÚroduced the idea that

elements combine in fixed amounts to form new substances. Hundleds ofyears later', in

1794, fhe idea, "the Law of Definite Propottions", was re-introduced by a French

chemist, Joseph Proust. Despite ovel eight years of constant r.rrging by Proust, the idea

was generally not accepted by the scientific community. other distinguished chemists at

that time maintained that the composition of chemical compounds varied and that

proportions in compounds were not absolutely ligid.

ln the eally 1800s, chemists were begiruring to provide evidence for the existence

of atoms, although not all realized what they had done. One of these people was Johl

Dalton, a mathernatics and philosophy tutor in England, who devoted all his free time to

scientific research. Although he taught chemistry for six yeals, John Dalton had no

experience in chernical research. His laboratoly equipment was vely basic as it was

homemade, but he approached his fesearch with intuitiveness and independence, and was

a genius in putting facts and ideas together. Many questioned his data, but they were

good enough to give his alelt and cteative mind clues to the plobable answer. Over

several years he wor.ked with the idea of atoms and published his Atomic Theory in 1 808.
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This theory, ifyou recall, had four main points: (ovelhead)

l) All matter is made of atoms. Atoms are indivisible and indestructible.

2) All atoms of a given element are identical in mass and ploperties (atoms of

different elements are different (in ploperlies and mass)

3) Compounds ate folmed by a combination of two or more different kinds of

atoms.

4) A chemical reaction is simply a telt'rangemenl of atoms.

Studerlt Activity: Definite Propottions: Open Discussion of Fs and R

Quickly toss out the Ziploc bags and have studeffs dump the contents oftheir bag on the

table. (Questions to guide them are on overhead)

Explain to students:

o although you cannot see atoms directly, this activity is meant to illustrate pafis of

the atomic theory and the Law of Definite Proportions. In this activity you will

be using indilect evidence of atoms of two different "elements":

Fs, are paper fasteners; R, are rubbet tit'tgs

o If you look at all the fastener.s, they ale alike, just like all atoms of an element are

similar to each other. Sirnilarly, all the rings are alike, although they differ fiom

the fasteners because they ale meant to lepresent atoms ofanother element.
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1. How many Fs do you have?

2. How many R do you have?

3. Do other groups have the same amount?

Now you are going to pl¡t together two elements (Fs and R) to produce a

compound (FsR). To do this you siniply slide a ring on the fastener. (This would

be like reacting an atom of coppel with an atom of oxygen to make copper

oxide).

Make youl compound by placing one ling one each fastener.

Fs+R + FsR

. note that the number of rings and the number of fasteners do not change, neither

do theil individual masses, just as stated in Dalton's atomic theory. This is just a

rearrangement of atoms. If there ale any extra's of fastellets or tings, they don't

form any compound.

4. How many rnolecules ofFsR, did you make?

Is this the salne as othet groups?

o Guide them through a simplistic determination of the tnass ratio of fasteners to

rings. Briefly discuss their findings, mentioning the Law of Definite Ploportions,

which states that a given chemical compound always contains the same

proportion by mass of its constituent elements. In this case, the mass ratio of Fs

to R was the same, independent of the nunber of "atoms" of each type each

gloup had at the staÍ.
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If each fastener has a mass of 0.3g and each ring has a mass of 0.29, calculate the

following:

5. Total mass ofFs in compound? (# offasteners x 0.3 g)

Total mass of R? (# of fasteners x 0.2g)

6. What is youl mass ratio of Fs to R in your cornpound?
Total mass of Fs =
Total mass of R

7, How does youl mass ratio compare to other groups?

8. Does the mass ratio depend on the sample size?

9. Ifyou were to "decompose" the compound FsR, do you get back all the

atoms with which you began?

Mass of Fasteners are 0.3 g and the mass of lings arc 0.2 g. Thelefore the mass ratio of

Fs: R is 1.5/1 (the mass of the fasteners in the compound will always be 1.5X the mass of

lings).

Extension: To make the compound water, H2O, one aton of oxygen is required fol every

two atoms of hydlogen. Therefore: the ratio of mass of oxygen: 16.0 g : !
mass of hydlogen 2.0 g I

or, the mass ofoxygen is ahvays 8 times heavier than the mass ofhydrogen.

Continue with the stolv:

Using the assumptions of his atomic theoly, Jolu Dalton experimentally

determined the composition of some cornpounds and found the lelative atomic weights

for some elements. He believed that the best explanation fol an obselvation is most

likely the simplest one. Thetefore, when atoms combined to form compounds, they
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combined in small whole numbers to produce compounds. Therefole, if two elements

made only one compound, the compound sirnply contained one atom ofeach.

Show overhead of atomic weights:

(Looking at Dalton's atomic weights it is obvious that his experimental results

were flawed. This was mainly due to his false assumption with regards to the ratio of

element atoms in a compound. If Dalton had a way of determining the constituents of a

molecule, he would have had very close results to those accepted today.)

Unfortunately, chemistry plofessot's, even in 1868 (60 years later), were still

teaching their students that the existence of atoms was a hypothesis and not vely

probable. Even in 1910, Wilhelm Ostwald a Nobel Pfize wirurer in chemistry, wanted to

do away with the atomic theoly. However, until new evidence arose, Dalton's Atomic

Theory and simple laws of chemical courbinatiotl (Conservation of Mass, Definite

Proportions and Multiple Propoltions) lent themselves to the test of experiment and gave

some evidence for the existence of atoms.

Dalton's Atornic Theory will be revisited at the end of our. historical venture.
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Elements
#of

Compounds
known at
the time

Given
Formula

Weight
Ratio

Assigned
Relative
Atomic
Weiehts

hydrogen and
oxvsen

I HO H:O
1:8

H-l
0-8

hydrogen and
nitrosen

1 HN H:N
l:5

H-1
N=5

carbon and
oxvsen

2 CO
CO,

O known C:5
o:8

Determination of Dalton's Relative Atomic Weights

Dalton's Atomic Weights,

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Carbon

Oxygen

Phosphorous

Sulphur

Iron 38

Zinc 56

Copper 56

Lead 95

Silver 100

Mercury 167

I

5

5

7

9

13



, on ,u ro riå'i' îtli Jlïifit1iy-Lu s s AC
Winner: AMADEO AVOGADRO

Thought Experiment:

It was found that two volumes of a gas (o) reacted with one

volume of a different gas (o) to produce 2 volumes of gaseous

product (0). How can you explain these results? How can they

combine to give the two volumes of product?

EEN-EË
Have students give suggestions as to how the volume observations could be obtained.

Students might suggest that 2 of the first gas combine with one of the second. Ask them

why there would be two volulnes of the ploduct then.
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Sto ry:

Remind them that John Dalton's atomic theory was -1808.

The thought experiment that you just tried introduces us to some of the problems

that existed in the early 1800's. Several different domains of thought about the

composition of gases existed, and because of this, scientists seemed to be at odds with

each other. Two such individuals were Joseph Gay-Lussac and John Dalton.

John Dalton believed that equal volumes of gases did not always contain equal

numbers of atoms. His evidence arose from the fact that when two volumes of nitric

oxide was decomposed, it yielded one volutne of oxygen and one volume of nitrogen

(2+1:1). If there are x atoms of oxygen and x atoms of nitlogen, then there should only

be % x atoms of nitric oxide per volume, because each parlicle of nitric oxide will yield

one atom ofoxygen and one nitrogen atom.

On the othel hand, Joseph Gay-Lussac, a Flench cheurist, found that, at constant

temperature and pressure, gases combine in very simple numerical proportions by volume

(1 to 1, 1 to 2...), and that these volumes are related to the volurne of gaseous product.

This idea (that gases combine in small whole number latios) became known as Gay-

Lussac's Law (ovelhead).

N
atoms/volX

Overhead:

l;;+
L"rl

X atoms/volume )12 atoms /volume
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Gay-Lussac hypothesized that the ratio of the volumes of reacting gases must

resemble the ratio of the numbers of atoms in those volumes of these gases He

published his findings in 1808 - the same year that Dalton published his Atomic Theory.

Avogadro's Hypothesis

The scientist that made sense of both scientists' data was the Italian scientist

Amedeo Avogadro. By simply making a clear distinction between the ultimate chemical

particle of an element, the "atom", and the ultimate physical particle of a substance,

which Avogadlo called the "molecule", both ideas could be reconciled and, support

given to Dalton's atomic theoty.

,{vogadro's hypothesis, published in 1811, simply stated that equal volumes

of all gases at the same temperature and pressure contain equal numbers of

molecules. Therefore, the weights ofthese equal volumes have to be in the latio of the

weights ofthe individual molecules ofthe gases. Avogadro had no positive evidence of

his hypothesis and could not verify it, no did he have no way of detennining how many

molecules were present in a sample of gas, but he understood that the number must be

quite large.

Retuln to Thouqht Expçdlngq! - Telling therr the gases in the problen are hydrogen and

oxygen and showing the distinction between atoms and molecules.
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Plevious work had indicated that one volume of hydrogen reacts with one volume

of chlorine, producing two volumes of hydrochloric acid. It was believed that each atom

of hydrogen and chlorine split in half during the reaction to produce hydrochloric acid.

Avogadro explained this occulîence by predicting that the basic particles ofhydrogen and

chlorine were molecules instead of atoms, as pleviously believed.

Avogadro's hypothesis made the large distinction between atoms and molecules,

and provided a key to the structure of matter. It was now known that the smallest,

normally existing particle of hydrogen was not H, as Dalton assumed, but actually H2,

consisting of two atoms joined together. Combining Gay-Lussac's Law with Avogadro's

hypothesis, Dalton's "ultimate particles" could be cotrectly established and atomic

weights could correctly be obtained.

Avogadlo's hypothesis allowed lelative weights of the molecules of two gases to

be deter.mined simply by weighing equal volumes of the gases at the same temperature

and pressure and calculating the ratio between them. Unfortunately the simplicity of

Avogadro's work was uot appreciated because:

o it called for the acceptance of Dalton's Atornic Theory, which was still not

appleciated by the scientists ofthis time.

r Avogadro was not a paft of an active community of chemists, as Italy was

located far from the main cetfels of chemistry, so it was easy for his

hypothesis to be overlooked.
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John Dalton:

¡ equal volumes do not need to contain equal number of
atoms

NO INO
NO

Xl2 atoms /volume

Gav-Lussac:

. gases combine in small whole number ratios

i) two volumes of carbon monoxide will combine with one

volume of oxygen to yield two volumes of carbon dioxide
(2:l:2)

iÐ one volume of hydrogen will combine with one volume of
chlorine to produce two volumes of hydrochloric acid gas

(l:1 :2)

Therefore: the ratio of the volumes of reacting gases must

resemble the ratio of the numbers of atoms in those volumes of
these gases -+ equal volumes of gases contain equal numbers of
atoms.

Avogadro's hypothesis: (1II l)
. equal volumes of all gases at the same

temperature and pressure contain equal numbers

of molecules

fo- o 
-l + tñ-N 

-l 
->Leil t^.-!

X atoms/volume X atoms/volume
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Aypgødrai The ultimate parlicles of hydrogen and oxygen are

molecules consisting of two atoms each.

two volumes of hydrogen + one vol. of oxygen -) two volumes of water
(diatomic molecules) (diatomic molecules) molecules

trtrF]-EE
Example:

1 vol. hydrogen + 1vol. chlorine -+ 2vol. hydrogen chloride

Previous [¡ [--_-l
Beriers Lj___l .I I

Avogadro's
Reasoning

Each reacting atom split in half for the reaction to occur.

oo oo

oo oo

Each molecule of gas contained two atoms

0 e

e e



Interactive Vignette 3: BERZELIUS (1779 - 1848)

When John Dalton developed his Atornic theory some chemical symbols were

already being used for. some substances. There was no uniformity within the scientific

community though, causing quite a bit of confusion amongst the scientific community.

Joh¡ Dalton even developed his own symbols for some of the elements and compounds.

Most of his symbols consisted ofcircles with lines ol shapes inside (see overhead)

In 1813, a simple and logical systen.ì was adopted by the intelnational society for'

chemistry. Betzelius, a Swedish chemist, is responsible fot' the modeln system of

chemical notalion which uses the first o[ first t$'o letters of the element's name to

represent an atom of that element. Fot'example: H = 1 atom of hydrogen, Zn: I aÍom

of zinc. (Lead was Plumbum, thus symbol was Pb, Gold was auric - Au). This

eventually was applied to compounds as well, except superscripts, instead of subscripts,

were used to indicate propottions (CO2 vs. COt. HO = water, NH: ammonia, CO =

carbonic oxide and COz = calbonic acid. Since Belzelius was a fitm believer in the John

Dalton and his atomic theory, the uncerlainty that existed with Dalton's atomic weights

soon also existed in Berzelius' method of nomenclature, but nou'thele was a unifo¡mity

amongst chemists and an easier method of chemical notation.
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The History of Atomic Symbols

(Source: Couke et al, 1958)

Student Activity

Write out the chemical reaction between hydrogen and nitrogen to

produce ammonia (NH3) using both Dalton's and Berzelius'

chemical symbols.

Which is easier to write? Understand?

l3t^
ft¡tu¡v Cenlurv

¡ lëJ
B.:ñDrdn

t808
Ðoh¿n
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B¡m iu¡

;ö: 6e o o @ Au Gold
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lneractive Vignette 4: BROWNIAN MOTION (-1828)

Read to class:

In 1828, Robert Blown, a London doctol and botanist obselved that plant pollen

particles, suspended in water, seem to be in a constant state of notion when observed

under the microscope. He also found that inolganic matetials such as carbon and various

metals were equally subject to it, but he could not find the cause of the rnovement. The

cause of this movement was doubtful fo| a long period of time aud remained an unknown

until Einstein studied it ahnost eighty years later.

Have students observe Brownian Motion tll'ough one of the following ways:

- video (in tl-re kinetic theoly ofgases in library)

- a microscope þossibly attached to a camera)

o a solution with small particles (may be milk, India ink, or powdeled

carmine) on a slide and set np under a mictoscope at high power

(400x)

o carbon suspension in water
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Interactive Vignette 5: FARADAY'S LAWS OF ELECTROLYSIS (- 1834)

Preparation:

Have several electrolytic cells set up around the classroom. Choose ones that will

show a definite product that can be easily observed by the students:

- Electrolysis of coPPel sulfate

- Electlolysis of watel

Read to class:

In 1834, Michael Faladay studied the effect ofelectric currents on water solutions

of a variety of different substances. He detelmined that chemical compounds could be

separated into their.elemental components by passing an electlic cunent through them,

and called this process "electrolysis". He completed many quantitative studies on

electrolysis, and fr.om analysis of the data proposed that a fixed quantity of electricity

would ploduce a definite amount ofan elenent at one of the electrodes.

Faraday called these masses of elements produced, "electt'ochemical equivalents",

and found that fof niany elements, the equivalents were the sanle as Dalton's reported

atomic masses. Faraday was able to measure the total chalge (1 Faraday : 96,500

coulombs) r.equir.ed to deposit a mass of an element, equal to its atomic mass. Michael

Faraday was awar.e that this mass of element would contain a defìnite number of atolns

accolding to Avogadro's hypothesis, and knerv that this number of atoms, multiplied by

the unit of charge, e, should equal one faraday, but was unable to find Avogadro's
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number or the unit of charge sepalately. Faraday was not able to prove that atoms

actually existed, but his quantitative experimer]tal data from electrolysis was clearly

explained using the ideas of atomism. By so doing, he gave more credibility to the

existence of atoms.

For Reference (or expansion):

. The Faraday constant, F, is the quantity ofelectricity carried by Avogadro's

number of electrons.

F : Avogadro's Number x charge on electt'on (coulombs)
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Interactive Vignette 6: STANISLAO CANNIZZARO (1826 - 1910)

Read to Students:

The mid- 1 800's proved to be very confusing for the scientific community'

Dalton,s law of definite pfopoúions and Gay-Lussac',s Law of combining volumes were

being used independently without a consideration of Avogadro's hypothesis. This led to

different interpretations of quantitative results from chemical reactions and a variety of

atomic mass tables. In 1860, the first International Chemical Congress was held in

Germany.

What follows is a tape recording of some ofthe proceedings ofthe congless:

Nan'ator:
First Session ofthe Congress

Mr.. Weltzien, General commissioner., opened the fust session with the following speech:

Mr. Weltzien:

Gentlemen:

I have the honor to inaugurate a Congress which has no ptecedent for its kind,

the nature of which has never before met.

Fol' the first time, the representatives of a single Natr.u al Science have

assembled, These reptesentatives belong to neally every nationality. We may be of

differing ethnic oligin and speak differerrt languages, but we ate related by

professional specialty, are bound by scientific intelest, and are united by the same

design. We are assembled for the specific goal of attempting to initiate unification

around points of vital concern for our science. Due to the extraordinarily swift

development of Chernistry, and because of the massive accumulation of factual
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materials, and the means of expression, both in words and symbols, theoretical

viewpoints have begun to diffel more than is expedient fol mutual understanding,

and, especially, mole than is suitable fol instluction. Consideling tlle importance of

Chemistry, it seems advisable to cast our science in a more ligot'ous form, so that it

will be possible to communicate it in a relatively more concise mallller.

In ordel to achieve this, we should not only review valious viewpoints and

writing conventions, and we should not be burdened with a nomenclature, which

lacks any rational basis, and which, is derived, fol the most paft, frorn a theory whose

validity can hardly be maintained today. The ample attendance at this Congress is

surely a clear indication that these problems ale universally recognized and that their

lesolution is desir.able. The achievement of this end is well worth the effort to

undertake the task here.

I do not doubt that this Congress will be called upon to lay the foundations

for an impofiant era in the history of our science, and hope that oul science will

one day look back with satisfaction upon our assembly.

Narrator: First Session of the Commission, September 3, 1860 at 11 A.M.

The chailman suggests that the discussion begin with the notions of molecule and

atom, and he asks Mr. Kekulé and Mr. Camizzaro, whose studies have especially

encompassed this issue, to take the floor',
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Cannizzarro:

For those ofyou who do not know me, I am Stanislao Cannizzano, a professor of

chemistry and physics at the university of Genoa where I teach a course in theoretical

chemistry.

"I believe that the progress of science made in these last years has confirmed the

hypothesis ofAvogadfo... that is, that equal volumes ofthese substances, whether simple

or compound, contain an equal number of molecules; not an equal number of atoms."

In older to lead my students to the same conviction I have leached myself, I lead

them tlu'ough a histolical examination of chemical theories.

I start my first lecture by showing my students how, from the examination of the

physical properties of gases, and from the law of Gay-Lussac on the volume relations

between components and compounds, that Avogadlo's hypothesis contains nothing

contradictory to known facts, provided that we distinguish, molecules fiom atoms.

In the second lectute, I investigate the reasons why Avogadlo's hypothesis was

not immediately accepted by the major.ity of chemists. I explain the ideas and work of

those individuals who examined the lelationships of leacting quantities of substances

without concerning themselves with the volumes these substances occupy in the gaseous

state. we have only to distinguish atoms fion molecules in older to feconcile all the

experirnental ¡esults known,
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In the third lecture I review various lesearch and show that all the new lesearch

from Gay-Lussac to Clausius confirm the Avogadro's hypothesis. The distances between

the molecules, so long as they remain in the gaseous state, do not depend on the theil

nature, nor on their. mass, nor on the number of atoms they contain, but only on the

temperature and plessure to which they are subjected.

In the fourth lectute I review chemical theories and explain clearly how

discoveries on the constitution of olganic compounds further confirm Avogadro's

hypothesis.

Thus, from the historical examination of chemical theories as well as from

physical researches, I draw the conclusion that to bring harmony to all the branches of

chemistry we must resort to the complete application of Avogadro's theory in order to

compare the weights and the numbers of the molecules. I pfopose to show that the

conclusions drawn fi.om it are in accotdance with all physical and chemical laws

discoveled.

Teacher Summarv:

Cannizzato proceeded to explain how, by applying Avogadro's hypothesis,

weights of rnolecules could be detelmined even before their composition was known. He

demonstlated how hydr.ogen, being the lightest gas, could be used as the unit to which

others gases are refetred,
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After much discussion during the congless, the chemists agreed to retum home to

decide for themselves how to proceed. Many participants had heald young Cannizzatro

speak about Avogadro's hypothesis, and others carried away a printed version of

Can¡izzaro's outline, where Cattnizzaro strongly recommended that Avogadro's

hypothesis be accepted and used.

Cannizzato established values for atornic and molecular u'eight, designating the

weight of hydrogen as the universal standard by which othel elements should be

measured. This led to the 1869 publication of Mendeleev's Periodic Table. The peliodic

occurrence of similar physical and chemical pfoperties supported the recorded relative

masses of the elements. These values soon became widely accepted by the scientific

community.

Once an agreement of atomic weiglrts was established, the pathway for'

detelmining the number of atoms in Avogadlo's number became evident. It was

recognized that if the atomic weight of substance A was two times heavier than the

atomic weight of substance B, two grams of A would have the same number of atoms as

one gram of B.
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Interactive Vignette 7: JOSEPH LOSCHMIDT (1821- 1895)

Recall - Chemistry congress was in 1860

Soap Bubble Demonstration:

Briefly explain the idea of light wavelengths and colours and light interference. A

laser and grating can be used to help students visualize this effect. This explanation

might be enhanced by the use of a computer simulation that shows various wavelengths

of light and the resulting colout's observed.

Make a large soap bubble and show students how the interference of light flom a

light bulb (wlten held in front) causes the production of rnany different colouls.

Explain to students:

Due to the action of glavity on the bubble, producing a wedge, there will be a

place wher.e the fìlm is the thinnest, much shorter than the u'avelenglh of visible

ligh(<l0-7m). At this spot, there will be no visible reflection and the bubble will look

black. The bubble is only about 1 0t - 10-8 m thick (one ten-thousandth of a rnillimeter at

most) at this spot and will soon pop. If we estimate that thele are l0 molecules in this

thinnest spot on the film, what would be a rough estimate of the size of one molecule?

(104 to lO'e ln or one hundredth thousandth of a millimeter to one rnilliorfh of a

millimeter)

You miglrt choose to provide each student with some bubble solution and small

loops so that they can see the colout's up close,
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Tell Class:

One of the f,rrst scientists to make an estimate of the diameter of a molecule was Joseph

Loschmidt, in 1865. He assumed that the volume of a substance, when reduced to the

liquid form, would not be much greater than the total volume of all its molecules.

He deduced that the following two râtios were comparable:

the volume of a gas

total volume of
all the molecules

the space betrveen one collision and
the next of a molecule(the mean free path)

one-eighth of the diameter of a molecule

(The value for mean free path was oblained from pr.evious work by clausius and

Maxwell on the determination of average velocity of molecules of gases at diffelent

temperatures, and the relationship of total kinetic energy of a gas corresponding to that

veJocity. It was found that the diameter of a gas molecule was equal to 8X the mean fi'ee

path.)

Loschmidt deterrnined that an air molecule is one millionth of a millimetel in

diameter. Loschmidt's size of a molecule of hydrogen was such that two million

auanged in a row would take up one millimeter of space. He found that one cubic

centimeter (hold up a sample cube), at noLmal tempelature and plessure, would contain

approxirnately nineteen million r¡illion million molecules or' 1.9 x 1018)

These results were supported by the individual lesults obtained by Stoney (1868)

and Thomson (1870). Thomson',s estimate was deduced using the thickness of soap

bubbles and frorn the electric ploperties of t'uetals.
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Interactive Vignette 8: EINSTEIN THE CHEMIST (1905)

Recall: Brownian Motion was discoveled in 1828.

The first estimate ofthe size ofan atom was in 1865'

Read to class:

Einstein near.ly became a chemist, but after many unsuccessful attempts to obtain

academic appointments he settled on a job as a patent clerk. This job provided Einstein

lots of idle time to think about his chief obsession - finding facts that would guarantee

the existence of atoms. During his free time he worked on three different papers in

physics and chemistfy, and in 1905 (100 yeafs ago, and only at 26 years ofage), all th¡ee

papers wele published in the same physics joulnal and changed the life ofscience.

In one of these papers Albert Einstein made some vely impoÍant statements

regarding the existence of atoms, although atoms and molecules were still open to

objection in the scientific wolld.

In his paper', Einstein described how the random motions of larger patticles in a

suspension, as viewed under a tnicroscope, were the result of collisions with the random

movement of smaller molecules in a liquid, which moved according to the kinetic theory

of liquids. The random bombar.dment of a particle would cause it to move in the same

way Robert Brown had descr.ibed it year.s ago and, due to fhe large size of the particle,

measurements could be made more easily than on the watel molecules themselves.

Einstein determined that the displacement of a Brownian particle would not increase
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linear.ly with time but with the square root of time, since the particular motion lesembles

that of a "random walk".

Show simulation: (Fowler, M. "Einstein atld Bt'ownian motion: simulation of random

WAlk, httpì//salileo.Þhys.virsin ia.edr/classes/ l0gN/more sruff/AÞplets/brownian/enbrownian.html.)

A "random walk" has some predictability in the same way that certain rolls on

dice would be more possible. For example, even though tltl'ows of dice are random, a roll

of two would be less probable then a roll of seven. This is because you need to roll two

ones to get a roll of2, but several possibilities will give a sum of 7 (a 1 and 6, 2 and 5...).

Aftel repeated rolls of the dice, you would expect to see many more 7's than 2's in the

long run.

Random walks liold the same sort of pledictability. It is quite unlikely, although

possible, for a walker to head off in one directiotl and continue in a straight line. More

often, a walker's path will loop back upon itself and, in the end, the walker does not

venture too far off fi.om his starting point. It has been ploven that after N tandom steps,

such a walker will on averuge end up at a distance of {N fiom its stalting place. For

example, a person taking 100 random steps, each one foot in size, will end up only 10

feet (\i100) on average lrom their starting position.

(reference : http ://www.ms.uky.edu/-mai/j avalstalbrmo.html)

In his paper, Einstein provided an equation by which Avogadro's number could

be determined simply by studying Brownian rnotion. This equation leplaced the number

of steps in a random walk with the numbef of collisions of a pafticle. The equation also
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took particle size, temperature and liquid viscosity into consideration. Einstein suggested

that a "measurement of the average position of a microscopic patticle versus time could

be used to make the first dir.ect determination of Avogadlo's number'" (Salmon, 2002).

His paper. ,,gave experimentalists a way to count atoms by looking tiu'ough an otdinary

microscope,' and "provided convincing evidence for the physical existence of atom-sized

molecules". This almost 100 years after Avogadlo made his hypothesis.
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Interactive Vignette 9: JEAN PERRiN AND BROWNIAN MOTION (-1910)

Read to Students:

In 1908, guided by Einstein's work, Jean Perrin, a Flench physicist, set about

quantitatively studying Brownian Motion in order to determine Avogadro's numbet.

This is how he did it:

Pemin fust plepared a suspension of similar-sized palticles. Then, under the

microscope, he followed the movetnent of a single particle, noting its position after

successive, equal time intervals (30 s). (oveLhead) Plugging-in the obtained value for

the mean displacement into Einstein's equation, Pet'rin was able to calculate a value for

Avogadro's number.

Einstein's equation (not fol students)

N¡: (t / 2',.2 ) (RT/3nap)

Î"* : displacement (x-axis) r1: viscosity p: r'adius of spheres

Penin repeated this procedure many times, wolking witli I'arious emulsions and

variations in grain size aud mass. Accolding to Perin, the emulsiot't containing the most

uniform glains produced the "most accurate measuretnents" and gave a value of 6.4 x

1023 fol Avogadro's number. The similarity in all of Perrin's tesults gave Einstein's

formula considerable suppolt as well as demonstrated the reality of atoms.
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cur.rently, students at the university of winnipeg are studying Brownian motion

using a microscope, a video camera, and video capture software to verify Einstein's

calculation of 1905. Avogadro's number is determined by simply taking the slope of a

graph ofaverage square displacement vs. time.

Flom: Peuin: Atoms
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Interactive Vignette l0: JEAN PERRIN AND THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF PARTICLES IN EMULSIONS

Read story:

yester.day we described how Jean Perrin followed Brownian motion of particles

to get a value for Avogadro's number. Perrin also studied the distribution of particles in

a suspension, as another way of determining Avogadro's number'

In oul last uuit we discussed atmosphelic pressure, and, if you lecall, how it is

greater at sea level, and decreases at higher altitudes. Thus, there ale mole molecules of

air at sea level, than there ale at higher altitudes.

Perrin applied this r.elationship to emulsions (particles suspended in a liquid).

There will be more particles near the bottom, fewer near the top. once the opposing

effects of Brownian motion and glavity reach equilibrium, equal height differences in the

liquid will conespoud to equal diffelences in the numbers ofparticles.

p/ and p are the two pressules found at diffelent heights

h is the height ofthe column

Ny is moleculal weight of the particles

,.----------,,, Pl
r f.r- _--y'

/,1 I t I

I L____j ,
It was found that the ratio p/ to p lemair.rs constant if the height is unchanged. Fo.

example, for each step you climb going up a staircase, the plessule decleases by the same
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relative amount independent ofthe level at which the staircase stafis o| which step we are

on.

The process of pleparing of a suitable emulsion was very lengthy. Perrin used a

dried vegetable latex (gamboge) which fofmed a bright yellow emulsion. In older to

obtain an emulsion with appropriate sized grains, the emulsion was centrifuged, washed

and centrifuged repeatedly.

Once the emulsion was prepared, Penin determined the density and volume of the

individual glains by different methods:

o In the first method he allowed a small amount of the emulsion to nearly evapolate

onto a covel' slip. The grains ran together almost in lows, allowing Penin to

count the number lying in one row where the length was known.

o The second method involved the intr.oduction of a weak acid solution, which

caused the grains of the emulsion to "collect on the walls of the glass without

adheling to one another". Once all the grains were fixed, Penin could again

count the grains.

After a very long period of preparation, it finally came time to observe the ernulsions

and count the gr.ains contained within at two differing heights. To do this a drop of the

emulsion was placed in a 0.1 mm hollow section of a glass slide and was covered with a

cover glass. To prevent evaporation ofthe emulsion, paraffin was placed on the edges of

the cover glass. The slide could be placed either vertically (with the microscope

horizontally), where the complete distribution of the emulsion was observed at once, oI
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horizontally (with the microscope verlically), where the emulsion was observed on one

layer of particles at a time as the microscope was raised or lowered.

In older to count the glains, the easiest method involved taking photographs and

counting the number of gr.ains observed, but good images were hard to obtain. Therefore,

Perrin decleased the fìeld ofvision to allow him to quickly count the grains he could see.

He would then repeat this at another height in the emulsion. Evely hout', Perrin would

determine the ratio ofthe grains at the two fixed heights and found that after one hout the

ratios did not change, and they lemained the same up to 15 days later. Perrin repeated his

findings with emulsions containing particles in varying sizes, a different natule of grain,

diffelent liquids, varying glain densities and diffeling temperature (-9oC and at 6OoC).

Despite all the changes, Pert'in found that the value for Avogadro's number'

remained lelatively constant between 65 x 1 022 and 72 x 1022 '

For his achievement Perrin was honoured with the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1926'
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Interactive Vignettes: SUMMARY

Tlu'ough the years, many different phenomena have been involved in the

determination of Avogadro's number. Whether it was the kinetic theory and gases,

charged parlicles in solution, or radioactive substances, the results for Avogadro's

number are surprisingly similar to one another. The table below summarizes the range of

studies done, and shows the closeness between the results for N. This gives much

support to the atomic theory and Avogadro's hypothesis. (See over'head)

Modeln methods of determining Avogadro's numbet rely on the use of x-ray

crystalloglaphy to get precise dimensions in clystals. These can produce extrernely

precise values of Ne with an enor of less than 0.000 000 01. The cunent value for

Avogadlo's number ofpaúicles is 6.022 1415 x 1023.

Revisiting Dalton's Atomic Theory:

When we first started this histolical joulney into the histoly of Avogadro's

number, we looked at John Dalton and his introduction ofthe atomic theory. Let's take a

n]oment to evaluate the points to his tlieoly: (Read out each point and have students

comment on the statements - bringing to light the changes that liave been made to the

theory with time).

All matter is made of atoms. Atoms are indivisible and indestructible.
(nuclear reactions can change atomic shucture. . .)

All atoms of a given element ale identical in mass and properties (atoms of
diffelent elements are different (in properties and mass). (existence of
isotopes)

1)

2)
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3) Compounds are folmed by a combination of two or nlore diffelent kinds of
atoms.

4) A chernical reaction is simply a rcqrrangemenf of atoms.

Two of Dalton's main postulates \ryere pafiially incorrect, yet some of the most

impoÍant discoveries and foundations in science were based on his atomic theory. This

is important as it blings to light the fact that science is a human endeavot. Science does

not always provide the conect answers, but theolies can, with time, guide us in the right

dilection.

Also important to note is the length in time it took scieuce to prove, beyond a

doubt, that atons exist, Dalton introduced his theoly in 1808, but it wasn't until 1908,

that unquestionable evidence fot atoms arose. Textbooks and teachers do not always

mention the theories that existed before. Instead they teach the theory that is plesently

believed. Imagine how science might progless over the next one-hundled years !
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Summary of Various Methods that have given values for N

Phenomena Observed N/1022

Viscosity of Gases. .....'..62(?)
Vertical Distribution in dilute emulsions. . '....68

Verlical Distribution in concentrated emulsions. . ", . . .. . . . . . ..60

[- Displacements.,. ...........64
BrownianMovement i Rotations. ...'.......65

f- nirtusion ............69
Density fluctuation in concentration emulsions. '. '.. ... ........60
Critical Opalescence ...... '75
Blueness of the Sþ. . '.... '65
Diffusion of light in Argon. "..."'69
BlackBody Spectrum. ......'.'...61
Chargeasmicroscopicparticles. ".........61 (?)

¡-Projected charges.. . '... ' '62
Radioactivity ..J hetium produced. ........'66

lRadiumlost.... .,........'.64
Lgnergy radiated. ..........,60

Flom: Perrin, Jean. Atoms. Constable & Company Ltd., London, England,1923'
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Appendix E

Test of Chemistry Attitudes



Chemistry Attitude

Please read the following sentences and circle the answer that describes your attitude.

There are no right answeis - please describe yourself as you are, not how you want to be

or think you ought to be.

Strongly Disagree Disagree

Money spent on chemistry is rvell rvorlh spending.

I rvouid prefer to find out why something happens by doing an experitnent

than by being told.
I enjoy readiirg about things which disagree rvith my plevious ideas'

Chemistry classes are fun.
I would like to belong to a chemistry club.

Chemistry is the rvorld's rvorst enemy.

Doing exþeriments is r'ìot as good as finding ottt information fioln

teachel s.

8. I dislike repeating experiments to check that I get the same results'

9. I dislike chemistrY classes.

10. I get boled when rvatching programs about chemistry on TV at ltorne'

1 l. When I leave school, I rvould like to work with people who make

discovelies in cliemisttY.

12. Public money spent on chernistry in tlie last ferv years has been

spent wisely.
13. I would prefer to do experiments than to read about them'

14. I arn curious about the rvolld in which we live.

15. School should have more chemistry classes.

16. I would like to be givert a book on cltemistry ol a piece of chernistly

equipment as a Present.
t7. I worild dislike ajob in a chemistry laboratory after I leave school'

1 8. Discoveries in chemistry are doing urot'e halm thart good'

19. I would lather agree with othel people than do an experiment to find out

myself.
20. Finding out about nerv thirtgs is unimpollant.

21. Chemishy classes bot'e me

22. I dislike reading books about chemishy during my vacations

23. Working in a chemistry laboratory rvould be an irlterestittg way to eall'l

a living.
24. Tlie governrnent should spend more money on I'eseatclr in chernistry'

25. I wo;ld plefe| to do my orvn experiments tlran to find out infol'mation

fi'om a teacher.

Neutral

J

Agree StronglY Agree

123 4

t2
12
t2
t2

l.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

| 23 4 5

| 23 4 5

123 4
1234
| 23 4
1,234

123 4
123 4

t 23 4
| 23 4

34
34
34
34

34
34
34

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

t2
I2
t¿

t2
t2
l2
1Z

34
34
34
34

123 4
123 4

t 23 4

Turn ovet .....
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Strongly Disagree

1

Disagree

)
Neutral

J

Agree

4

Strongly Agree

t2345

26. I like to listen to people rvhose opinions al e different from mine'

27. Chemistry is one ofthe most interesting school subjects'

28. I would like to do chernistry experiments at holne.

29. A career in chernishy rvould be dull and bolirrg.

30. Too many laboratories are being built at the expense ofthe rest

ofeducation.
3 l. i would rather' find out about things by askirtg an expert than by

doing an experiment.
32. I find it boring to hear about nerv ideas.

33. Chernistry classes are a waste of time.

Adapted from: Test of Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA): Fraser, B L (1978)'

Devàlopment ofa test of science-l elated attitudes. Scíence Ed cal¡on,62,509-515 '

| 23 4 5

| 23 4 5

t2345
| 23 4 5

123 4 5

12345
| 23 4 5
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Appendix F

Summary of Individual Attitude Subscales

Attitude 1: Social Importance of Chemistry

1. Money spent on chemistry is well worlh spending'

6. Chemistry is the world's worst enemy.

12. Public money spent on chemistry in the last few years has been spent wisely'

18. Discoveries in chemistry are doing more halm than good'

24. The government should spend more money on research in chemistry'

30. Too äany laboratories urè b"ing built at the expense ofthe rest ofeducation.

(Results for questions 6, 18, and 30 were tevetsed for analysis')

Attitude 2: Preference for Experimentation

2. I would prefer to find out why something happens by doing an experiment

than by being told.
7. Doin jexperiments is not as good as finding out information from teachers.

8. I disli-ke repeating experiments to check that I get the same results'

13. I would prefer to do experiments than to read about them'

ig. I would iather agree wiìh othe' people than do an experiment to find out myself.

25. I would pr.efer.to do my own expeliments that to find out infolmation from a teacher'

31. I would iather find ouiabout things by askir-rg an expert than by doing an experiment

(Results for questions 7,8, 19, and 31 were leversed for analysis')

Attitude 3: OPenness to Nerv Ideas

3. I enjoy reading about things which disaglee with my previous ideas'

14. I am curious about the world in which we live'

20. Finding out about new things is unimpottaut'

26. I like tã listen to people whose opinions are different fi'om mine'

32. I frnd it boling to hear about new ideas.

(Results for questions 20 and 32 were leversecl fol analysis')
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Attitude 4: Attitude Toward Chemistry Classes

4. Chemistry classes aLe ftln.
9. I dislike chemisttY classes.

15. School should have more chemistty classes.

2l. Chemistry classes bote me.

27. Cherristry is one ofthe most interesting school subjects'

33. Chernistry classes are a waste of time.

(Results for questions 9,21, and 33 rvere revelsed for analysis')

Attitude 5: Attitude Torvard Chemistry Leisure

5. I would like to belong to a chemistty club.

10. I get boled when watching ploglams about chemistly on TV ât home'

16. I lould like to be given a book o' chemistry o' a piece of cliernistry equipment as a

present.
22. I dislike leading books about chemistty during my vacations'

28. I rvould like to do chemistry experiments at holne

(Results for questions 10 and 22 rvele revetsed fol analysis')

Àttitude 6: ,A,ttitude Torvard Chemistry Careers

I 1. When I leave school, I would like to rvork rvith people rvho make discoveries in cliernistry.

17. I would dislike ajob in a chemistry laboratoly after I leave school

23. Working in a cheinistry labor.atory rvould be an interesting rvay to earn a living.

29. A careel in chemistry would be dull and boring.

(Results fol questions 17 and 29 rvere reversed fol analysis )
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Appendix G

Open-Ended Attitudes Question for Intelvention Class Following Study

inthespacebelow,pleasegiveyouropinionabouttheuseoftheinteractivevignettesin
ieachini the histo.yìf th" Ãol.'"oncept in chemistry. Please consider several factors,

such as:

o how they affected your interest in the class and topic

o theil effectiveness in relaying concepts

o how they affected youl motivation to leam more

¡ whethet activity based ol non-activity based was better



Appendix H

Chapte| Test
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Che3OS Unit 3 Test A: Chemical Reactions and Stoichiometry

Paft 1 : MultiÞþ-.lQþig9 - shade in the best ansrver on the scan sheet provided'

l. In the chemical equation 2 C2H6 + 7O2 -+ 6 H2O +4 CO2 the number' 7 is called a

a. subscript b. exponent c superscript d coefficient

2. The symbol (s) is used in a chemical equation to represent

a. the solid phase b. a catalyst c. a spectator ion d a solut¡on

3. In the chenìical equation 2H2{s)+ o2(r¡ -+ 2 H2o1¡¡ the term to the right ofthe allorv means

a. 2 atoms ofwater c. 2 liters ofrvater

b. 2 glams ofrvatel d 2 ¡noles ofwater

4. Chemical equations become balanced by

a. elirninating spectator ions ftorn chelnical formulas

b. adjusting coefficients ofchemical formulas

c, rearranging the palentheses ofchemical formulas

d. adjusting subscripts ofchemical fonnulas

5. Horv many substances ale reactants ¡n the equation

2CI2 + 6KOH -+ 5 KCI +KCIO5+3HzO

a.2 b.5 c.9 d l8

6. In the balanced equation 2 Na + 2 HrO -+ H, + 2 X

a. Na2O2 b. Na2O c' NaH d NaOH

7. When the equation Al2(soa)3 + BaCl2 -+ Alcl3 + Baso¡ is balanced using the smallest rvhole

nurnber coefficients, what is the coefficient ofA12(SOi)i?

a. I b'2 c.3 d'4

8. A mole ofoxygen molecules consists of

a. ì oxygen atom c. 6.02 x l02r oxygen atoms

b. 2 oxygen atorns d. 12.04 x 1023 oxygen atottrs

9. What is the total nuntber ofatoms ¡epresented by one unit of (NHr)zHPO4?

a.22 b. 1l c. ló d 5

10. Wlrat is the approximate total nurnber ofhydtogerl atonìs in one mole ofCH¡OH?

a.24x10?3 b. 6x 1023 c lSx 1023 d 36x lo'?r

I l. Which saürple ofhydlogen gas occupies the lalgest volune at STP?

a. 2moles c 2grams

b. 2litres d 2x 1023 molecules
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12. What is the minimunì number of noles of O2(-!) needed to produce 1 0 mole of CO2 according

to the reaction whose balanced equation is 2CO1r¡ + O21r¡ -+ 2 CO21*¡

d. 2 moles

13. How many atorrs are there in 4.5 g ofCOr?

a. 1.8 x 1023 b. 6.2x lo22 c. ó.0 x lo23 d 1.2 x lo'?6

14, Under ordinary conditions, which substance exists as a diatornic molecule?

b. bromine d. heliurn

a. 0.25 mole

a. 25 x 6.02 x l02r

b. 25 x 6.02 x l02l
28

b. 0.5 mole c. I mole

6.02 - tP
d. 25 x 6.02 x 1023

l4

a, zrnc

15. As alurninum burns in oxygen according to the equation 4A\.) + 3O2(s) -+ 2A12O31,¡ the

number of aluminum atoms Present
c. remains the samea. lncreases b. decleases

16. In the reaction whose balanced equation is: N2(o) + 3H21*¡ -+ 2NH31g¡ What ntass of H2Jr¡ is

needed to produce one ¡nole ofamnronia?

a, lg b.zC c.3g d.4g

17. Adding the atomic tnasses ofall elements in a ¡nolecule provides the 

-a.fornlulaunitb.formulamassc.molarmassd.gramsinonenrole

There are 6.02 x 1023

a. Atoms/moles in 1 liter c. atoms/molecules in a mole

b. moles in an atom d. gtams in one mole

The rnass of two moles ofnitrogen gas is 

-

c. lron

t9

a.56g b'zC c lTg d l4g

20. What amount of matter contains the largest number ofatoms?

a. 40 g ofK b. 54 g ofAl c. 200 g ofXe d. 200 g ofBa

21. The nunber ofmolecules present in 25 grams ofnitlogen gas is equal to

28

22, In a mass-mass ptoblem, granls must first be conveÚed to moles by

a. using the mole ratios frorn the balanced equation

b. using the molar nìass ofthe substance

c. dividing rnolar mass bY grams

d. none ofthe above methods
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23. A mole of HrO and a nlole of02

a. have the sanÌe lnass c have a nlass of I g each

b, contain one molecule each d. contain the same nutltber of molecules

24. One mole ofoxygen molecules contains more independent units (o) than one mole of oxygen aton.ìs

(o)

a. True, because there are two atoms ofO for every molecule ofO2'

b. True, because one nole of02 weighs nìore than one mole ofO'
c. False, because both ofthem have the sarne number ofparticles'

d, False, because one nlole ofO has the sa¡ne mass as one mole of02
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Che3OS Test A: Long Ansrver:Chemical Reactions Name:

A: Fol the reactions that occur, write down the formulas for the products of the

following chemical reactions (including phases), balance the equation and give the name

of the reãction type. If the reaction does not occut', state why (8 x 3 = 18)

1. 

- 

C6H¡a1g¡ +-O21g¡-+

Type:

2. 

-H2CO3 

qaq¡ * NaOH 1"q¡ -+

Type

3. 

- 

l21r¡ * CaBr213q¡ )

Type:

4.-Nqo+-ozte)

Type:

Calculations (Show all work)

The following thr.ee containers have identical capacities. Each contains Avogadro's

number of m-olecules of a gaseous element. Fill in the blanks with the nissing

infomation. (3)

2. What mass of chloline atoms contains the same numbel of atoms as does 24.0 glams

of carbon? (1)

3. How many moles of atoms ate ther.e in 1.20 x 1025 ca'bon tet'achlo'ide, CCI¿

molecules? (1)

4. How many moles of nickel atoms are lreeded to supply the same number of atoms as

does 10.0 grams ofneon? (2)

B

1.
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5. 0.500 mole of an element has a mass of 3 1 .75 grams. Identify the elernent.(l)

6. Each car.bon atom contains 6 electrons. How nlany carbon atoms will contain one

mole of electrons?(1)

7. What is the volume of 3.0 x i02a molecules of COz at STP?(2)

8. At STP, how many moles of neon gas in a 11 5 L sample? (1)

C, 9. Nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas react at S T'P' to make antmortia'

N21g¡ + 3H21g¡ -+ 2NH31n¡

a) If 24.0 g of nitlogen gas reacts, what volume of ammonia is produced? (2)

b) What mass of hydlogen gas is needed to produce 450 g of ammonia? (2)

10. Given the following unbalanced equation:

C2H6 + 02 -------------+ COz + HzO

a) Given 10.5g of ethane gas reacting with 26'88L ofoxygen gas at STP'

Determine the lirniting reactant. (3 marks)

b) What is the mass of water produced in this reaction(l malk)

1 1. The diagram represents,a mixture of s atoms and 02 molecules in a closed container'

@-o ^B d'u ."çö n E?-\lÉl .?\\,\EU dIE.<

02 foolecule

Chose and explain which diagram shows the results after the mixture reacts as

completely as possible according to the equation:

?s + io" --> 2SO,

ffiruffiffiffi
ABCDE
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Attitude I Time M SD N t f)

Social
Importance of

Chemistry

Control Pretest t6.s77 2.626 26
0.209 0.83 5Exn. Pretest t6.741 3.046 27

difference -0.164 -0.42

Appendix I: Analysis of Pletest Attitudes Tests

Ättitude 2 Time M SD N D

Preference
for

Experitnentation

Control Pretest 22.346 2.884 26
0.566 0,574Exn. Pretest 21.889 2.991 21

difference 0.457 -0. 107

Àttitude 3 Time M SD N t l)

Openness to
nerv Ideas

Control Pretest 14.5 2.702 )t\
t.24

0.221

Exn. Pretest 13.63 2.404 27

difference 0.87 0.298

Attitude 4 Time M SD N t p

Chemistry
classes.

Control Pretest i7.038 2.522 26
0.343 0.733Ern. Pretesl t6.778 2.979

difference 0.26 -0.457

Attitude 5 Time M SD N t f)

Chemistry
Leisure

Control Pretest 13.53 8 2.486 26
0.237 0.814Exn. Pretest 13.7 41 3.601 27

difference -0.203 1.115

Attitude 6 Time M SD N t f)

Chemistry
CaleeLs

Control Pretest l 1.385 2.t37 26
0.0256 0.980Exn. Pretesi tl.37 1.904 lt

difference 0.01 5 0.233

None ofthese tesults show any statistical significance (no p scores < 0'05)'



Attitude I Time M SD N t l)

Social
Importance of

Chernistry

Control Posttest 17.6s4 2.'.799 26
0.207 0.837Exp, Posttest t7.5 2.55 z6

difference 0. 154 o.249

Analysis of Post Attitudes Tests

Attitude 5 shows a significant score at CL 99%.

Attitude 6 shows a significant score at CL 90%.

Attitude 2 Time M SD N p

Preterence
for'

Experirnentation

Control Posttest 22.154 3.209 26
0.760 0.451Exn. Posttesl 22.769 2.597 26

difference -0.615 0.612

Attitude 3 Time M SD N I f)

Openlìess to
nerv Ideas

Control Posttest 14.962 2.441 26
0.499 0.620Ex¡r. Posttest 15.308 2.558 l6

difference -0.346 -0.117

Attitude 4 Time M SD N Þ

Chernistry
classes.

Control Posttest 17.'t3r 2.127 26
0.296 0.769Exp. Posttest t7.5 3.362 26

difference 0.231 1.235

Attitude 5 Time M SD N p

Chemistry
Leisure

Control Posttesl 13.538 2.083 26
2.936 0.00502Exn. Posttest 1s.885 3.502 26

difference -l.t4 t t.419

Attitude 6 Time M SD N t f)

Chemistry
Careers

Control Posttest 11.038 t.399 zo
t.99 0.0524Exn, Posttest 11.923 1.787 ¿6

difference -0.885 -0.388



Analysis of All Attitudes Pre and Post-Tests

Neithel ofthese results shows any statistical significance (no t scores < 0 05)'

All
Attitudes

Time M SD N t p

Control Pretest 95.3 85 10.666 26
0.438 0.663Exfi. Pretest 94.146 9.883 27

difference t.239 0.783

All
Attitudes

Time M SD N t p

Control Posttest 97.077 9.761 26
1.338 0,187Exn. Posttest 100.8 85 10.742 26

difference -3.808 -0.981



Appendix J: T-test Analysis of items for Attitude 5

Attitude toward Chernistry Leisule

Time M SD N p

I rvould like to
belong to a

chernistry club.

Pretest control |.923 L017 26
0.0827 0.412Pretest expt. 2.185 272 27

Difference -0.262 -0.255

Time M SD N t l)

Posttest contlol 2.011 0.'796 26
2.520 *0.0149

(cLg5%)
Posttest exD. 2.81 5 t.212 27

diffèrence -0.738 -0.57 6

Orrestion 10: Time M SD N t ll

I get bored rvhen
watching

programs about
chemistry on TV

at home.

PTetest control 2.731 |.25t 26
0.526 0.601Pretest exÞt 2.926 t.439 27

Difference -0. 195 -0.188

Time M SD N t D

Posftest control 2.923 |.tz9 26
0.432 0.63 8Posttest exp. 2.778 1.3 1 27

difference 0.145 -0.1 82

Ouestion 16: Time M SD N D

I would like to be
given a book on
chemistry ol a

piece of chernistry
equipment as a

Presellt.

Pfetest control 2.308 1.123
0.1 87 0.8 52Pretest expt, 2.370 1.305 21

Difference -0.062 -0.1 82

Time M SD N t)

Posttest contlol 2.571 ]106526 26
0.737 0.465Posttest exp 2.815 t.272 27

difference .0.238 -0.207

Ouestion 22: Time M SD N t t)

I dislike reading
books about

chemistry during
my vacations.

Pletest control 2.192 I .059 26
0.748 0.458Pretest expt. 2.444 1.368 27

Difference -{t.252 -0.309

Time M SD N D

Posttest control 2.654 1325 26
0.776 0.441Posttest exp. 2.370 | .334 2'l

difference 0.284 -0.009

Ouestion 28: Time M SD N D

I would like to do
chernistry

experirnents at
home.

Pretest control 2.231 0.863 26
2.222 *0.0308

(cLes%)
Pretest exDt. 2.889 1.251 z7

Diffelence -0.658 -0.288

Time M SD N Þ

Posttest control 2.615 I .098 26
2.752 *0.00812

(ct,990/"\
Posttest exD 3.481 1.189 27

difference
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Appendix K: T-test Analysis of Items for Attitude 6
Attitude Toward Chernistry Careers

Ouestion 11 Time M SD N t D

When I leave
school, I rvould

like to rvolk with
people who rnake

discoveries in
chemistry.

Pretest contlol 2.654 .164 26
0.3 34 0.740Pretest expt. 2.556 0.914 z7

Difference 0.098 0.190

Time M SD N t D

Posttest control 2.885 1.033 26
l .056 0.296Posttest exÞ. 3.185 1.039 27

difference -0.300 .0.006

Ouestion 17: Time M SD N f)

I would dislike a
job in a chernistry
laboratory after I

leave school.

Pretest control 3.269 I .041 zo
0.37 5 0.709Pretest expt. 3.148 L292 27

Difference 0.121 -0.251

Time M SI) N f)

Posttest cout[o] 3.192 0.849 26
0.1 54 0.878Posttest exp. 3.148 1.199 z7

diffelence 0.044 -0.3 50

Ouestion 23: Time M SD N D

Working in a
chemistry

labolatory rvould
be an intelesting

way to eaÍrì a

living.

Pretest contlol 3 il5 I .336 26
|.253 0.216Pretest expt. 3.556 219 27

Difference -0.441 0.1r7
Time M SD N t p

Posttest colìtrol i.038 0.774 26
|.529 0.r32Posttest exD 3.444 1.t21 27

diflerence .0.406 -0.347

Ouestion 29: Time M SD N t p

A careet in
chernistry would

be dull and boring.

Pletest control .192 t .201 26
I .107 0.273Pretest exDt. 3.556 I .188 27

Difference -0.364 0.013

Time M SD N t D

Pôsttest control 3.346 0.689 zo
0.3 l0 0.758Posttest exp. 3.259 t.259 27

difference 0.087 -0.570



Attitude I Time M SD N I p

Social
Importance of

Chelnistry

Pretest t6.52 2.663 ¿)
1.38 0.172Posttest t'7.6 2.843 25

difference 1.08 0.1 8

Appendix L: Analysis of Control Group pre to post Attitudes Tests

None ofthese results show any statistical significance (no p scoles < 0'05)'

Attitude 2 Time M SD N t D

Preference
for

Experimentation

Pretest 22.52 2.801 25
0.562

0.577

Posttest 22.04 3.22\ l)
difference -.48 0.42

Attitude 3 Time M SD N t It

Openness to
nerv Ideas

Pretest 14.56 2.74 25
0.595 0.5 55Posttesl 15.0 2.483 25

difference 0.44 -.25',7

Attitude 4 Time M SD N t D

Chemishy
classes.

Pretest t7.0 2.566 25
t.071 0.289Posttest r7.72 2.17 25

difference 0.72 -0.396

Attitude 5 Time M SD N t f)

Chemistry
Leisule

Pretest 13.6 2.517 z5
0. 183 0.856Posttest 13.48 2.104 25

difference 0. 120 0.413

Attitude 6 Time M SD N t t)

Chemistty
Careers

Pretest tt.44 2.162 25
0.852 0.399Posttest 1 1.0 1.4t4 25

difference 0.440 0.748



Àttitude 1 Time M SD N f f)

Social
Importance of

Chernistry

Pretesl 16.667 3.2t2 24

0.912 o.366Posttest 17.417 2.43 aÀ

difference 0.75 -0.782

Appendix M: Analysis of Experimental Group Attitudes Tests

Attitude 3 shows a significant t score þ<0.05) at CL 95Vo

Attitude 5 shows a significant scote al CL 90%o'

Attitude 2 Time M SD N t ¡)

Pleference
for

Pretest 21.917 3 161 24
1.083 0.284Posttest 2.833 2.681 24

Experirnentation difference 0.916 -0.48

Attitude 3 Time M SD N t D

Openness to
nerv Ideas

Pretest 13.583 2.501 24
2.424 *0.0193

Posttest 15.375 2.6t8 24

difference 1.792 0.1 17

Attitude 4 Time M SD N t p

Chemistry
classes.

Pretest t6.792 3.134 aÀ

0.695 0.491Posttest t7.4s8 3.501 24

difference 0.666 0.367

Attitude 5 Time M SD N f)

Chemistt'y
Leisure

Pretest 13.792 3.776 24
1.912 *0.062

Posttest 15.833 3.62 24

difference 2.041 -0.156

Attitude 6 Time M SD N t D

Chernistry
Careers

Pretest 11.375 1.996 24
0.978 0.333Posttest 11.917 1.84 24

difference 0.542 -0.1 56
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Appendix N

Attitude Test Comments: Response to Open Ended Question

ExPerimental GlouP Post Test

student 1 : I was taught more about the scientists esp. Avogadro and how they sort their

numbels.

Student 2:
- just made a background on the info
- helps you understand the concepts
- I dunno
- Activity, because it's more hands on, which is easiel to learn from

student 3: They have no effect on the level of interest in class. Basic concepts wele

effectively related, yet definition was unclear (ex. Molar volume). No effect on

motivation, I lear.n all I could. Activity based could provide visual learning, but

un-necessarilY better.

student 4: They didn't r.eally affect me, not at all, they did not effect it, activity based

were better

Student 5: It was interesting to heal how we caure about our culrellt knowledge, but it

didn't affect my motivation. Non-activity based worked fine'

student 6: It was good to learn about histot'y of molecule it gave extra information about

moles which I felt culious about. Howevet'it didn't affect nly modifation to learn

moLe.

Student 8: I felt that it didn't make a difference to me or benefit me in any way' It was

intelested in it but I didn't feel that it r-nade that much of a difference'

sfudent 9: They were interesting and got me thinking, but I don't really remember what

it was about. I think they should add these history-based activities to classes.

Student 10: - made it boring, not effective, made Ìne not want to leatn more, same

Student 13: Some what, yes, more than befole, activity

Student 14: fun, fun, a lot, activitY

student 15: It was interesting to heal about the scientists and history. But it did not

really help me concentrate on the main idea. I thought that maybe the time spent

ttudying ih" scientists could have been used to learn the basics and improve our

test mar'-ks. Maybe aftel an understanding of the mole has been leached' we

could be studied who nade these discovelies'
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Student 16: It was intelesting to learn what/who founded the thing your leaming about!

It makes it more inteìesting. It is easier to r.emember than. It sorl of wanted to

make me lealn mole. ActÑity based was maybe better because more interactive.

StudentlT:Theprogramoffer.edadditionalinformationthatwasquiteinteresting.It-- - 
rrally incr.euJed students, background knowledge. The concepts were useful to

knowalthouglrtheywer.e,o."-ti-"'lrardtounderstand.Thet.ewasalotof
interesting fãcts given, i e. random motion; makes students want to get mole

details. ActivitY based.

student 18: I thought it was a good idea. The whole concept of the mole is difficult.to----- 
g*rp but läowing whJre it comes frorn and how long it took to.discover.it it.

õ".orn", easier to understand. It was fuu to lealn about all the different chemists

that made a diffelence in chemistry and changed the way we look a chemistry'

Studentlg:Thel.V.swereagoodwaytohelpmeunderstandtheconceptofwhatthe
mole is. They also heiped maúe the 

"iu" 
tot" interesting' as we could just sìt

back and listén to the sìor.ies rather than doing work. i definitely think I would

find the concept of the mole confusing had we not done the I'V s'

Student20:Helpedtounder.standbetteraboutwhatwe,releartring(nrole)andthedemos
*.." l.uìly interesting! (the microscope one and bubble one)

Student2l:Ithasmadeclassinter.estingbypr.ovidinginformationofhowtheconceptof
the nole was intr.oduced in cneÃisiLy. Learning the people who provided bits of

information into the concept ofthe mole was very knowledgable'

student 22: The picture and a little lab aÌe affected me intel'est ilr the class and topic. I

think chemistry is really effect us for everything, so sometime I am very surprise

that chemical óun do and change many thing, Also, I feel thankful to the people

who do chemistry. They needlo try and try the lab again. Some of them just

spend a whole tinl" to it. I hope next time can have more activity' rnaybe a big

lab and grouP work, that is more fun'

Student 23: They wele interesting topics.

Student 24: I found it pretty interesting to lealn new ideas and concepts that I never

knew about. Didn,t affect muðh *ith th" interest in the class. Scientist's stories

affect me to have moLe inter.est in chemistry, I found experitlents more amusing.

Student 25: I find it interesting to leatn about them I would like to know more about

history ofscience but i wouldn't be interested to have them as one of the

cuuiculums
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Appendix O: Summary Table for Individual Cotnments

Student Effect on
intet'est

ElJecthteness
in rclaying
concepts

Effect on
motívation

Activity
ot' non-
ctctivity
based

I
2

3 X \/ X No nref.

4 X X A

5 .t X
6 X
I ,/ v

9

t0 borins X X
t5 ,/ \/ A

t4 \/ I A

15 ,/ X
t6 't/ ./ A

t7 \/ v A

I8 ,/
l9 \/
20 \/ \/

21

22 / A

¿J I
24 t/ A

25 /
sulnnlary 16 9v/3N 4v/6N 7A/1N



APPendix P:

T-test results: Multiple Choice Questions

All questions:

Questions pertaining to intetactive vignettes:

Results show for both comparisons show no statistical significance'

M SD N D

Control r 5.875 6.1 1 24
0.785 0.436Experimental t7.167 5.256 24

difference 1.262 0.854

M SD N t l)

Control 13.6 6328 10

1.032 0.3i6Fl,xnerimental t6.4 5.797 l0
difference -2.9 0.531



Appendix Q: Comparison of Multiple Choice Test Results

Q test A (Q test B) Answers are in a / b fot'mat' Conect answer is bolded'

1A(218): In the chemical equation 2 c2H6+ 7 Oz- 6HzO + 4 COzthe number'7 is

called a
Controlrespg$ç! Exp!-lIY)-t$pg4!c!

a./a subscript 210:2 (8%) 1/0:1 (4%)

b/c exponent 0/0 0/0

cld superscript 0/0 011:1 (4%)

d/b coefficient llll2=23 (92%) l3l1'0=23 (92%)

2AQ2B\: The symbol (s) is used in a chemical equation to l'epresent

3A(2381: In the chemical equation 2H21*¡ + Ozre) + 2H2Og'the term to the right of the

aÛow lreans

a/c the solid Phase
b/d a catalyst
c/a a spectator ion
d/b a solution

alb 2 atoms of watel
bla 2 grams of water
cld 2 liters of water
d/c 2 moles of water

Contlol lespQn!ç! Expt (lV) responses

t3tt2=25 (100%) t3te=22 (88%)

0/0 0/1:1 (4%)

0/0 0/0

0/0 rll:2 (8%)

Control responses Expt. (lV) lesponsçs

413=7 (2s%) 012=2 (8%)

o/1:r (4%) o/0:o (0%)

0/0=0 (0%) 111=2 (8%)

9t8=17 (68%) t3t8=21(8a%)

4A(248): Chemical equations become balanced by
Contlol

a./c eliminating spectator ions from chemical formulas 0/0

b/d adjusfinfcóeffïcients of chemical formulas llll2=23 (92%)

(96%\
à/a reãr'ranging the parentheses of chemical formulas 0/0

àÀ adjustiãg .-uUt.iiptt of chemical formulas 210:2 (8%)

5A(18): How tnany substances are reactants in the equation

2 Clz+ 6KOH -+ 5 KCI + KCIO3 + 3 H2O

Expt. (lV)
0/0
14ltl=24

0/0
0/0

ald 2
blc 5

clb 9
d/a 18

Control responses Expt. (lV) responses
glt}=rg (76%) lul7=t't (68%)

2lr=3 (t2%) 312=s (20%)

1n:2 (8%) r/2=3 (12%)

1t0=1 (4%) 0/o
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Comparison of Multiple Choice Test Results: Continued

6A(28): In the balanced equation 2 Na + 2 HzO -.> H2 + 2 X' X refers to

a./a NazOz
b/c NazO
c/d NaH
d/b NaOH

Control respgllg! Expt. (lV) responses

3to=3 (12%) llo:1 (4%)

sls:13 (s2%) 818:16 (64%)

o/o o/o

217=9 (36%) sl3=8 Q2%\

7A(38): Whenthe equation 412(SO4)3 + BaCl2 + Alcl: + Baso+ is balanced using the
-...----- 

smallest whoie number coefficients, what is the coeff,icient of Alz(So+)¡?

ald 1

blc 2

clb 3

dla 4

Controllesponses ExpilIY)-tcspalsg!
10/10=20 (80%) t2ltt=23 (92%)
3il:4 (16%) l/o=t (4%)

oll:1 (4%) uj=r Ø%)
0/0 0/0

8A(48): A mole of oxygen molecules consists of

Controllesponses Expl-CY)-tçgpan!9s

a./c 1 oxygen atom ll}=1 (4%) 0/0:0 (0%)

b/b 2 oxvsen atoms 211:3 (12%) 410=4 (16%)

cla 6.0ií 1023 oxygen atoms 719=16(64%) 517:12(48%)

dld 12.04 x 1023 oxygen atoms 312=5 (20%) il =g G6%)

9A(5B): What is the total numbel of atoms represented by one unit of 0'lH¿)zHPO4?

ControlresÞonses Expl-CY)-tç¡pglsgs
o/o o/o

0/1--1 (4%) 1/2:3 {r2%)
l3n0=23 (92%') t3l8=2t (84%)

0/1=1 (4%) o/1:1 (4%)

10A(68ì: What is the approximate total

CH3OH?

nunlber of hydrogen atoms in one mole of

ald 22
b/c 11

c/b 16
dla 5

alc 24 x 1023

bld 6 x 1023

cla 18 x 1023

dlb 36 x 1023

Control resÞonses

6t6=t2(48%)
6/5=11(44%)
110=1 (4%)
olt=t (4%)

Exnt. llV) resþonses

trl{=ls (60%)
214:6 (24%)
1/0=1 (4%)
0t2=2 (8%)

Comparison of Multiple Choice Test Results: Continued



^lbb/a
cld
dlc

114(78):WhichsampleofhydrogengasoccupiesthelargestvolumeatSTP?

2 moles
2litles
2 grams

2 x 1023 molecules

124(8B):Whatistheminimumnumberofmolesofo2lg¡neededtopr.oducel.0moleof---*-6raccording to the reaction whose balanced equation is 2CO1t¡ + Ozte) - 2 Ozre)

Controlresþonses Exp(lY)rçspgnsg!
0/o ol2:2 (8%)

818=16(64'Â) lll4=15 (60"/")

st3=8 (32%) 014:4 (16%)

0/l=1 (4%) 311:4 (16%)

134(98): How many atoms are thele in 4.5 g of CO2?

Control responses Expt (lV) lesponses

212=4 (16%) ttl:2 (8%)

t0/s=r8 (72%) 10/s=1s (60%)
!2=3 (13%) 3t4:7 (28%)

0/0 0/1=1 (4%)

i4A(108): under ordinaly conditions, which substance exists as a diatomic molecule?

Control respQrrlgs Expt. (lV) lesponses

619=15(60%o) lll6=ti (68'À)
4t3=7 (28%) rl4=5 (20%)

u0:1 (4%) 0/0=o (0%)

2lo=2 (8%) 2/t:3 (12%)

a./a 0.25 mole
b/b 0.5 mole
c/c I mole
d/d 2 moles

a/c 1.8 x i 023

bla 6,2 x 1022

c/b 6.0 x i023

dld 1.2x1026

ala zinc
b/b bromine
c/c iton
d/d helium

a./b increases
b/a decreases

c/c remains the sam€

control r..esÞonses

0/0
7t8=ts (60%)
211=3 (12%)
412=6 (24%)

Expt. (IV) responses

0/0
t3t9=22 (88%)
lto:\ (4%)
o/2=2 (8%)

15(11B): As aluminum bulns in oxygen accotding to the equation

4A\9 + 3021"¡ -+ 2Al2O31r¡ the tlumber of aluminum atoms present

Control t espQlsç! Expt. (lV) responses

2t1=3 (t2%) rl2=3 (12%)

311=4 (16%) 111:2 (8%)

stt}=t8 (72%) t2l8=20 (80%)
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Comparison of Muttiple Choice Test Results: Continued

164(128): In the leaction whose balanced equation is: N21r'¡ + 3Hng¡ +.2NH31g¡ '

What mass of H21g¡ is needed to ploduce one mole of ammonia?

ald
blc
clb
dla

lo

)o

1o
4o

a/a folmula unit
b/b formula mass

c/c molar mass
d/d grams in one mole

184(148): There are 6.02 x 1023

56g

l7s
14e

a/a. 40 g ofK
b/b 54 g of Al
c/c 200 g of Xe
d/d 200 g ofBa

194(158): The mass of two moles of nitrogen gas is _-

Control respQ$g! Exnt. (lV) respQn!çS

2t1--3 (12%) 310:3 (12%)

311=4 (16%) 1t3=4 (16%)

819=t7 (6s%) t0t8=18 (72oÂ)

o/1=1 (4%) o/0

Control responses Expt. (lV) lesponsç!

8^2=20 (80%) trts=te (76%)
o/0 111:2 (8%)

0/0 0/0

slo:s (20%) 2t2:4 (16%)

Contlolresponses ExplllY)¡cspg4!ç!-
ut:z (8%) 112:3 (12%)

sle=ta 66%) 8t6=ta G6%)
2lt=3 (12%) 111=2 (8%)

stl:6 (24%) 3/t:4 (16%)

174(138):Addingtheatomicnrassesofallelementsinamoleculeprovidesthe_-

Control responses Expt. (IV) lesponses

0/0 0/0

3tr=4 (t6%) 212=4 (16%)

10/10=20 (s0%) 9t7=16 (64%)

otl:l (4%) 312:5 (20%)

Controllesponses Exp!-OY)-tçspqlsc!

ala
b/b
clc
d/d

ala
b/b
clc
dtd

atoms/moles in 1 liter 0/0 1/0:1 (4%)

moles in an aton 0/1=1 (4%) 1/0=l (4%)

atoms/molecules in a mole l3lll=24 (96%) l2lll=23 (92%)

grams in one mole 0/0 0/0

204(168): What amount of matter contains the largest numbel of atoms?



Comparison of Multiple Choice Test Results: Continued

2l A,:-7B): The number of molecules present in 25 grams ofnitrogen gas is equal to

Control responses Expt. (IV) resoonses

311=4 (16%) 210=2 (8%)

st6=1r (44oÂ) 10/s=1s (60%)
2t1=3 (12%) 1t1=2 (8%)
314:7 (28%) lls:6 (24%)

ala 25 x 6.02 x 1023

blb Qs x 6.02 x 102)/28

"/" )516.02x to23

dld (25x6.02x1023)lr4

22A(l8B): In a mass-rtass problem, grams must flrst be conveÍed to moles by
Control resP. ExBLIIY)¡çsg

a./a usirrg the mole ratios from the balanced equation 0/0 212=4 (16%)

b/b usiig the molar mass of the substance 716:13 (52%) 3l'1=10 (40%)

c/c dividing molal mass bY glams

d/d none ofthe above methods

234(1981: A mole of HzO and a mole of Oz

a./a have the same mass

b/b contain one molecule each

clc have a mass of 1 g each

d/d contain the same number of molecules

4t3=7 (28%) 2t1:3 (12%)

2t3:s (20%) 7lt=8 (32%)

Control responses ExB!-flÐ-rcspqn!ç!
111=2 (8%) 2t0:2 (8%)

5/s:10 (40%) 2/o=2 (8%)

111=2 (8%) 0/2:2 (8%)

6t5=1r (44%) 10t9=re (76%)

Control responses Expt. (IV) responses

t2t6:18 (72%) 6ls=t1 (44%)

ot2:2 (4%) 3t4=7 (28%)

0/3=3 (t2%) 3t2=s (20%)
t/\=2 (4%) 0/0=0 (0%)

24A,20B\: one mole of oxygen molecules contain more independent units (o2) than one

mole of oxYgen atoms (O).

aJa True, because there are t\ryo atons of O for evely molecule of 02'

b/b True, because one mole of Oz weighs more than one mole of O'

c/c False, because both ofthem have the same number of particles'

d/d False, because one rnole of O has the same mass as one mole of Oz'
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Appendix R:

T-test results: Long Alrswel Questions

Total All questions:

Questions perlaining to interactive vignettes (#l - 8, 11)

The results show no statistical significance between the two groups'

M SD N t D

Control 23.68 6.336 25
0.696 0.490Ernerimental 22.O8 9.596 2J

difference 1.60 -3.26

M SD N t D

Control 8.98 2.71 25
0.371 0.713Flxnerimental 8.62 4.032 25

difference 0.360 1.322



Appendix S:

Unit Test: Long Answer AnalYsis

The following three containels have identical capacities Each contains

Àuogudro'. ritmber of molecules of a gaseous element' Fill in the blanks with

the missing inlolmation (3).

2. What mass of chlorine atoms contains the same number of atot.ns as does 24.0 grams

of calbon? (1)

24.0 g I 12'01 g/mol = 2.00 moles of carbon (half niarks)

(2.00 moles)(34.45 g/mol) = 68.9 g (tull marks)

Part a

Parl b

Part c:
Full marks: 8 (32%)

Part malks: 1 1 (1/2 marks) (44%)

Total marks (c):13.5125 (54%)

Control ResPonses

Full marks: 12 (48%)

Half marks: 8 (32%)

Total marks: 16125 (64%)

Control Responses

20t2s (80%)

8t2s (32%)

Experimental (IV) ResPonses

21t25 (84%\

1212s (48%)

11 (44%)
11 (112 matks)(44%)

16.s/2s (66%)

Experimental (I\) ResPonses

11 (44%)
8 (32%)
lst2s (60%)



Unit Test: Long Ansrver Analysis: Continued

How many moles of atoms are there in 1.20 x l02s car.bon tetrachloride, ccl¿

molecules? (1)

(1 .20 x 1025 molecules) I (6 02 x 1 023 molecules/mole) : 19 9 moles

i19.9 moles of Ccla)(s atoms/mole) : 99'5 moles of atoms

Control ResPonses Experimental (IVJ ResPonses

Full marks: 19 (16%) 12 (48%)
4 (t6%)
14/25 (s6%)

4. How many moles of nickel atoms are needed to supply the same mrmber of atoms as

does 10.0 grams ofneon? (2)

(i 0.0 g) / ( 20.18 g/mol):0.4g6 mol of Ne atoms 
" 

0 4g6 mol of Ni atoms since a
.mot"ä*ày. 

conúins th" ,u-" number of atoms (whether Ne ol Ni)'

5. 0.500 mole of an element has a mass of 31.75 grams. Identify the element.(l)

3 1 75 grams /0,500 mole = x grams / 1 '00 rnole

x = 63.5 grams Pet mole.

coppet' since relative atomic rnass is 63 5 g

Control ResPonses Experimental (IV) ResPonses

Full marks: 15 (60%) 15 (60%)

Halfmarks: g3(6%)
Total marks: 15125 (60%) 16'5 125 (66%\

6. Each catbon aton contains 6 electtons, How many carbon atoms will COntain one

mole of electlons?(1)

(6.02 x 1023 atoms/ mole) / (6 electrons/atom) = 1'00 x 1023 atoms

Half marks: 3 (12%)

Total marks: 20.5/25 (82%)

Control ResPonses

Full 2 malks: 11 (44%)

1%marks: 2 (6%)

1 mark: 6 (12%)

Total malks: 31 /50 (62%)

Control ResPonses

Full malks: 6 (24%)

Half malks: 2 (4%)

Total marks: 7/25 (28%)

Experimental (IV) ResPonses

17 (68%)
0

3 (6%)
3'1/s0 (74%)

Experimental (I\) ResPonses

e (36%)

0

9l2s (36%)



Unit Test: Long Ansrver Analysis: Continued

?. What is the volume of 3 0 x 1024 molecules of COz at STP?(2)

(3.0 x lOzamolecules) / 6.02 x 1023 molecules/mole) : 5 '0 moles

(5.0 moles) (22.4L/mole) = l12L

ControlResponses Experimental(IV)Responses

Full 2 malks: 18 (36%) 13 (26%)

l%malks: 2 (6%) 7 (21o/o)

l mark: 2 (4%) 0

Total marks: 23150 (46%) 23'5 150 (47%)

8. AtSTP, howmanymoles ofneon gas ina 11'5 L sample? (1)

(11.5 L) / (22,4Llmole): 0.513 mole

ControlResponses Experimental(IV)Responses

Full marks: 2l (84%) 20 (80%)

Half malks: 3 (6%) 1 (0'05%)

Totalmaks'. 22.5125 (90%) 20'5125 (82%)

C. 9. Nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas react at S T'P' to make ammonia'

N21g¡ + 3H21g¡+ 2NH31g¡

b) lf24.0g of nitrogen gas reacts, what volutne of ammonia is produced? (2)

(24.0 g of N) I (28.02 glmol) = 0 857 mol Nz 
--

ifatioÑr'Nftrit'1: 2 thãrefore (0 857 x 2)= 1'7l moleNH¡ produced

(1.71 moleNH3)Q2.4Llmol) = 38'3 L

ControlResponses Experimental(IV)Responses

Full 2 marks: 18 (72%) 13 (52%)

i%marks 2 (6%) 6 (18%)

l malk: 1 (2%) 1 (2%)

V"n'¡ark: 2 (2%) 0

Total marks: 41/50 (82%) 36150 (72%)



Unit Test: Long Ansrver Analysis: Continued

b) What mass of hydrogen gas is needed to produce 450 g of ammonia? (2)

ØsO. g) I (14.01 + 3(1.01) = 26 4 moles NH3.

àatio 
"Fíz 

'\H, 
it 3 

'2 
th"."fore 39'6 rnoles of hydrogen needed

(39.6 máles)(2.02 g/mole) : 80'0 g of hydlogen needed'

ControlResponses Experimental(IV)Responses

Full 2 malks: i0 (40%) 15 (60%)

l%marks 4 (12%) 2 (6%)

1 mark: 3 (6%) 6 (12%)

V.mark: 2 (2%) 0

Total marks: 30150 (60%) 39150 (78%)

10. Given the following unbalanced equation:

2C2H6 + 7O2'---"------+ 4COz + 6HzO

a) Given 10.59 of ethane gas reacting -with 
26 88L of oxygen gas at STP'

Detemine the lilniting reactant (3 rnarks)

moles ethane = (10.5 g) / 30.08 g/mol) :0'349 mol

noles oxygen = (26'S8L) /(22'4Llnol) = 1'20 mol

Ratio is 2:7 if we use allihe t.2O nol of oxygen, we need 0'343 mol of ethane

Since we have enough, oxygen is the limiting reactant'

ControlResponses Experimental(IV)Responses

Full 3 marks: 13 (52%) 13 (52%)

2t/zmarks: 4 (13%) 0

2 marks: 2 6%) 2 (5%)

l%mar.ks 2 (4%) 3 (6%)

1 mar.k: 1 (1%) 2 (3%)

Y,mark: 1 (I%) 0

Total malks: 57'5i75 (77%) 49'5175 (66%)



Unit Test: Long Ansrver Analysis: Continued

b) What is the mass of water ploduced in this reaction? (1 marþ

7Oz -+ 6HzO

1.20 mol = x : 1.03 mol of water is produced

(1.03 molX18.02 g/mol) : 1 8.6 g

1 1 . The diagram represents,a mixture of S atollls and Oz molecules in a closed containel'

Control ResPonses

Full marks: 13 (52%)

Half marks: 6 (12%)

Total malks: 16125 (64%)

Experimental (IV) ResPonses

e (36%)
7 (r4%)
1612s (64%)

molecule

Experimental (IV) ResPonses

3 (t2%)

1 (2%)
14 (28%)

211s0 (42%)

Experimental (IV) ResPonses

s (20%)
2 (8%)
4 (16%)
4 (t6%)
7 (28%)

E¡ ^n d-
'æÏ tt

ËT u rY El*

Choseandexplainwhichdiagramslrowstheresultsaftertlremixtuleleactsas- 
lornpt.t"ty ut possible according to the equation: 25 + 3Oz --> 2SO¡

ffiffiffiffiffi-ABCDE

Ansrver: D - you need one sulfur atom fot every three oxygen atoms (SO).

- according to the starting aniount (6 S : 12 O), and the combining ratio

(1 sulfui : 3 oxygen) there should be 2 sulfur atotns in excess'

Control ResPonses

2 marks: 2 (8%)

l marks:
(D/wrong expl.) 3 (6%)

(not D/right exPI.) 12 (24%)

Total marks: l9150 (38%)

Control ResPonses

Multiple choice:
A SzO: 0

B SzOr * excess 3 (12%)

c so¡ r (4%)

D SO3 + excess 5 Q0%)
E SzO¿ 9 (36%)
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